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LONERGAN, HEIDEGGER, AND
THE BEING OFQUESTION

Paul Kidder

Seattle Uniaersity

Seattle, lr'hshington

TN A Hrcrrt-y LAUDAToRv review of Emerich Coreth's Metaphysik,

I Bernard Lonergan paraphrased Coreth's view on the ontological
Istatus of questioning: " ... questioning not only is about being but is
itself being, being in its Gelichtetheit fiuminosityl, being in its openness to
being... ."r These words, though presenting only a gloss, one might say,

of the ideas of another thinker, stand out as a rare exprcssion of Lonergan's
appreciation for a kind of ontology that some may know from Coreth but
many more know from the philosophy of Martin Heidegger. I have in
mind the kind of ontology that identifies the phenomenon of question as

a first phenomenon for its inquiry and insists on maintaining the centrality
of that phenomenon throughout the whole of the philosophical proiect,
even as that project analyzes the being of the questioner and the beings
that are within the world that the questioner questions. By "question," in
this context, neither Heidegger nor Lonergan (nor Coreth, for that matter)
would intend merely the particular questions that are asked regarding
particular things and events, but the underlying dy'namism that motivates
every question frorn within and heads toward being even as it comes from
being. This underlying, primary reality Lonergan invoked with many
names: "pure question," "questioning itself," "the principle of inquiry"
"radical intending," or "the inner light."'? Similarly, it seems to be implied

'Bernard lonergan, "Metaphysics as Horizon," in Colleation, vol. 4 of the Collected Works
of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frcderick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran Clorcnto: University of
Tomnto Prest 1988), 192. Emedch Coreth, Metaphysik: Eifie nethodisch-systa@tische Crundlegung
(lnnsbruck Tyrolia-Verla& 1961).

?"Metaphysics as Horizon," in Collectiofi, T9q Bernard Lonergan, "Theories of Inquiry" in
Second Collection, ed. wrlliam F. J. Ryan and B€mard I. Tyrrell (Philadelphia: The Westminster

@ 2016 Paul Kidder
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in the terms by which Heidegger's writings, beginning in the 1930s, name

the fundamental phenomenon of his philosophical concern: the "opening,"

"clearing," or "lighting" in being.3

Lonergan, who studied Heidegger's work only after his own

philosophical framework and terminology were well established, rarely

interprets Heidegger's thought in a manner that reaches to its theoretical

core,a but in his gloss of Coreth Lonergan approaches that core. Lonergan's

appreciation of such central Heideggerian ideas is significant not merely

as a moment of convergence between two thinkers who seem frequently

to diverge, but also because this particular convergence provides an

opportunity to use Heideggerian insights to emPhasize the richness of

Lonergan's own thinking on the question of being and the being of question.

In the following pages I shall attemPt to seize upon that opPortunity,

explaining and employing the relevant Heideggerian notions to highlight

ways in which Lonergan can be found working on the same problems at

an equivalent depth of thought. Although this fatuly specific program of

mine will not yield a general overview of the points on which Lonergan and

Heidegger can be said to agree and disagree, it will nevertheless contain

some of the interpretive clues that I consider keys to the success of that more

general comparative Proiect.

HETDEccER oN THr BrIruc or Qursrroru

The question of the meaning of being is the permanent focus for Heideggerian

thinking. Heidegger's readers tend to be most familiar with the question as

Heidegger pursued it through the "analytic of Dasein" in Being and Time,

where Heidegger attempts something that we might be inclined to call a

Press, 1974), 34; Berna rd, Loner}an, Melhod in lieoloSy (New York: Herder and Herdet 1972), 11 ;

Bemard Lonergan, 'Theology and Praxis," in Thitd Collection,l93.
rMartin Heideggei, "Iztter on Humanism," in Basic I rhfin8s, 2 ed., ed. D. F Krell (New

York: Harper and Row, 1993), 229, GesamtausSobe, vol. 9 (Fmnkfurt am Main: Klostermann,

1976),32rHeidei9er,"The End of PhilosoPhy and the Task of Thinkin9," in Basic Vhili Ss, 4ll'
43,Zur Sache d* Dmkms,3d ed. (T'lbingen: Max Niemeyer 1988),71-73.

rl have in mind here especially the treatment in the lectures Published as Phefiomenology

and logic: The Boston College lictures on Malhematical ltSic and Eaktentiahsm, vol. 18 of the

Collected works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. PhiliP J. Mcshane (Toronto: University of Toronto

Pr€ss,20Ol). Here Lonergan works, to a large extent, from AlPhonse deldael\ens,Ia philosophie

de Ma in Heidegger (Louvain: Institut SuP6rieur de PhilosoPhie, 1942), the limitations of which

have been noted by William J. Richardson, He idegger: Thtottgh Phenofienolory to ThouShl,3d ed.
(The Hague: Martinus Niihoff, 1974),687.
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phenomenology of the human subject were it not for Heidegger's insistence
upon defining Dasein primarily and persistently as an openness to being
and only secondarily (and by virtue of that openness) as an entity caught
up in myriad involvements with other worldly entities.s This decision to
approach the being question strictly through the ontological disclosiveness
of Daseir is meant to avoid the misstep by u/hich the philosophical tradition
has consistently fallen short of the demands of the question of being. The
traditional approach has been to give first priority to the metaphysical
analysis of the worldly objects of inquiry or to the analysis of the "human
subiect" or "ego" or "rational animal" that inquires of the world, or to the
abstract concepts that logically structure all such analyses - all of which
strate8ies end up putting assumptions in place that prevent the inquiry from
reaching the full scope of the question of being. "Dasein," by contrast, is an

entity considered strictly and purely as the being that raises the question of
being. The being of Dasein is analyzed, from the beginning, not as a thing
among things or a subiect defined in relations to obiects, but as the site of
the question of being, whose worldly involvements come to be articulated
only by virtue of the light that emanates from that site. By this reversal of
the more traditional approach to human subiectivity Heidegger situates the

being of question - as the constitutive, defining character of the questioner,

as the self-disclosive moment of being - at the heart of ontological inquiry
The reversal permits some surprising conclusions in the analysis. Among

them is the claim that the notion of Dasein as "substance," "substrate,"
or even "subiect" all employ a mistaken and merely assumed view of
Dasein as stasis amid movement, whereas in fact Dasein, when defined
strictly with regard to what the question of being reveals, is movement.6
What may appear to be a static presence (both temporally, in the present

moment, and physically, in relation to a field of relatively stable objects) is,

in fact, the manifestation of a relentlessly temporalizing movement wherein
the dimension of futurity, and nothing else, founds our transcendence to
a world; the temporal passing of all things, and nothing else, establishes

our situatedness (our being-already-involved, our "thrownness"); and the

sMartin Heidegget Beinq and Time, trans. J. Macquarrie and E. Robinson (New York:
Harper and Row, 1962); Cesamtousgabe , 2.

6Here I follow Thomas Sheehan in characterizing "movement" as an interpretive key to
Heidegger's proiect. See, for example, Thomas Sheehan, Mafing Sense of Heidegget A Parad.ign
Sri.ft (New York Rowan & Littleneld, 2015),49-53, 10G105, 141-43. See also Thomas Sheehan,
Karl Rahner: The Philosophicol Foufidotions (Athe s, OH: University of Ohio Press, 1987), chap. 3.
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combined working of futural transcendence and passing absence, and only
those, make possible our ongoing presence to a world. The temporality that

is invoked in this analysis, moreover, is not the empty form of time, but the

time of concrete history: our temporality is also our historicity.T

By the late 1930s we find that Heidegger has shifted even further away

from making the phenomenology of the existential subiect his central focus.

While never repudiating anything in the proiect of Being and Time, the

language in which the question ofbeing is now posed stresses more than ever

the struchJre of the event of question over the nature of the questioner and

the contents of particular questions. One hears this in Heidegger's references

to "ontological difference" - the difference between "being" as a quality of
entities or as the totality of those entities, and "being" in a sense invoking

that which grants the being of entities - a difference embedded, to be sure,

in the program of Being and Time, but given emphasis, now, in the call to

think the difference more deliberately as difference. One hears Heidegger's

shift of emphasis, too, in the revival of such ancient philosophical terms

as "aletheia," (truth), which Heidegger employs in a manner that stresses

the alpha-privative structure of the Greek word'. "s" negates lhe "lethe,"

the darkness or hiddenness, such that truth may be understood as the

disclosure that is encompassed by that which is hidden.s One hears the shift
in the many metaphorical terms that Heidegger uses to evoke the first and

irreducible phenomenon ftom which philosophizing begins and within
which its deepest concerns lie: the "opening," "cleaing," or "lighting" in
being. While each of these terms in Heidegger serves a distinct PurPose/
they all refer back to what I am calling the first and tureducible phenomenon

for ontological thinking: the eruption of being into the question of being.

A term of this period that correlates with these formulations (and for

some scholars, epitomizes them) is "Ereignls," a neologism that carries

so many connotative meanings that it receives a broad variety of English

translations - for example, "ApproPriation," "E-vent,"e "Enowning "r0

Certain Heideggerian texts support the interpretation of Ereigzis as the event

of aletheia, the event of disclosure out of hiddenness, which is, of course, also

?Heideg9eL Being and Time, kions 62, 65, 67, and 6E.

3Heidegger, "on the Essence of Truth," in B4si. t/\tlitings, 12.126, 13G32 (Gesamtausgabe,

187-89,193-96).

'qRichardson, Heidegger, 638.
roMartin Heidegget Conlributions to Philosophy (From Efiotofiing), trans. Parvis Emad and

Kenneth Maly (Bloomington and IndianaPolis: Indiana University Press, 1999).
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the event through which ontological difference is differentiated.l' In light
of this interpretation, we may be justified in saying that this differentiation
points back to a prior unity, which, as the hidden source for the granting of
truth, forms the ultimate Bround of truth, and perhaps should be called, in
the purest sense, the "being" to which all Heideggerian thinking aspires.

The sense of "appropriation" in the term, "Eriegnis," would then have
everything to do with accepting what is granted in the opening, or lighting,
as differentiating out of the ineluctable mystery of being.

Question, in light of the notion of Ereignis, then, can be described as

a manifestation of presence.bestowing-absence. Question is an anticipation
of truth bom of the experience of its absence, yet formed within worldy
involvements in such a way as to make them tGbe-questioned. Heidegger's
formulation here recasts, without negating, the account of the temporality
and historicity of D asein in Being and Timc, for the structures are fundamentally
the same. In its reworking of these structures, and particularly in considering
the concern (Sofge) that lies at the heart of the act of questioning being,
Heidegger continues to emphasize question as something that comes from
being - being in its luminosity, being in its openness to being.

As I conclude this brief review of central Heideggerian ideas on
the nature of question, I should note that I generally follow what has

been a standard paradigm for Heidegger interpretation at least since the

publication of William Richardson's Heidegger: Through Phenomenology

to Thought.In recent years that paradigm has been notably chailenged by
Thomas Sheehan's skillfully wrought study, Making Sense of Heidegger, and
related articles. Through meticulous analysis of subtleties and ambiguities
in Heidegger's technical use of terms such as aletheia and Ereignis, along
with the thorough treatment of the Aristotelian and Husserlian background,
Sheehan has argued that Heidegger's ontology remains within the scope

of a phenomenological reduction - that is, it does not determine any truths
beyond human experience, so that whoever takes Heidegger to be speaking
of the kind of being that lies beyond that experience lapses back into the

same sort of metaphysical hypostatization that Heidegger so fervently
sought to overcome. One of Sheehan's respondents, Richard Capobianco,
has argued that Sheehan's interpretation, for all of its care and precision, has

made another kind of error: that of encapsulating it in a phenomenology

llRichardson, HeidssgeT, 638-39
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of human subjectivity, which is another pitfall that Heidegger worked

assiduously to avoid.l2 The debate here is obviously a crucial one, and

one that bears a certain resemblance to debates over phenomenology and

ontology in Lonergan, but as yet it is unclear whether Sheehan's interpretive

approach wilJ. indeed establish the new paradigm in Heidegger scholarship

that its author has envisioned.

To see the full extent to which Lonergan's ontology resonates with the

Heideggerian themes that I have Presented it is necessary to face several

questions of interpretation, for Lonergan's language and his approach to

metaphysics seem to be very far from the Heideggerian project. While

this distance between the two is in some ways unbridgeable, a pointed

interpretation of Lonergan's ontology reveals connections that are

intriguing nonetheless.

A first interpretive issue to address is the ostensible priority of cogni-

tional theory in Lonergan. There is a habitual way in which Lonergan and

those who study him refer every philosophical question back to questions

of cognitional theory The oft-stated reason for doing so is that metaphysical

and methodological issues always rest on epistemological assumPtions and

that these, in turn, rest upon implicit concePtions of the cognitional process.

In his own cognitional theory, as is well known, Lonergan insists that the

operations of intelligence - the raising of questions, the focusing of atten-

tion, the puzzling over problems, the achievement of insights that solve the

puzzles by grasping the intelligibility intrinsic to them, the posing of further

questions that challenge the correctness of those insights, the bringing-to-

term of that further process of questioning in judgments of truth or falsity,

and the pursuit of implications for appropriate courses of action in response

to the judgments reached - must be given precedence, in the analysis of

philosophical questions, over the analysis of the Products of that intelli-

gence - that is, the images, concePts, theoretical frameworks, metaphysical

constructs, and normative theories of action - that issue from the operations,

for the products of intelligence are notoriously revisable, but only by means

of the further operations of intelligence. It is for this reason that ePistemolo-

[See Richard Capobianco, Heideggo's llhy of Being (Toronlc University o( Toronto Press,

2014).

LoNnxceN oN rnE QuEsrroN oF BEING
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gies that have been founded on types of products of cognition, or upon some
restricted subset of the full range of intelligent operations, must be critiqued
by referring them back to cognitional theory The oversights on basic ques-

tions of cognition explain the chronic inability of such epistemologies to en-

gender confidence that human intelligence is capable of knowing anything
about the world as it truly is.13

By extension of this same critical purpose, the weaknesses that one
finds in most attempts at metaphysics can be best illuminated by showing
how the metaphysics in question has been abstracted or extrapolated from
what is known of reality, which abstraction or extrapolation rests upon a

theory as to what cdr be known of reality, which in tum relies upon a theory
(or perhaps only an assumption) as to how knowing is to be described

and explained. A prime target in Lonergan's criticism of the metaphysical

tradition is "conceptualism," defined as a propensity to take concepts as the

building blocks of thought, therefore of truth, and therefore of reality. For

Lonergan, concepts vary in the degree to which they satisfactorily articulate
the intelligibility grasped in insights, and are therefore not only revisable,

but (as centuries' worth of revolutions in human thought should have

rendered obvious), they are too frequently revised to serve as the ultimate
categories for metaphysics.la

I have been showing how the priority of cognitional theory in Lonergan

derives from its critical function. But now I wish to claim that because the

critical function is not the sole purpose of Lonergan's thought the priority
of cognitional theory is not, for Lonergan, absolute. In fact, I would argue,

any reading of Lonergan's philosophy that would render that philosophy
merely or primarily a cognitional theory or an epistemology misses much of
its point and diminishes much of its power to provoke thought. As a passage

in "lnsight: Preface to a Discussion" puts it:

. . . the ontological and the cognitional are not incompatible alternatives
but interdependent procedures. If one is assigning ontological causes,

one must begin from metaphysics; if one is assigning cognitional

'see, for example, Bemard Lonergan, Irsight, vol. 3 of the Collected Works of Bemard
LonergarL ed. FEderick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Torcnto: University of Toronto Press,
1921, chaps.'1,2,9,10, and 14; Method in Theolory, chaps.I and 10; "Cognitional Structue," in
Collection,20121; ''fhe SubFct," in A Sscond Collection, 6946.

tt'"Ihe Subi'cl," in A Second Collection,7175. S@ also lnsight, 426 ff.,717-18, a\d, "Cog i-
tional Structue," in Co lleclion,21+19.
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reasons, one must begin from knowledge. Nor can one assign

ontological causes without having co8nitional reasons; nor can there

be cognitional reasons v/ithout corresponding ontological causes.ls

Lonergan, here, is not Sranting ultimate Priority to cognitional theory; he is

endorsing, in fact, a completion of his philosophy in terms of an ontology.

The ontology that he offers to fulfill this function, howevet diverges in

striking ways from traditional forms of metaphysics.

This brings us to a second interpretive Poht, one Pertaining to the

definition of "being." ln lnsight, Lonergan introduces being as a "tricky

topic" that is best approached by a "second-order definition." Here he

defines being as "the objective of the pure desire to knovr'."r6 The trickiness

that Lonergan refers to in this passage is in Part due to some very traditional

puzzles regarding the notion of being, puzzles that trace their lineage at

least as far back as Parmenides. Being, in this tradition, is a unique notion,

for being is not a thing or a relation among things, because all things and

relations are within being. It is not a quality of things, for every quality also

is. For the same reason it cannot be called a highest genus from which all

other genera and species are derived. To deal with some of these difficulties

Aristotle approached being as something "spoken of in many senses."

Lonergan similarly understands being as a "Protean" notion. One

can speak of it in many senses, but one cannot brint unity to it by any

straightforward conceptual means. In fact, Lonergan's anti-concePhralism

intensifies the difficulty of speaking directly of being. According to him,

Aristotle's "many senses" are often, themselves, concePtualizations of

ontological causes that lack a fully explanatory set of cognitional reasons.

Lonergan's own account of cognitional reasons confirns that we know

something of being when we make verified judgments - as, for example, in

our concrete judgments of fact. But he insists that the Seneralizations that

are drawn from such judgments of fact are, by their nature, revisable in light

of further investigation, such that they cannot serve as the general categories

that would form the essential structure of being. Hence our definition of

being has to assume that our present body of knowledge may tell us very

little about being. It must anticipate a Potential exPansion of familiarity with

the intelligible world that we cannot, within our present horizon, know

rsBernard Lonergan, "Ifisisrtt: Preface to a Discussion," in Colls.fiorr, ll4
lolnsight 

, 372.

Mrruoo: lournal ol Lonergan Studies
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how to fathom. To form any unitary notion of being, we must define it, not
in terms of our knowledge, but in terms of the fullness that our knowing
activity ultimately intends.

On the basis of these considerations it is easy to avoid the mistake
of reading "the obiective of the desire to know" as meaning "an obiect of
knowledge." It is, in fact, precisely the impossibility of holding being per
se within one's knowledge that forces Lonergan to approach it as an index
rather than as content of knowing, to identify it simply as that which the
most open-ended of human desires anticipatorily intends. The term of this
desire is present in every engagement with the world, but every engagement
reveals itself, at the same time, as manifesting only something that is, rather
than the being of being as such.

A third interpretive issue concems Lonergan's tendenry to emphasize
methodology over metaphysics. Already in lnsight, Lonergan is committed
to the idea thatall disciplines, not simply metaphysics, study being. When, in
the course of philosophy's history, metaphysicians have claimed to possess

the most general categories into which all of reality may be divided, there
have inevitably come along thinkers in particular disciplines (especially

the natural sciences) who have shown those categories to be unequal to the
task of generating insights into the particular problems of their disciplines.
Insight's early chapters, in fact, are devoted to showing.iust how woefully
the structures of traditional substance metaphysics fall short of the criteria
of "explanation" demanded by twentieth-century science and mathematics.
Many of the categories that come to us from Aristotle are, in this light, shown
to be unverifiable and to be derived not from the structure of being but from
the generalization of commonsense experiences of human persons.rT

The solution to this perennial dilemma, according to lnsight, is for
metaphysics to play an integrating role rather than a comprehensive-
categorical one. Metaphysics functions as the meansofshowing thatall ofthe
disciplines are indeed investigating being. It does so, once again, in a second-
order fashion, identifying not the most general products of human inquiry,
but the most general pattems by which that inquiry must proceed. What
is being? Being is the intelligibility intended by questions for intelligence,
being is the truth intended by questions for reflective iudgment, being is the
normativity intended in questions of value, and being is the transcendence

tTlnsight ,"151-57
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of all of these that is manilested in the proPensity for questioning to push

beyond every answer.
In the reworking of his main philosophical ideas for his book, Method

in Theology, Lonergan seems to move one step further from the basic

proiect of metaphysics. In identifying the means by which the methods of
particular disciplines are to be ioined he chooses to speak of "transcendental

method" rather than metaphysics.rs "Transcendental method" refers to the

basic operations of human intentionality that are adaPted to the tasks of

the disciplines and therefore constitute the conditions for their success.

This transcendental role, which is essentially the integrative role that had

been played by metaphysics n InsiSht, seems to have taken on even more

of a cognitional, as opposed to ontological, form. But while the changed

terminology does indeed indicate a shift in Lonergan's program (away from

a primarily philosophical project and toward the task of situating theology

among other disciplines), Lonergan has not shifted in his understanding of
the fundamental realities at stake. As with the book lnsight, so in Method in

Tfteolo3y knowing is understood as intending being. Moreover, this knowing
changes not only the knower but the world that is known, oPening it uP to

the knower through its intelligibility, truth, and value, and permitting the

shaping of that world by the informed actions of the knower. Thus, because

human intentionality functions always in a concrete, historical world, a sense

of the ontological corollaries to the operations of transcendental method is

crucial to grasping the fuli context of historical reality within which any

method operates. Being has not been left behind.

I have taken up three interpretive issues pertaining to the relationship

of knowing and being in Lonergan, and I have attemPted to resolve each

of them in such a way as to permit an interpreter of Lonergan to speak in

a more or less unqualified way of Lonergan's "ontology." It is necessary to
justify such a way of speaking if we are to move from the question of being

to the being of question in Lonergan. Let us turn, now to that task.

LoNERGAN oN THE BEING oF QuEsrIoN

In Lonergan's philosophy, as in Heidegger's, question functions as a first

phenomenon for philosophical understanding. By "question," inthis context,

taMethod in Theology, 13-25
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is meant, once again, not simply the particular question formulated in a

verbal query nor just the inquisitiveness experienced when a given instance
of random gazing becomes focused looking, nor just the feeling embodied in
a particular moment of uncertain apprehension, but the originary potentiat
that initiates all of these, the primitive source that simultaneously grounds,
inspires, and guides them. Question, in this sense, is the fundamental
drive that makes possible each particular question, even as it reveals the
incompleteness of each and points beyond each to a plenitude of further
questions.

Question may not be the first thing that one notices about one's
experience; it may not be the first topic that a philosophy takes up. But a
successful course of self-reflection and philosophical analysis will reveal

that question is the phenomenon upon which every other act of conscious
intelligence depends. And because intelligence brings normative direction
to every aspect of human life, fidelity to the pull of the further question
functions for Lonergan as the ultimate normative existential reality. It is in
this sense that the priority of question emerges as a first phenomenon for
philosophical analysis. Once this priority is grasped the task of Lonergan's

program in lzsiglf and other works can be seen to be a task of clearing the
way for the singular normativity ofquestion to be recognized, appropriated,
and put in opposition to any philosophy that would usurp its prionty in
favor of a priority of concepts, sense experience, self-awareness, affectivity,
or any other phenomenon. These latter phenomena, in coming to light
only through questioning and being verified only by virtue of the norms
immanent to the questioning process, must be recognized as secondary
phenomena after the primary phenomenon of question itself. Jerome Miller
has put this point as follows:

...we can be genuinely ourselves rol by taking possession of
ourselves . . . butonlybyentirely surrendering ourselves (cognitionally,

volitionally, affectively) to an exigence that will turn out to be nothing
less than the exigence of being itself.r'g

reJerome Millet "A Reply to Michael Maxwell," METHoD: ]ournal of lnnetgafi St dies 12, no.
1 (1994): 11314. See also Jerome Miller, /ll fre Throe of Wnder: Intimations of the Sacrcd ifi o Posl-
Modern Wrld (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1992), chap. 3.
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The priority of question comes explicitly to light through the process of self-

inquiry, and in that sense (and ironically) its Priority is not experienced as

"first." But once question does come to light it comes to light as that which

has drawn the self-understanding process forward from the beginning.

Miller's way of putting the point retums us also to Lonergan's

resistance to the idea of knowledge as possession. The human tendency

to overestimate the degree to which our Present knowledge comprehends

the essential features of reality is a tendency born of the desire to possess

reality rather than the desire to know it. To overestimate, in this manner,

the achievements of human questioning is to underestimate its potential.

What knowledge we have of being is achieved by a kind of surrender to

the inherent finality of question itself, sacrificing the desire to control the

inquiry's outcome. Lonergan speaks of the task of the inquirer as the task

of "self-appropriation," which is an illuminating term in many resPects.

But it can also mislead one into thinking that Lonergan's philosophy is ego-

centered and concemed with taking Possession of knowledge, whereas, in
fact, what self-appropriation reveals above all is not one's possession of

being but one's possession by being.'?o

For this reason the term "transcendence," as Lonergan employs it, is an

important one to set next to the term, "self-aPproPriation." "Transcendence"

has t$/o important significations for our present inquiry For one, it designates

the way in which being per se always exceeds what we know of it. While

being is truly known in the knowledge of particular things and relations, and

while more of being is known as knowledge of beings expands, still being

in the full sense, the being of beings, must be understood as transcending

all of our knowledge and functioning for finite inquirers as an index rather

than as a content of knowledge. But secondly, the sense of transcendence

that Lonergan has in mind here does not place being in some far-off, hidden

region, for the experience of transcendence is one of the most common in
human experience. As Lonergan writes, ". . . despite the imposing name,

transcendence is the elementary matter of raising further questions."'zl Being

is present in what is known, but being as transcendinS the known is Present
in the experience of transcending the known world, that is, the experience of
question. Being thus can function as an index for every question because its

transcendence is indicated in every question. The mystery of being consists

rMiller "A Reply," 112-14.

'zt 
lnsight, 658.
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not in a pure hiddenness, but in the far more uncanny fact that being, in its
most obscure aspect, that is, its transcendence, is also intimately familiar to
us in our most ordinary inquisitive acts.

This poin! I would say, brings Lonergan's thinking surprisingly close

to Heideggerian ontology. In emphasizing the hanscendence of the inquirer
in the process of inquiry in characterizing the inquirer as possessed by the

question that "comes from being," Lonergan is putting movementat the heart

of the inquirer's ontological constitution. And whatThomas Sheehan has said

of Heidegger's notion of being could be equally said of Lonergan's: being as

absent (that is, hidden), in being anticipated (in the movement ofquestioning
transcendence), "gives being" to the anticipating entity, disclosing what the

anticipating being is: the movement of finite transcendence.22

This movement, for Lonergan no less than for Heidegger, is temporal

and historical by its very nature. The birth of questioning is always from

a horizon, which functions as both a limit and as the source of questions

that could expand the horizon. Thus, as the question initiates temporal
movement within the horizon, so the effects of questioning bring historical

movement to the horizon. Moreover, since the unrestricted scope of the

questioning of being intends being in all of its concreteness, rather than in
abstract generalities, the inquiry must include the whole of the world as

mediated by, and partially constituted by, human meaning - which is to say,

human history as both heritage and as developing reality.

TlrE DIFFERENcE REcARDINC,,DIFFERENCE,,

One ought not to point out this proximity of Lonergan and Heidegger on the

meaning of being without acknowledging what is probably an intractable
difference between the two over what Heidegger calls "ontological

difference." The singular focus of all of Heideggerian thinking is being (Selz)

as that which grants the being of all-that-is, as opposed to being in the sense

of a being, or the totality of beings, or a supreme being. Because it is crucial
for Heidegger's philosophy to distinguish these meanings of 'being,"
any abrogation of the distinction, or any preoccupation with beings that
distracts from the fundamental question of being, will quickly be deemed

"forgetfulness ofbeing" or, more precisely, "forgetfulness of difference." For

€e Thomar SheehaD "Geschichdichkeit/Ereignis/Kehre," Exislentia (Meletai Sophiad,

ll, no. H (2001): 249.
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Heidegger, the granting ofbeing in the "lighting" occurs in every instance of

openness to beings, givillg every moment of existence the Potential starting

point for the meditation of being. Hence, while the opening occurs always

in historical situations and under circumstances of personal and intellectual

development, one does not, according to Heidegger, have to live in a
particular historical time or have a particular body of knowledge in order

to pursue the being question in the manner that he intends. No intellectual

horizon constitutes, for him, a world-historical breakthrough of ontological

disclosure as such. On the contrary the founding structure of the disclosure

of being is accessible, in his view, as much in the age of ancient philosophy

as in the age of modem science.z'

Lonergan, of course, is very comfortable putting ontological issues in

cognitional terms, defining being as the objective of the desire to know,

or as "everything about everything," and devoting enornous amounts

of attention to the development of human knowledge iII the sciences and

humanities. It is easy for a Heideggerian to see such a focus on knowledge

and the progress of knowledge in history as a textbook case of obliviousness

to thecentral concern ofHeidegger's thought. But I do not think thatthisis the

case. Ontological difference does function in Lonergan's thought, though in a

different way from Heidegger's. It functions as the fact that being transcends

knowledge in unimaginable ways, and that this transcendence forces us to

treat being as the unknown, as an index, as mystery For Lonergan, once

again, the mystery is that being can be both that which is known and that

which is so utterly urknown that our knowledge cannot begin to envision

it, even as our questions intend it. The differentiating factor in Lonergan's

conception of ontological difference is, in other words, human finitude.

Lonergan himself never fully grasped what Heidegger meant by

"ontological difference," but if he had, he might yet complain, from

the perspective of his own understanding of these same questions, that

Heidegger's formulahon of the difference had put too great a wedge

between being and beings for it to adequately function as a philosophy of

the being o/beings.'?a

aHeidegger, "Letter on Humanism," in 8a5rc l/'lritin$s, 2iU2 (Ge$mta1lsgabe, 33938\.
zl have considered these points of disagreement at greater length in 'The Lonergan_

Heidegger Dfference," Philoxphy and Theology 15, no. I (2003): 27$98. See also William J.

Richardson, "Being for Loneigan: A Heideggerian View," in PhiliP Mcshane, ed., Iinguage Ttuth

and Meaning: Papets from the lfitefialional lanetSan ConSress 1970 (Notre Dame, lN.: University
of Nohe Dame Press, 1972\,272-83.
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CoNcrusroN

By virtue of this disagreement, then - a disagreement in formulation,
perhaps, more than in substance, yet a thoroughgoing and obstinate one

nonetheless - we would be wrong to say that Heidegger and Lonergan are

of one mind on the being of question. Yet the degree to which each puts the

phenomenon of question at the heart of his ontology creates a remarkable
confluence of thought. The insights that emerge from reflection on this
point of confluence, occurring despite a significant gulf of disagreement,

are intriguing - and not simply from the point of view of scholarship, but in
terms of the ongoing challenge of the thinking of being.

Lonergan and Heidegger were both such original thinkers that it can

comeasa surprise to find proximities in some of the most distinctive, unusual,
and profound features of their thinking. But both were also "original" in the

sense of returning repeatedly to the origins of the Westem philosophical

tradition. At the beginning of that tradition, with the thinking of Parmenides

and Plato, stands the challenge of the mystery of being and the mystery
of the human power of interrogating being. Lonergan and Heidegger are

both in league with this tradition. But both, too, have their strongest ancient

affinities with the philosophy of Aristotle, who stands, in many ways, as

the third interlocutor in this discourse regarding being. If both Heidegger
and Lonergan seek a single meaning of "being" that stands behind the

many senses in which being is spoken of it is because Aristotle had set

out the problem in terms of multiple senses. If Heidegger and Lonergan
formulate the nature of the being that reflects on being in term of movement,

it is because they are carrying further the Aristotelian meditation on pftysis

that brought the question of movement to the Platonic and Parmenidean

conceptuality that Aristotle inherited.
In this connection, then, as Heidegger and Lonergan both understood,

the question of being always demands innovative, even radical thinking,
but the kind that also continually retums to its origins, both in experience

and in history
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A r FocAL rssuE in Professor Wilkins's recent paper, "Method and

[\ Metaphysics in Theology: Doran and Lonergan,"r is what, if any,

L \r.. the precise implications for methodical theology of Bemard

Lonergan's remark in Method in Theology, "For every term and relation there

will exist a corresponding element in intentional consciousness."2 Wilkins
is opposed to what he understands as Robert Doran's interpretation of
the remark and the remark's significance in methodical theology. Against
Doran, he claims to "establish" and "demonstrate the lucidity" of his
positive contention that Lonergan's remark should properly be interpreted
as including neither "the generically metaphysical categories of scholastic
theology," nor even the special categories of Lonergan's scholastic theology,
but iust the "metaphysical notions alone" or "metaphysical categories in the

O 2016 H. Daniel Monsour

METH1D: Iournal of lrneryan Studies, n,s-
5, no. 1 (2015)

'Jeremy D. Wilkins, "Method and Metaphysics in Theologyi Doran and l,one!gan," in
MErHoo: Ioumal ol lrnergan Sttdies, n.s.5,no. 2 (2014): 5385. Page references to Wilkins's paper
occur parentheticall, either in the text or, occasionally, as part of a footnote.

rBernard 
J- F. Lonetgan, Method in lheoloSy (Ioronto: University of Toronto Prcss, 1990),

343. In the second paragraph of his paper (54) and in two subsequent places (56, 62), when
he quotes this sentence, Wilkins ins€rts "metaphysical" in brackets as a qualification of "term
and relation," presumably intending the insertion to be a clarification for the reader's benefit.
As will become clear, in his estimation (see, for example, 55) both he and Doran agree that
the terms and relations referred to in Lonergan's rcmark are, in some s€nse, metaphysical
terms and relations, but they disagre€ over which metaphysical terms and relations Irnergan
intended to include in his remark.
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strict sense," namely, potency, form, and act (55, 59, 61, 84). And as iI to
provide an additional buttress for his position, he claims to "show" also

that Lonergan never intended his remark "to refer to scholastic theological

categories" and that it "quickly loses its lucidity" when it is made to do

so (55). Moreover, the "correspondence" mentioned in the remark is the

"isomorphism of cognitional and ontological structure" (61) or, again, "the
isomorphism of ontological to cognitional elements," with the "direction
of the derivation" being from the cognitional elernents to the ontological

elements and not the other way round (59,67,6W,U).3
Wilkins, then, is (1) claiming that Lonergan, in making his remark in

Method in Theology, is alluding to what he affirmed in lnslght when he put
forward the major premise for effecting the transition ftom latent to exPlicit,

critical metaphysics;a (2) arguing that Lonergan intended to affirm nothing

less but also nothing more than what he affirmed when he initially put
forward the premise in lzsigftt. Thus, in Wilkins's commentary on what he

designates as Lonergan's paragraph [Bl, the quoted paragraph (60) from

Method in Theology rn which Lonergan's remark is located, he connects the

remark with Lonergan's "metaphysical program" in Insight, namely, the

development of a critical metaphysics "on the basis of the isomorphism of
knowing and being" (see 62,63-64). Again, he connects Lonergan's ParaSraPh
[B] remark with Lonergan's statement regarding the systematic function

of transcendental method, in which the objectification of transcendental

method yields a basic set of terms and relations ("the substance of cognitional

theol/') that are "found to be isomorphic with the terms and relations

denoting the ontological structure of any reality proPortionate to human

cognitional process."s And later in his paper, under the heading, "A Broader

rAt one point (54, aJter quoting Doran quofing Loner8an's remark, Wilkins charactedzes
Doran's understanding of Lonergan's remark as implying, among other things, that "the
'corresponding element' seems to entail a diect corresPondence to data in our exPerimce."
Is this not a puzzling charactear",ahon of Doran's undelstanding of the remark? ln lrnergan's
remarlg the terms and reldtions arc that for uhic, there will exist a "corresPonding elemmt'' in
intentional consciousness. So the element in intentional consciousness is the "corresponding
element." The terms and relations are not in l,onergan's remarlg nor, I Presume, in Doran's
understanding of the remark, charactedzed as the "corresPonding element" but as that for
which there is a coresponding element. Perhaps Wilkins means simPly that for Doran the
cotespondmce ,,jrentioned in l,onergan's remark "seems to entail , . . "

€ee Bemard Loner8an, lr,siSlrli A Study of Hutrun UndentandinS, vol.3 of the Colected
Works of Bemard t-oneryall, ed. Frederick E. Cncwe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1992), 424.

sMethod in Theology , 2L.
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Context," Wilkins will quote in full Lonergan's statement regarding the

maior premise and the set of primary minor premises involved in effecting

the transition from latent metaPhysics to explicit, critical metaphysics

(except for leaving out Lonergan's clarifying remark that the maior Premise
is analytic) and says that the method indicated by these premises "is

very compendiously described in our passage lrom Method in Theology"

(70), meaning, I presume, Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark. Lonergan's

statement, Wilkins repeats toward the end of his paper, "means precisely the

isomorphism of knowing and being" (84). Accordingly, if one distinguishes,

as Lonergan does, between the basic anthropological and the specifically

religious component of theological method,6 Wilkins's interPretation

of Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark effectively regards its signi{icance

as pertaining directly to the anthropological comPonent of theological

method, in particular to Lonergan's Position that cognitional theory not

metaphysics, is the "basic science."T lts significance does not pertain directly

to the formulation of new theological cateSories in methodical theology by

working back from the metaphysical cateSories of scholastic theology or

even from the special cateSories of Lonergan's scholastic theology, though

Wilkins atlows that Lonergan's remark may have an indirect, regulative

function in that it provides a control that enables one to identify and so

discard empty theological categories (see 5469).8

Wilkins says he takes Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark as including iust the

metaphysical notions "in the strict sense" or "metaphysical notions alone,"

as exemplified by potency, form, and act (55, 59). A few pages later, he

repeats his interpretation of Lonergan's remark, but the terminology shifts

slightly: now potency, form, and act are said to be "categories of a critical

metaphysics" (61). Again, he states that in medieval theology form and act

see Method in Theology, 25.
7Thus, Wilkins wites, "As a whole, the Pres€nt Passage is not concemed with the generation

of new categories or how the new cat ories are to tte related to the scholastic cateSories. Rather,

it is concemed to explain why metaPhysics has been made not basic but derivative, and what

advantages result from its disPlacemmt as the basic sciencd' (63; comPare with 59, 69).

s\rVilkins also allows for the possibility that Doran's Program, although exPressly based

on a mistaken interpretation of Lonergan's paragraph [Bl remark, may still in fact have a

"sufficient warrant" from the plausible theological exPectation that the order of grace will be

analogous to the order of Trinitarian relations (see 55; comPare with 81_82, 8'l_85).
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are among "the generic metaphysical cateSories" pertaining to metaPhysics,

considered as the basic science; they are general categories that "become

specific to theology only by further determinations" (74). Finally, toward the

end of his paper Wilkins reiterates his position that Lonergan's remark "is

restricted to metaphysical categories in the strict sense" (84).

Let me register some unease regarding the way in which Wilkins uses

the expression "metaphysical cateSories" in his paper to refer to potency,

form, and act. My unease arises not because I hold that the expression

cannot leSitimately be so used, and not because such usage is relatively

infrequent in Lonergan's writings on metaphysics,e but because such usage

eA brief, cursory examinahon of some of lrnergan's Published texts written Prior to the

publication of Metl,od in Theology and of some archival texts reveals the followinS. In an early s€t

of notes, "lntelligence and Reality," Lonergan says that categories are "general lines of cleavage,

division, ordering oI the universe of being" (Bemard tonergan, 'lntelliSence and Reality,"
Lonergan Archive, http:/ /wt'w.tremardlonergan.com/Pdfl10400DT8050.pdf, 23). He speaks

of potency, form, and act as "terminal categories," meaning by that "what is understrxrd or
anticipated as intelligible' (28), and he distinguishes them from descriPtive, heuristic, and

dialectical categories (23). These teminal cateSories are said to be the "conditions of true

propositions as true" (24). The expression "metaPhysical cateSories" occu:rs nowhere in InslSftt

apart from the passing refercnce to the "bloodless ballet of metaPhysical cateSories" (570; but
see 329 and note e on 795). "IntelliSence and Reality" (14) also sPeaks of the "bloodless ballet

of cateSones." (Just as a Peripheral matter of interest, F. H. Bradley i^ Ptificiples of lrgic INew
York C. E. Stechefi & Co., 19121,533, rather famously uses the exPression "unearthly ballet of
bloodless categories." Lonergan says in one place that he never read Bradley, and in another

place that he did read about Bradley {see Bemard Lonergan, '"TranscriPtion Q&A 2 LW 1979,"

Lonergan Archive, http://www.bemardlonergan.com/Pdf/ry00DTE070.Pdf,9 and "Q&A

l\ne 21 79 LW" Lonelgan Archive, ht9://www bemardlonergan.com /Pdl/3261oDT807o.
pdt 7 l, so it is at Ieast possible that during his time in England in the late ninete€n-twenties,

he might have heard or read someone referring to Bradley and using the more comPactly

alliterative and rhetodcally telling variant of Bradley's memorable expression). On occasion,

Lonergan will speak of potenry, form, and act as the fundamental categories of metaphysics (see

Bemard Lonergan, E4ll! l'h',-o Theological Mslr{rd 2, vol.23 of the Collected Works of Bernard

Lonergan, trans. Michael G. Shield and ed Robert M. Doran and H. Daniel Monsour [Toronto:

University of Torcnto Press,2013l, 132 501; see also Bemard t onelgan, "Q&A 3 Lw 1976

trans.ription," Lonergan Archive, httP:/ /www.bemardlonergan.com/Pdfl88800DT8070 Pdf,
7, where in response to a question lrnergan sPeaks of "the metaPhysical cateSories of Potency,
form, and act"). Finall, in 'tsernard t onerSan ResPonds (2)," in Shortei PsPers, vol. 20 o( lhe
Collected works of Bernard l,onergan, ed. Robert C. Cmken, Robert M. Doran, and H. Daniel

Monsour (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 280, lrneBan remark that ". . . Potency
and act are relevant cateSories for the whole of reality . . " A more tengthy and thorouSh

examination of Lonergan's texts would likely reveal other instances of such usage. But at

least in hsi8ftl, the work in which we 6nd lrnergan's most extended and carefully thouSht_

through discussion of metaPhysics, when sPeaking of potenry, form, and act, he PrcferIPd the

expression "metaphysical elements" over "metaPhysical categories." And, as I shall argue, in
Method ih Theotogy lis exPress use of "cate8ory" and its derivatives to refer to determinations

made the word and its derivatives unsuitable as a way of characterizing Potenry, form, and act.

As he says, ". . . metaPhysics is transcendental, an integration of heuristic structu:es, and not
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fits awkwardly with Lonergan's preferred way of using "category" and its
derivatives in Method in Theology.In that work, "metaphysical categories"

occurs once as a subentry irr the index (which was not compiled by
Lonergan) but nowhere in the text, not even on the page cited by the
subentry, and it is certainly not used to refer to potency, form, and act.Io

Lonergan uses "ca tegory" / " categoies" / " categorial" in Method in Theology

to rcfer to determinations, specific in connotation and limited or restricted
in denotation.rr Given this usage, if Lonergan had had occasion in Method

in Theology to engage in an express discussion of potency, form, and act, for
him to have referred to them as categories would have risked confusion,
the avoidance of which would have necessitated an explanation that such

categories are, as such, not determinations specific in connotation and

limited or restricted in denotation.r2

There is, I suggest, a similar risk of confusion for anyone using the

expression "metaphysical categories" to refer to potenry, form, and act in
the context of a discussion of the meaning of a text in Methotl in Theology.

For such usage can easily result in one proceeding in one's discussion and
in the prcsentation of one's arguments as if potency, form, and act are, lil<e

typical categories, detenninations that are specific in connotation and limited
or restricted in denotation.

Potenry form, and act are not like typicai "categories"; considered
just as metaphysical elements, they are not deteflninations that are specific

in connotation and limited or restricted in denotation.r3 So discourse

some categorial sp€culation that reveals that all is water, or mattet or spirit, or process, or what
hale yo\i" (Method ifi Theology,25).

tqsee Method in Theolory,383, the index entry under "Grace." The subentry cites page 288, a

page which mentions Brace in terms of metaphysical psychology. The clos€st Lonergan comes
i^ Method in lieoroly to speaking of a metaphysical element as a "cate8ory" is the following
from page 11: 'They lcategories] need not be called categories, as were the four causes, ead,
a&e l,matfet,fonn, ... ."

'r"Cate8ories ar€ determinations. They havea limited denotation" (Melhd in Theology, Ll).
"The categorial are the determinations reached through experiencing, understanding, iudging,
deciding. The transcendental notions ground questioning. Answers develop categorial
determinations" (Metfiod in Theology, T3-74).

I2The one reference to potency, form, and act in Melhod ifi Theology occurc in a footnote on
page 95 in which Lonergan refers the reader to a page in lrsigrt that "gives the basis for the
Senerality of the terms, potency, form, act."

,1"8y "uruestricled in denotation" I mean that they lthe intelligible, or the true, or the rcal,
or the Boodl are not tied down to some limited category Ever,'thing is intelligible; otherwise we
would be wasting our time trying to know it through understanding. Similarly, everything real
is being- Reality in its every aspect is being. Therc is no rcstriction. If you talk about man, or the
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about them is not like discourse about men and women, horses and dogs,

hydrogen and oxygen, and so forth.ra "Potenry, form, and act . . . are defined

by their relations to one another. On the one hand, therefore, their contents

aren't determined, but on the other hand, you can use those terms to refer,

not simply to whatever has this relation to this other, but to dll of what has

this relation to the other And you save the concreteness of being, and the

developing character of human knowledge, by that tyPe of approach to

metaphysics."'s More basically, they are defined not solely by their relations

to one another but "by their relations to human knowinS."to 1nrt, "... 'r.,'
names what is to be known insofar as we say 'is,' 'form' names what is to be

known insofar as we understand, and 'Potency' names what is to be known

insofar as we experience."lT So, whether defined by their relations to one

another or, more basically, by their relations to human knowing, "potency,"

"form," and " act" are general concePts and names whose reference "is

exclusively to concrete potencies, forms, and acts."r8 Accordingly, they are

unlike typical categories that are determinations specific in connotation and

limited or restricted in denotation.

earth, ot anything else, you are talking in some cateSory and you have something restricted in

denotation" (Bernard l,onelBan, "Q&A Period 1, Dublin Iistitute 1971 on Method in Theology,"

l,onergan ArcNve, http: / /www.bernardlonergan .coti/ ?dl / 64WDTFIY0.Pdf, tu, rePly to q. 4).

u"Potency, form, and act arc constituents of what is known by exPerience understandin&
and judgment, where potency coEesponds to the exPeriencin& form to the understandinS,

and act to the judginS. Quite clearly, then, Potency itself is not known by erperiencing
understanding, and iudgment, and so it is not comPos€d of a further Potency, form, and act. But

if this is so, then there is a profound difference between discourse about horses and doSs and

discourse about potency, form, and act; for from the former thmugh the rules of metaPhysical

equivalence one arrives at constituent Potencies, forms, and acts; but from the latter one cannot

legitimately proceed to a rePetition of the analysis with resPect to the elements themselves lt is

thL difference that is expressed in traditional metaPhysics when it is affrmed that, whil€ horses

and dogs exist and change, Potency, form, and act are, not what etsts or changes, but that by
which are constituted the beings that exist and change" (hsi3hl,535-36)

rtBemard Lonergan, Llfiderstonding and Being: The Halifat lzctures on Insiqhl, vol- 5 of lhe

Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Elizabeth A. Morelli and Mark D. Morelli, rev and

augmented by Frederick E. Crowe with the collaboration of Elizabeth A. Morelli, Mark D.

Morelli, Robert M. Doran, and Thomas V Daly (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990),344.

t6I sight,757.
IEemard Lonergan, E arly Vhrks on Theological Method 3 , eol. 24 ol the Collected works of

Bemard LonelBan, hans. Michael G. Shields and ed. Robert M Doran and H Daniel Monsour
(Toronto: University of Toronto Prcss, 2013), 100.

lslnsighl,527. A}ain, "By potenry, form, act I do not mean anythin8 abstract. Those three

terms are always concrete for me, and they are defiIed by their relations to one another"
(Bernad t ner8an, Pr enofienology and lrgic: The Bostofi College lzclures on Mathenatical Lr'qic

and Exblefitiatisrn, voL 18 of the Collected Works of Bemard lonergan, ed. Philip J. McShane

[Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001], 334)
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In his discussion of Lonergan's criticisms of the "old situation" in
metaphysics, Wilkins seems at times to proceed as if at least some of the
metaphysical elements are themselves ty?ical categorial determinations.
Thus, he writes:

As long as metaphysics was the basic science, the special categories
were formulated as further determinations of metaphysical categories.

Scholastic special categories like sanctifying grace and the habit of
chari$r are generically metaphysical. To conceive them as accidental
habits is to add further determinations to the generic metaphysical
categories of form, which is related to act, and quality, an accident
related to substance. In medieval theology substance, accident, form,
act, quality are all basic, for they pertain to metaphysics, the basic
science. They are all general, for they become specific to theology only
by further determinations. (74)

As best as I can understand the salient points suggested by these remarks
and the surrounding remarks, Wilkins is interpreting Lonergan as saying
that in the scholastic tradition (deriving from Aristotle), metaphysics was
considered as the basic science, and its categories were considered basic

categories. Other disciplines and their categories were considered as
"generically metaphysical" because their categories "added determinations"
to the basic "generic" categories of metaphysics, prominent among which is

form. Thus, the special categories of scholastic theology were considered as

being "generically metaphysics" because they add further "determinations"
to the basic categories of metaphysics, and they do so in the same way
as a difference adds a further "determination" to an already somewhat
determinate genus.

If I have correctly understood Wilkins's interpretation of Lonergan's
claims on these points, I find it difficult to reconcile the last part of his
interpretation with some of the positions on the metaphysical elements
that Lonergan argued for in Insight. Taken literally, Wilkins's remarks
amount to treating form as itself a genus, that is, "a determinant content
quite distinct from the content of its difference"re but open to diffnentiae.
But then that determinant content would be only part of what a thing is and
as such would be abstract. For Lonergan, however, potency, form, and act

'"lnsi8if, 386
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are general without being abstract.'o They are general without being Seneric,

for they are utterly concrete. Accordingly, I cannot see how, for Lonergan,

there can, properly speaking, be any such thing as the generic metaphysical

category of form.21 And even if one takes into account alL of his criticisms

of the Aristotelian ideal of science and of Aristotelian architectonics,22

I doubt that Lonergan is actually saying that Aristotle in his thinking on

metaphysics understood form as generic and so as abstract and that the

scholastic tradition, as represented by Aquinas, likewise understood form

as generic and so as abstract. For that would completely undermine his

claim that the results of applying the method for metaphysics worked out

in lrsrgltt "bears an astounding similarity to the doctrines of the Aristotelian

and Thomist tradition."z
One can, I suggest, follow the thrust of Lonergan's argument without

invoking a generic metaphysical category of form. Leaving aside his frequent

discussions in his later writings of the shortcomings of the Aristotelian

ideal of science, for present Purposes two of his critical observations

of Aristotelian architectonics warrant a brief mention. First, as Wilkins

himself notes (74), Lonergan observes that the Aristotelian framework,

with psychology (general theory of being as sensitive and intelligent),

alnsight,527-28.
2rlonergan's account of generic and sPecific differences is stated brielly as follows: "There

are generic differences inasmuch as coniugate forms emeqge on successive higher levels, and

there are specific diffeEnces inasmuch as different unities are differentiated by different sets of
conjugates" (Insi8ht, 531 ).

zThe expression is one Lonergan used. See Bemard Irnelgan, "Christology Today:

Methodological Reflectionr" i A Thitd Collection: Papers W Befla l. F. Innetgan, 5.1.' ed.

Frederick E. Crowe (New York Paulist Press, 1985), 76. The Aristotelian ftamework he has in
mind is descriH briefly in, for example, Bemard Lonergan, yerrrlrn: vhrd afid ldei in Aquinos,

vol. 2 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M
Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997), y. ComParc with Lonergan, "Bernard

Lonergan Responds (2)," i^ Shorter Paperc,276; Bernard Lonergan, 'lsltReal?," t Philosophical

and Theologiui Papers 7965-1980, vol. 17 ol llre Collected Works of B€mard Lonergan, ed. Robert

C. Croken and RoM M. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2fiN), 132; and in the

same work, "t€cture 1: PhilosoPhy of Cod," 166 and "t€cture 2: The Functional SPecialty

'Systematics'," 190.

Blns(hf, 545; compare with 425, where in his discussion oI method in metaPhysics L'netgan

says that the results arrived at in the Aristotelian and Thomist schools 'largely anticiPate our

own." Of course. "astounding similarity" and "largely anticiPate our own" do not imPly

complete identiry Thus, speaking of Potency, form, and act, LoneBan says the followin8 on

pag" 458 of the sa.n" *ork: ". . . while we employ the names introduced by Aristotle and while

wJassign them a meaning that Aristotle would r€cognize as his own, nonetheless Aristotle's

ready uie of merely descriPtive knowledge and our insistence on exPlanation involve different

starting points, different tendencies, and differences in imPlication."



biology (general theory of being as living) and physics (general theory of
being as mobile) subalternate to metaphysics or first philosophy (general

thmry of being as being), impeded the development and recognition of
autonomous departments of knowledge concerned with different domains
of data and equipped with specific methods for attaining, with respect

to those different domains of data, their own proper terms and relations
that are not mere prolongahons of the common notions of metaphysics

or first philosophy.2a His second critical observation is really a pointed
application of the first. Lonergan does not claim that there is a total neglect

of the data of consciousness in Aristotelian and Thomist thought. He does

claim, however, that there is lacking in Aristotelian and Thomist thought a

prolonged, methodical attention to and explanatory integration of the data

of consciousness on their own terms.E As a consequence, a metaphysical
psychology replete with its various faculties developed but not a theory in
terms of consciousness and intentionality - one that flows out of following
a way of sustained and guided concrete self-attention and self-discovery.'?6

'?€ee, for example, Bemard Lonergan, "Revolution in Catholic T\eolo9y," i^ A Second

Collection,vol. T3 of lhe Collected Work of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Robert M. Doran and John D.
Dadosky (Ioronto: University ofToronto Press,2016),199, and in the same work, "Theology and
Man's Future," 116-17; "Aquinas Today: Tradition and lnnovation," in AThird Collection,4142,
46-42 and in the same worl thristology Today: Methodological Reflection," 7176, "Religious
Knowledge," 135-36, 'The Ongoing Genesis of Methods," 14648; Method in Theolog!, 85,94-
96- Perhaps a too ready use of descriptive knowledge as a stand-in for knowledge of forms
contributed to the longevity of this arangement. On common notions, see Bemard Lonergan,
The Triune Cod: Syslefiatics, vol. 12 of the Collected Works of Bemard lrnergan, trans. from
De Deo Trino: Pars slsLmdlira (1964) trans. Michael G. Shields and ed. Robert M. Doran and H.
Daniel Monsour (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,2007), 147, 171, 173,179. Note his remark
on pa8e 171: "We know things immediately and naturally in two ways: in one way, accordingto
the common notions such as being, one, true, good, the same and the diverse, act and potency,
the absolute and the relative, and other notions of this kind; in the other way, according to the
generic and specific natures ofthings." And on page 179: "Asystematic analogy lin theology] is
based either on common notions and principles elaborated in general metaphysics, or m some
deteminate created nature such as the physical, the chemical, the biol€cal, the sensitive, the
i n tellectual."

15'Thomism had much to say on the metaphysics of the soul, but it was Iittle given to
psychological introspection to gain knowledge of the subject. Behind this fact there did not
lie any neglect of introspection on the part of Aristotle and Aquinas; I believe they hit things
off much too accurately for that to be true. The difficulty was, I think, that while Aristotle did
practi.e introspection, still his works contain no account of introspective method" ("The Futur€
of Thomism," in /4 Second Collection,43, and see in the same work, 'The Subject," 62{3. see also
Verbum, 54, 9-101.

a"The priority of metaphysics in the Aristotelian tradition led to a faculty psychology.
For other sciences were subordinate to the first science; from it they derived their basic terms
and theorcms, and so Aristotelian psychology had to be a metaphysical psychology in terms
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But even granted all of his criticisms of the consequences of taking

metaphysics as the basic science, what Lonergan argued for in fusigftt still
holds:iust as the notion of being is all-pervasive, underpinning all cognitional

of potencies, forms, and acts" ("PhitosoPhy and the ReliSious Phenomenon," in Pltilosopiical

ani Theotogical Papers 1965-1980, 395; see also 39G98). Although the Iist that follows is hardly

exhaustivi it may be useful to assemble in one note a not strictly chronological sampling

of places where one can find Lonergan alluding to or remarking on the shortcomings of
faculty psychology: Bemard Lonergan, ToPics in Education: The Cincinnati lacturcs of 7959 on

the Piit;sophy of Edu./ition, vol. 10 of the Collected Works of Bemard lonergan, ed' Robert

M. Doran and Frederick E. Crowe, revising and augmenting the unPublished text by James

Quinn and John Quinn (Toonto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 83, 2D-1O 265; "Faith and

Beliefs," i^ Philosophicrl and Theological Payrs 1965-1980,37, and, n lhe same work, "Lecturc 2:

The Functional Specialty 'systematics'," 190, "A New Pastoral Theology," 234; 'The Subjed," in
A Second Collection,69, and in the same work, "The ResPonse of the Jesuit as P est and Apostle

in the Modern World," 1M, "An lnterview with Fx Bemard t nergan, S.J.," 1E8, "InsiSht

Revisited," 232; "Mission and Spirit," in,4 Tfi itd Collection,2S, a\d 1n the same work, "Aquinas

Today: Tradition and Innovation," 45-46, "Christology Today: Methodological Reflections,"

75-76, 'The Ongoing Genesis of Methods," 159{0, "Theology and Praxis, 200n33, referring

back to page 19i; Mef, od in Theology,96,268-69, 340-44; "Foreword to Bemard Tyrrell, Berftald

Ianergan's Philosophy of Cod," in Shorter Papers, 290-92, and in the same work, "A ResPons€ to

Fr Dych," 301-302; Bernard l,onergan, "Thrusts and BEakthroughs," i^ Caring About MeaninS:

Pa$e;ns in lhe Lile ol Benlad lnnergan, ed. PieEot tambert, Charlotte Tansey, and Cathleen

Goin8 (Montr€al: Thomas More Institute, 1982), 43; Bemard t nergan, "Grace after Faolty
Psychology," in Cnrios ity at the Centet of One's Lile: statemefils and Quations ol R. Eric O'Connor,

ed. J. Martin OHara (Montreal Thomas More Institute,'1987),402; Bemard tonergan, "1969

tnstitute on Method Lecture 38 TranrriPt," lrnergan Archive, http://www.b€mardlonelgan'
com/pdfl520O0DTE060.PdI, '17; Bernard f.onergan, "1969 Institute on Method l-ecture 9

Tranrript," lonergan Archive, httP://www.bemardlonergan com/Pdfl53lmDT8060'
pdt 10-13, 35; Bemard lonergan, "Religious Commitmmt," Lonergan Archive, http://
www-bemardlonergan.com/Pdf/23360DTE070.pdf, 2G/7; Bernard tonergary "Lecture 8,

part 1, of ttublin Institute 1971 on Method in Theology," Lonergan Archive, httP:,//www'
iemardlonergan.com / pdf/ &7 AODTEOTO Pdf,3,8; Bemard Lonergan, "Q&A period 1, Dublin

Institute 192;n Method in Theology,- lonergan Archive, httP://www.bemardlonergan com/
pdfl64OQODTE07O.pdt 2-3; Bemard Lonergan, "Q&A Period 3, Dublin Institute 1971 on Method

in Theology," Lonergan Archive, httP://www.bemardlonergan.com/Pdfl643Q0DTE070'
pdf,67; Renard Lonergan, "Q&A 2 Lw 1974 transcriPtion," Lonergan Archive, httP://
www.temardlonergan.com/Pdfl6foAoDTE070.Pdf, 3; Bernard Lonergan, "Q&A 5 ly'l 1974

transcription," lonergan Archive, http://www.bemardloneryan.com/Pdfl8'15A0DTE070'
pdf,8; ilemard Lonergan, "Q&A 1 LW'1976 transcriPtion," tonergan Archive, httP://www'
bemardlonergan.com/PdIl88500DTE070.Pdt 1-2; Bemard t-onergan, "Q&A 3 LW 1976

transcription/' l.onergan Archive, httP://www.bernadlonergan.com/Pdfl88800DTE070'
pdf, 7; liemard l-onergan, '"Transcription of Q&Al LW 192," Lonergan Archive, httP://www'
bemardlonergan.com /pdt/91({fATE07O.Pdt 1; Bemard l-onergan, "IranscriPtion Q&A 3

Lw 1977,- tonergan Archivs httP:/ /www.bemardlonergan com/PdflglgooDTEo7o.Pdt
1-2; Bernard Lonergan, '"TranscriPtion Q&A 3 LW 1978," t nerSan Archive, httP://www'
bemardlonergan.com/ Pdi/,4ANDTEO7O.Pit 2; Bernard Lonergan, 'TranscriPtion Q&A I LW

1979," Lonergin Archive, httP://u'*'w.bemardlonergan.com/pdfl94300DT8070, t6' As far as

I can see, in none oI these places does l,onergan attribute to Adstotelian and Thomist thought a

gerelia metaphysical category of form.
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contents/ penetrating them all and constituting them as cognitional, so

metaphysics, as he understands it, "is the department of human knowledge
that underlies, penetrates, transforms, and unifies all other departments."2T
In one way or another, the genuine results of all other departments of
human knowledge still instantiate the basic structure of potency, form,
and act; these conshtute a nucleus to be continually enriched; a riverbed
of stable contours, within which all genuine results continually flow.23 And
this remains the case irrespective of whether metaphysics is regarded as

basic or in third place after cognitional theory and epistemology, or whether
it exists in a culture predominantly in a latent, problematic, or explicit and
critical stage or form.'?e

There is a further issue giving rise to my unease. Wilkins does seem at
times to argue his case as if potency, form, and act are capable somehow
of existing in their own right. Thus, he says that the terms and relations
mentioned in Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark are limited to metaphysical
categories "in the stfict sense" or, again, to "metaphysical notions alone,"n
which at least suggests that potency, form, and act can, as such, somehow
stand separately and fully-fledged, just by themselves, in their own right. He
will not allow that the terms and relations mentioned in Lonergan's remark
refer to any "larger group of categories" such as "the terms and relations of
scholastic theology," which at least suggests thaL for him, the "metaphysical
categories in the strict sense" are categories in the same way as the "larger

nlnsi9ht,380,47,41176.

'"[The metaphysical elements] express the structure in which one knows what pDportionate
being is; they outline the mold in which an understanding of proportionate being necessarily will
flow . . . ." (Ins$t,521). "Idhen science reaches its ultimate goal of explaining all phenomena,
what will it consist in? It will be a theory verified in endless instances. B€caus€ there ale endless
instances, you have matter, potency. Because you have a theory, something corresponding
to understandin& you have form. lnsofar as you have vedfication, you have judgment and
existence o[ what is known by the theoly'' (B€m ardlnneryaq Eatly ltlork on Theologial Methd 1 ,
vol. 22 of the Collected Works of Bemard lonergan, ed. Robert M. Doran and Rotrrt C. Croken
lToronto: University of Toronto Itess, 20101, 130. The reference to potency, form, and act as ,,a

nucleus to be enriched" ocorrs, for example , in lnsight , 758. The image of a iverH occurs,
for example, in Bemard t,onergan, "lrne.gan Notes, Insight," Lonergan Archive, http:/ /www.
bemardlonergan.com/pdl/844c,JDTE06n.pdt, 'li "Theology and Pn\is," i^ A Third Collection,
194; compare with "The Philosophy of Historj/' n Philaophical and Theologial Papers 1958-1964,
vol. 6 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Robert C. Croken, Frederick E. Crowe,
and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), 67.

POn these three stages or forms of metaphysics, see lnsight,476.
{ltalics added.
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group of categories" are categories- only smaller or less determinate. Again,

Wilkins writes:

On the interpretation proposed here, (1) the terms and relations are the

categories of a critical metaphysics (for example, potency, form, act); (2)

the cor€spondence is the isomorphism of cognitional and ontological

structure; and (3) the precePt is for the derivation of ontological structurc

from cognitional structure, and not the other way round. (61)

Now the elements of metaPhysics or intrinsic principles of proPortionate

being - potency, form, act - "do not themselves exist, but something exists

through them."3l However, there is no mention or indication in this quote

from Wilkins, which purports to encapsulate his interPretation ofLonergan's

paragraph [B] remark, that potency, form, and act are always potency,

form, and act of some being, some reality. Lonergan's "major premise"

in lnsight certainly does affirm an isomorphism. But it does not affirm an

isomorphism between the structure of knowing and some free'floating

structure of potency, form, and act. It speaks, rather, of the isomorphism

that obtains between the structure of knowing and the structure o/ fhe

knozun. Accordingly, even though Wilkins insists that the terms and relations

referred to in Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark are iust the metaphysical

categories "in the strict sense" or "metaphysical notions alone," they would

still have to be the terms and relations of some being, some reality. To Put
it another way, since every reality of proportionate being instantiates the

structure of potency, form, and act, Wilkins's "metaphysical categories in

the strict sense" or "metaphysical notions alone" applies to either each and

every reality of proportionate being or to nothing.

Next, there is the issue of direction implied in Lonergan's paragraph [B]

remark. In his interpretation of the remark, Wilkins lays considerable stress

on his claim that the direction of derivation intended in the remark is from

the cognitional structure to the ontological structure and not the other way

round. The way in which Lonergan chose to state his meaning in the remark,

3rBemard lonergan, The Orllological and Psychological Constitulion oJ Chrisf, vol T ol lhe

Collected Works of Bemard l,onergan, trans. ftom the fourth edition oI De conslilutio e Chtisti

onlologica et psychologici by Michael G. Shields (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002), 17;

compare with Tie Trilne Cod: Systematics,24l: "There arc the constitutive PrinciPles of being,

such as essence and existence, matter and form, substance and accidmt, Potency and acu none

of these themselves are, but by them something is."

Memoo: lournal of Lonergan Studies
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If the knowing consists of a related set of acts and the known is the
related set of contents of these acts, then the pattern of the relations
between the contents of the acts is similar in form to the pattern of the
relations between the acts.s

1llnsight,530.

r3"Why does our knowledge begin with presentations, mount to inquiry underctanding,
and formulation, to end with critical reflection and judgment? It is because the proportionate

however, does not in any obvious way accommodate Wilkins's exclusive
claim. At the very least, Lonergan's remark, taken iust by itself, does not in
any obvious way absolutely disallow a movement from a term and relation,
already given in some way, to a concomitantly existing elementin intentional
consciousness. Again, Lonergan's remark does not speak of a corresponding
point-by-point term and relation in intentional consciousness, which is what
one would expect if Wilkins's interpretation were clearly correct. It speaks

more vaguely, and perhaps ambiguously, of "a corresponding element in
intentional consciousness."

The entire issue surrounding an adequate interpretation of Lonergan's
paragraph [Bl remark involves, I suggest, more intricacies than Wilkins
allows himself to envisage when he insists, aSainst Doran, that the remark is

not in any way directly concerned with the formulation of new theological
cate8ories but iust with bringing to mind the derivation of explicit, critical
metaphysics, as outlined in Insigftf, and that, as a consequence, the direction
of derivation intended in the remark must be from cognitional categories to
ontological categories, not the other uray round.

Let me attempt to give an inkling of some of the intricacies. When he

quotes Lonergan's statement of the isomorphism obtaining between the
structure of knowing and the structure of the known, Wilkins omits both
Lonergan's sentence stating that the maior premise is analytic and any
mention of what Lonergan calls the set of secondary minor premises (see

page 70). Now if the major premise is analytic, as l,onergan claims, then
analyticity would be presewed if, having followed and accepted Lonergan's
argument for the emergence of explicit, critical metaphysics, one were
subsequently to reverse the order in which the two sets of pattemed
elements in the apodosis of the major premise are mentioned. For "A cannot
be similar to B u/ithout B being similar to .4."3'?Thus, like Lonergan's major
premise, the following statement u/ould also be analytic:
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And if this statement preserves analyticity, then in principle the "direction

of derivation" need not be rigidly one way: the dtection depends upon

one's purpose, on what one is trying to achieve. In particular, if, following

Lonergan's lead in ksifl, one has managed to attain some degree of
competence in critical metaphysics, there is nothing to Prevent one from

taking some proposition or set of proPositions (some secondary minor

premise or set of secondary minor premises) which one has previously

come to understand and accept as true and attemPting to work back and

identify the corresponding actual, individual, concrete formal content

or contents (formal intelligibility) that one arrived at when one exercised

one's cognitional structure in coming to understand and accept as true that

proposition or set of propositions. Indeed, this is what is involved in the

procedures Lonergan outlines in his discussion of metaphysical equivalence

and the essential appropriation of truth.s
Thus, when one considers some true proposition or set of true proposi-

tions taken from some particular dePartments of human inquiry including

theological inquiry with a view to ascertaining its or their metaphysical

equivalents, one is not conEned to considering a purely heuristic structure'

One is considering the conceived and affirmed end-product(s) of cognitional

process, whose filled-out contents await transposition ald resolution in accor-

dance with the requirements of the already delineated structure of ontological

elements of potency, form, and act. Such transPosition and rcsolution may not

be easy. It is impeded in a number of obvious ways. For example, the meaning

of such propositions may be expressed descriptively, syrnbolically, or meta-

phorically; they may not be concrete but abstract or Seneral; one proposition

may refer obliquely to several realities or, again, several propositions may in

fact refer obliquely to one reality. One attemPts the transposition and resolu-

obiect of our knowing is constituted by combining differcnt t)?es of intelligibiliry Insofar as

that obFct is only potentiatly inteliSible, it is to be known by mere exPerience; insofar as it
is formally intelligible, it is to be known inasmuch as we are unde6tandins; insofar as it is
actually intelligible, it is to be known inasmuch as we Posit the vttuatly unconditioned yes'

Again, experience is of things as Potentially intelliSible, but thrcugh exPedence alone we do

not know what the things arc. Understanding is of things as formatly intelligible but through

understanding we do not know whether things are what we understand them to be. rudgment
is of things as achrally inteligible, but through iudgment alone we wou]d not know either the

nahrre or the merely empirical difference of what we affirm to be" (Itt sight,52526)
aon these procedues , w Insilht,52G33,581{5. lrnergan describes formal intelligibility

as "the dominant elemmt" in any cons€quent concePtual exPtession (see L,si8fit, 524) Working

back hom some set of secondary minor Premises, then, is attemPting to identify thes€ dominant

elements.
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tion to attain a more precise hold on what one has understood and, perhaps,
to make further progress in understanding more likely. For the essential ap
propriation of truth and metaphysical equivalence provide techniques for the
precise control of meaning. In particular, they are a way of pinning down or
identifying the concrete formal content compacted or folded up in the concep
tual expression of the proposition or set of propositions one is considering.3s

Again, besides this positive function, there is a negative function: as a control
of meaning, implementing these techniques aids in identifying and eliminat-
ing propositions that are in fact "empty or misleadhg."s

There is, I suggest, no iustification for emphasizing the negative role
these techniques can play in human inquiry and downplaying, disregarding,
or discounting their possible positive function. And this applies even in the
case of theological inquiry:

Insofar as there is a demand for exactitude, for stating precisely what
you mean, all you mean, and nothing but that, you are going to start
using techniques, and among them metaphysical techniques. The
fundamentaluse of metaphysics in theology is, Do you mean something
or do you not? and if you have two propositions, Do they mean the
same thing or do they not? The principle of metaphysical equivalence
is worked out in chapter 16 of Insight. Most so called metaphysical
questions in theology simply reduce to that: put down your true
propositions on one side; and on the other side, the metaphysical
conditions of the proposition being true . . . .

. . . if you are not just talking through your hat, then you mean
something, and there is some corresponding reality implied. What
is that reality? You have further propositions; does the same reality
account for their truth, or do you require a further reality? Are you
saying the same thing when you make the second statement as when
you make the first, as far as real difference goes, or are you not?

rsee Insigfit,52G31. Again, ". . . once the insight is rcached, one is able to find in one,s own
experience just what it is that falls under the insight's grasp and what lies outside it. Howevet
ability is one thing, and performance is another ldentification is perfomance. Its effect is to
make one possess the insight as one's own, to be assured in one's us€ of it, to be familiar with
the range of its relevance" llnsight,582) -

xMethod in Theology, M3. Compare with l,onergan's remarks in Insighl (530-31) on the
significance of metaphysical equivalence as providing a critical technique for the precise
control of meaning.
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Practically all the metaphysical questions in theology reduce to

that, as far as I know. And the three fundamental metaphysical realities

are in the order of potenry, form, and act.37

Wilkins does mention metaPhysical equivalence in one place in his paper

(see pages 83-84), but only to dismiss the procedure as irrelevant to the issue

at hand because it is "not, in itself, a method of theological transPosition"

and because it moves "opPosite to the direction required'" Neither of these

reasons, I submit, is convincing. "[T]he obiects of thmlogy," Lonergan

remarks, "do not lie outside the transcendental field "s They may be

mysteries hidden in God, the understanding of which remains imperfect,

obscure, analogical, and gradually developing, but they do not lie outside

being. If the mysteries hidden in God are in some way accessible to the

knowing processes of human beings; if they can be expressed in theological

propositions that are true; then there will perforce be some kind of

correspondence between the objects of such propositions and at least some

of the metaphysical elements, though it is unlikely to be a simple one-to-

one correspondence.P Moreover, if there is some kind of correspondence

between the objects of true theological ProPositions and the metaphysical

elements, since those elements, considered as elements of realities accessed

in some way, however inadequately, through the human knowing process

of experiencing, understanding, and affirmation, they are intelligible

contents of conscious operations. SuPPose, then, that one has been schooled

in transcendental method and become practised and somewhat proficient

in applying the oPerations as intentional to the oPerations as conscious

and objectifying the normative Pattern of one's conscious and intentional

operations. One is then in possession of an habitual set of skills, techniques,

and concepts that one can bring into Play to facilitate and inform one's

attempts to apply the oPerations as intentional also to the contents of the

operations as conscious, to their felt sense, in order to select, pin down

with some precision, identify and, in some measure, ob)ectify those

'Early Vhrk on Theological Method 1 , 3trfi.
xMethod in Theolow,23.
r"... since metaPhysical elements and true Propositions both refer to beinS' there must

be some correspondence between them. On the other hand, since metaphysical analysis has a

quite different basis from Srammatical or logical analysis, one must not exPect any one to_one

ciorrespondence between rietaphysical elements and grammatical or logical elements" ('ltsSit'

526).
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conscious contents. And in methodical theology, if one is dealing initially
with intelligible contents drawn from the scholastic theological tradition,
the subsequent obrectification of those conscious contents will not always
be confined to the terms and relations of that tradition but frequently wi[[
undergo a reorientation and transformation and come to be expressed in the
terms and relations informed and enriched by intentionality analysis. This,
I suggest, is the process involved in the shift from conceiving sanctifying

Erace Qratia gratum faciens) as an entitative habitusao radicated in the essence

of the soul to conceiving it with greater richness and concreteness as the
dynamic state of beinS-in-love with the transcendent mystery to which
one is oriented, being-in-love in an unrestricted fashion - with one's whole
heart, soul, mind, and strength (Mark 12:30), as upheld and sustained by an

unrestricted, absolute obiective - being-inlove with God.41

Revert now to Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark. I have already given
a reason for saying that if one takes Wilkins's words literally, it is difficult
to make clear sense of his claim that the terms and relations mentioned in
Lonergan's remark are iust "metaphysical notions alone," just the terms and
relations ofmetaphysics "in the strict sense," thatis,iust interrelated potency,
form, and act. For one would always have to ask: the potenry form, and act

of what? I do not see how Wilkins can legitimately disallow this question

and continue to insist that the terms and relations mentioned in Lonergan's
paragraph [BJ remark are just "the 'terms and relations' of metaphysics in
the strict sense only," that is, iust potency, form, and act, and not any "larger
group of categories" (59). Even at the textual level, this interpretation of
Lonergan's remark lacks plausibility: if Lonergan meant iust potenry, form,
and act and the relations among these metaphysical elements, why did he

say, "Iflor mery terar and relation ..."? With so few terms and relations,
indeed with the elements themselves constituting a unity of ordet choosing
to use "every" seems unlikely.

Perhaps Wilkins will say that I have misconstrued his meaning when
he speaks of the metaphysical notions "alone" (55) or the metaphysical

sI retain the vrord hoqtus, bearing in mind Yves Simon's argument regarding the
unsuitability of translating it as lurit. See Yves R. Simon, Ilp Dfnitirn ol Morul Virtue, ed.
Vukan Kuic (New York: Fordham University Prest l9E6),4$61.

ats€e Method ifi Theology,105-107. And see in the same work pages 14-15 for a discussion of
what it means to apply the operations as intentional to the operations as conscious. Perhaps one
should add that being-in-love with Cod, as e4rerienced, surpasses any and every subsequent
obiedification oI it.
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categories "in the strict sense" (55, 59, 84). DesPite the restriction implied

by these expressions, perhaps he does mean the Potency, form, and act of

any known or knowable reality attained or attainable through cognitional

process. That would at least reflect more clearly Lonergan's analytic maior

premise from lnsigllf, which has application to the structure of any known or

knowable reality of proportionate being. Later, when I come to comment on

some specific passages from Wilkins's paper, I shall argue that Lonergan's

paragraph [Bl remark does involve his major premise from Insight but,

more particularly, it points to a chnracteristic that theological categories in
methodical theology will be required expressly to satisfy: for every term

and relation constitutive of a theological cateSory that is arrived at in
methodical theology, there will need be a corresponding identifiable element

in intentional consciousness from which the thmtogical category is or can

be in some way derived. And if that cftarccteristic is not present, if there is

no corresponding identifiable element in intentional consciousness from

which a purported category is or can be in some way derived, then one has

a warrant for discarding the PurPorted categorya2 I shall further argue that

such a position is a decidedly more accurate interPretation of Lonergan's

paragraph [B] remark than one that insists that the terms and relations

mentioned in the remark refer just to "metaPhysical notions alone," iust to

"the metaphysical categories in the strict sense."

Now, if such a Position is indeed a more accurate interPretation

of Lonergan's paragraPh [Bl remark, a further question arises: if the

metaphysical formulations of scholastic theology or, more narrowly, the

formulations of Lonergan's scholastic theology, contain at least some true

propositions, and so count as veridical affirmations of known realities

attained through cognitional process; and if there is, in principle, a pathway

by which these veridical affirmations can come to fulfil the requirement that

theological categories in methodical theology need to satisfy; then what

basis does one have for expressly excluding these technical formulations

from being among the "terms and relations" one attends to, as one attempts

to make a contribution to the functional specialty Systematics? It makes no

diJference to the legitimacy of this question that such categories were the

pmducts of a cognitional process that had not itself been obiectified or made

thematic in cognitional theory. For the isomorphism that obtains between

.rThus, as Wilkins himself notes (see 64{8), it was largely on this basis that l,onergan

argued against the Scotist "formal distinction a Wfte rcl' andlhesuaftzian "mode "
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the structure of knowing and the structure of the known is operative
even in the absence of explicit articulation of the isomorphism. And once

one has acknowledged the isomorphism explicitly, say, by following and
accepting Lonergan's argument in Insight for the emergence of explicit,
critical metaphysics, the only difference would be that in following the
pathway to satisfying the requirement of categories in methodical theology,
the "direction of derivation" would initially be opposite to the one-way
direction that Wilkins countenances. Moreover, the deliberate inclusion of
metaphysical categories from scholastic theology as part ofwhat one attends
to in methodical theology is readily understandable if we take into account a
general pattern of development familiar from Lonergan's writings:

As the world of common sense and its language provide the scaffolding
for entering into the world of theory so both the worlds of common
sense and of theory and their languages provide the scaffolding for
entering into the world of interiority.a3

From within the world of interiority . . . mental acts as experiences
and as systematically conceived are a logical first . . . . Stitl this priority
is only relative. Besides the priority that is reached when a new reakn
of meaning is set up, there also is the priority of what is needed if that
process of setting up is to be undertaken. The Greeks needed an artistic,
a rhetorical, an argumentative development of language before a Greek
could set up a metaphysical account of mind. The Greek achievement
was needed to expand the capacities of commonsense knowledge and
language before Augustine, Descartes, Pascal, Newman could make
their commonsense contributions to our self-knowledge. The history of
mathematics, natural science, and philosophy and, as well, one's own
personal reflective engagement in all three are needed if both common
sense and theory are to construct the scaffolding for an entry into the
world of interiority.q

Now if the worlds of common sense and thmry and their languages provide
the "scaffolding" for entering the world of interiority, once one has entered
and gained at least some proficiency in operating in that world, it seems
entirely likely that attainments in the worlds of common sense and theory

't Mdhod in Theology, 259.
aMethod in Theolow, 261 -62; compare with lnsElrl, 558{0.
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can continue to provide "scaffolding," contributin8 to one's attempts to

build up further that world of interiority. Thus, it seems understandable how

the metaphysical formulations of scholastic theology or, more narrowly, the

formulations of Lonergan's scholastic theology could continue to function

as providing "scaffolding," contributing to one's continual attempts in

methodical theology to build uP terms and relations or categories that are

systematically related and have, in one way or another, a conscious basis

within the world of religious interiority.

In his paper, Wilkins is largely silent on functional sPecialties.4s This is

hardly surprising, since he does not consider Lonergan's paragraph [Bl

remark to be directly concemed with the generation and formulation of new

thmlogicat categories in methodical theology. But if one is at least willing

to entertain and explore the possibility that Lonergan's brief remark could

function as pointing to a procedure by which the terms and relations of

systematic scholastic theology, including Lonergan's scholastic theology,

could function as "scaffolding" continuing to assist one in the Seneration
and formulation of theological categories in methodical theology, one is less

likely to emulate Wilkins's silence.

What, then, does "doctrines" refer to in the functional specialty

Doctrines? Lonergan distinguishes primary sources, church doctrines,

theological doctrines, and methodical doctrine operating in accordance

with the functional specialties and reflecting on theology and theologies.

In particular, methodical doctrine is reflection on the myriad, sometimes

contradictory options exhibited in Dialectic and selecting from among

those options the judgments of fact and the iudgments of value that are

compatible with the foundational realities of intellectual, moral, and religious

conversion. The three conversions function together as a "control of the

process" of decreasing darkness increasing light, and adding discovery to

discovery6 and the resulting iudgments of fact and iudgments of value are

the normative theological doctrines referred to in the functional specialty

sThe one exPlicit but Passing reference to firnctional sPecialties I noticed (rcurs on

page 76: "ln his fuller disorssion of the formation of the sPecial categories in 'Foundahons,'

ile-[Lonerganl explains that'the tunctional sPecialty, Foundations, will derive its first set of

cat ories from religious exPedenc€'."
4&e Method in Theology,270.
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Doctrines. They are, so to speak, the goal the doctrinal theologian, operating
according to the norms of the functional specialty Doctrines, and so sensitive
to historical vicissitudes, seeks to attain: methodically informed iudgments
of fact and judgments of value of the Christian message.{7

But doctrinal theology,as distinct from dogmatic theology,a3 is a fledgling
endeavour; doctrines, in the sense meant by the functional specialty
Doctrines, are, as yet, not an abundant store. Faced with such a situation,
what is a systematic theologian seeking to conduct his or her investigations
according to the norms of the functional specialty Systematics to do?

Early in Method in Theology, Lonergan made the observation that
introducingand assigning transcendental method a role in theology, in a sense,
"adds no new resource to theology but simply draws attention to a resource

that has always been used. For transcendental method is the concrete and
dynamic unfolding ofhuman attentiveness, intelligence, reasonableness, and
responsibility. That unfolding occurs whenever anyone uses his mind in an
appropriate fashion . . . . [T]hmlogians always have had minds and always
have used them."a'qSimilarly, the "specifically religious component" involved
in faith seeking understanding of the Christian message has been operative
since New Testament times. This religious component has Christian witness
as one of its responsive outer manifestation, and part of Christian witness has

found expression throughout the ages in church doctrines and in theological
doctrines.e It is not unreasonable, then, for a systematic theologian to
expect that among such church doctrines and theological doctrines there are
genuine achievements that have been guided by the reality of intellectual,
moral, and religious conversion operative in individual theologians, even if
such conversions were not explicitly obiectified or made thematic. Indeed,
it would be folly or hubris, or both, for present-day systematic theologians,
seeking to conduct theological investigation in accordance with the functional
specialties, to expect or suppose otherwise.

a7"A final variation in the meaning of the word "doctrine" is when one sets up a methodological
entity and functional specialties and one of them named doctrines; doctdnes as generated within
that methodological specialty arc theological doctrines but with a methodological basis,, (Bernard
Lonergan, "l€cture 8, part 2, of Dublin Institute 1971 on Method in Theology,,, lonergan Archive,
hftp:/ /www.bemardlo^ergan.com/ pdf / &7FtrDTE070.pdt 5).

aFor one statement by Lonergan of how he understands the difference between dogmatic
theology and doctrinal theology, see Metrod in Theolow,333.

a' Method in Theol ogy, 24.
1"... the function of church doctrines lies within the function of Chdstian witness,,

(Method in Theolow,327). Could not one say the same for theological dockines?
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Lonergan lists four factors making for or promoting continuity in

theology, a continuity that excludes neither development nor revision: (1)

the normative structure of our conscious and intentional acts; (2) God's Sift
of the love; (3) the permanence of dogma; and (4) the occurrence in the past

of genuine achievement.sr All of these were oPerative Prior to the emergence

and formulation of cognitional theory and the subsequent relegation of

metaphysics to a derivative position. Now, an acknowledgement and

appreciation of genuine achievements handed down from the Past better

positions one to promoteand manifest continuity between Past achievements

and the products of present endeavours informed by interiorly differentiated

consciousness - provided, of course, that the norms of our conscious and

intentional acts continue to be adhered to, and one, in some measure,

consents to and cooperates with the gift of God's love and strives to allor /

the inherent dynamics of one's being-inlove to be operative throughout

one's life, including in one's attemPts at systematic theological investigation.

Taking continuity seriously, but not naively, it is not unreasonable, then,

for a present-day systematic theologian, seeking explicitly to conduct his

or her investigations according to the norms of the functional sPecialty

Systematics, to have as one focus church doctrines and theological doctrines

that have been part of Christian witness handed down from the past. And

as re8ards theological doctrines, the focus quite naturally will be especially

on those that have attained some degree of widespread accePtance. These

may not be dockines precisely in the sense meant by the functional specialty

f)octrines. But as manifestations of Christian witness handed down from

the past, and as at least probably true iudgments of fact and judgments of

value, they are genuine achievements, Possessing a kind of permanence of

their own, achievements which, in principle, arc oPen to transposition in

accordance with the requirements of interiorly differentiated consciousness.

Nor is there anything in Lonergan's use of the expression "term(s) and

relation(s)" in Method in Theology that would disallow such a focus. In that

work, the expression "term(s) and relation(s)" occurs about thirty-one times'

In some instances it refers to models or ideal-types, to some constellation

of concepts of possible use for describing reality or forming hypotheses'

On other occasions it refers to the operations of cognitional process and

the relations linking the oPerations to one another, or to the ontological

slMethod in Theology, 351-52
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In this [theoretical] differentiation [of consciousness], which knows only
two realms, technical science, technical philosophy, technical theology
are all three located in the realms of theory All three operate principally
with concepts and judgments, with terms and relations, with some

appro{mation to the logical ideal of clarity, coherence, and rigor.s3

... the terms and relations of systematic thought express a

development of understanding over and above the understanding
had either from a simple inspection or from an erudite exegesis of the
original doctrinal sources. So in Thomist trinitarian theory such terms

as procession, relation, person have a highly technical meaning. They
stand to these terms as they occur in scriptural or patristic writings
much as in modern physics the terms, mass and temperature, stand to
the adjectives, heavy and cold.q

For Lonergan, then, the products of systematic or technical theology can

be structured as "terms and relations." In the development of Catholic
thmlogy in the West, Aristotle's thought provided a framework or
systematic substructure facilitating the ordering of such products as terms

and relations.ss Moreover, such products included both church doctrines that
reflect in some measure the influence of systematic thmlogical doctrines and
theological doctrines that can make no claim to be church doctrines. But as

s'1See, for example, Method in Theology,27. Note that Lonergan speaks not of some free-
floating ontological shucture but of "the ontological struc re of any rcality proportionate to
human cognitional process."

liMethod in Theolow, 258.
a Method in Theology, 346.
sr"There can be little doubt that it was necessary for medieval thinkers to tum to some

outside source to obtain a systematic substructure. There is little doubt that they could not do
b€tter than to tum to Aistolle' (Method in Theolow,37lr.

structure of any reality isomorphic with terms and relations of cognitional
process,s2 or to the results of various ways in which these basic, isomorphic
structures can be enriched or complicated. Again, it can be used to refer
to the special theological categories rooted in religious experience. But it
can also refer specifically to the products of technical science, technical
philosophy or technical theology in Lonergan's second realm of meaning,

the realm of theory:
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doctrines - iudgments of fact or judgments of value - each is concerned to

propose what is true.ft
The presumption of tmth, I suggest, provides the warrant for claiming

that Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark can be brought to bear uPon the

products of systematic scholastic theology, structured as terms and relations

or as nests of terms and relations. Lonergan's remark names a requirement

that terms and relations in methodical theology will fulfill. The requirement

itself springs from Lonergan's major premise enunciating the isomorPhism

that obtains between the structure of knowing and the structure of the

known. With the presumption of truth extended to the products of

systematic scholastic theology, so that they can be presumed to be part of

"the known," the requirement encapsulated in Lonergan's remark is rightly
applicable to the products of systematic scholastic theology. Indeed, the

rcquirement ushers in a program of filtering, of enriching transPosition

and retrospective integration of those products into methodical theology,

and preserving in the transposition and integration all genuine distinctions

previously attained in systematic scholastic theology.sT "And if modern

theologians were to transpose medieval theory into categories derived from

contemporary interiority and its real correlatives, they would be doing for

our age what the great Scholastics did for theirs."s

If Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark does have a bearing upon or an

application to the doctrines of scholastic theology, it does not follow that it
applies in just one way. One can distinguish Christian theological doctrines

very broadly under five headings:

(1) Doctrines concerning common necessary truths about God

(2) Doctrines concerning proper necessary truths about God

$"krines aims at a clear and distinct aJfirmation of religious realities: its PrinciPal
concem is the truth of such an affirmation; its concem to understand is limited to the claity
and distinctness of its affirmation" (Melfiod in Theology , 3491 .

s7"Becaus€ the true is uncondihoned, it is not tied to a context. lt can be uttered in another

context, even if it is uttered in a different way' (Ea y llblk onTheological Method 3,1251' Note

also that if in systematic scholastic theology A as real is truly distinct from B as real' that

distinction w t ;e€d b€ reflected in some way in any Senuine transposition to another context'

*Method in Theology,327 -28.
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Doctrines conceming God the Creator and Conserver
Doctrines concerning God the Redeemer and Sanctifier
Doctrines concerning God the Consummator

The doctrines under (1) and (2) are not doctrines true of human beings. Some
of the doctrines under (5) concem human beings but none of them is true of
human beings still journeying in history and still subiect to the law of death.
That leaves doctrines under (3) and (4). Among the doctrines under these

headings are some that are or can be true o/ human beings as created and
conserved, redeemed and sanctified, in relational dependence upon God as

creator and conserver, redeemer and sanctifier. Let us label these (3') and
(4').s To the extent that such truths concerning human beings can register
or be manifest in the preliminary and unstructured contents of conscious
acts and states in those human beings, and that with varying intensiry
they can also come to be objectified and affirmed through the application
of the operations as intenhonal to the contents of those conscious acts and
states. Moreover, as regards (3') and (4'), methodical theology will focus
particularly on doctrines under (4'), for these are connected more directly

sOne could, I suppose, easily complicate matters by distinguishing under (3') and
(4') doctrines that are or can be true of human beings individually, those that arc or can be
true of human beings both individually and collectively and those that are or can be true of
human beings iust colleclively.In Melhod in Theology, t nelgan's first set of special theological
categories have to do with the rcligious experience of the single subiect, while the second set
arises when systematic theologians broaden their focus to consider not just the single subiect
but subjects together in commurity, service, and witness, the history that arises from such
togethemess and the role of this history in promotion of the kingdom of Cod among human
beings. But from the developmental perspective of a single subject, the realities with which
this s€cond set of categories is conc€yned enioy a certain priority over the realities with which
the first set is concemed. For just as with ordinary human development, so with development
in the spiritual life, we acquire the skills and come to share in the common meanings of the
communities into which we are bom and, later, in the common meanings of the communities in
which we paticipate. In a 1 8 statement by l,onelgan, therc is, perhaps, a hint pointing to this
priority. In this statement, the s€cond set of categories he mentions, after the first set involved in
setting up the eight functional specialties in theology, arises when we fum to concete instances
of subjects in love with God, ". . . their togethemess in community, the history of salvation
that is being in love with God, the function of this history in promoting the kingdom of God
among men- It is tuming to concrete instances, the group, the history of the group, the role
of the group in humanhistory" (E\rly Wk in Theological Methd 1, 485). Or y then is Mstiod
i, Trr?ology's 6rst set of special theological categories concemed with the rcligious experience
of single subjects mentioned. For one brief statement by l,onergan on the genesis of common
meaning, see Mefiod in Theology,357. For present purploses, it is not necessary to enter into
thes€ complications.

(3)

(4)

(s)
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with mysteries hidden in God, and with suPernatural realities connected

urith those mysteries, and true of human beings in relational dependence

upon God as redeemer and sanctifier. o

Besides being part of Christian witness handed down from the past,

doctrines under (4') are Presented as true of human beings in relational

dependence upon God as redeemer and sanctifier and so, one would hope,

true of oneself in some degree. Further, they are or can be true of oneself and

others not merely at unconscious levels of one's reality, in ways aPPropriate

to each of those levels; they can also register at the conscious level. At the

conscious level, they are manilest as part of one's own graced conscious

reality, though in a way that, in itself, is diffuse h its immediary. This is

not to deny that there are differences present, and differences of different

significance; but considered just as conscious contents, these differences

are unassigned. Nor is this graced conscious reality itself unchanging. For

one's personal growth in the spiritual life tends to bring the virtualities of

one's graced human reality to greater pervasiveness and more pronounced

manifestations in one's consciousness.

Now Lonergan's first set of special theological categories is concemed

with the religious experience of individual subjects, including those

Christians who happen to be systematic theologians. In his brief remark

concerning their derivation, Lonergan refers to the need for various kinds

of studies:

... lreligiousl experience is something exceedingly simple and, in

time, also exceedingly simplifying, but it also is something exceedingly

rich and enriching. There are needed studies of religious interiority:

historical, phenomenological, psychological, sociological. There is

needed in the theologian the spiritual development that will enable

olt would, I su88est, be a mistake to identify the conscious manifestation associated with

what is true of human beings in relational dependence upon God as rede€mer and sanctiner

with their fuI reality. Thut at least in lnsiSltl, lrnergan was prepared to affirm a Penetration
of the conFgate forms of faith, hoPe, and charity "to the Physiological levelLl though the clear

instances ippear only in the intensity of mystical exPe ence" QflsiSht , 763)' Being conscious

". . . adds;oihing to being"; it ". . . is simPly bein8, at a hiSher level of ontological Perfection,"
while being urrco'nscious;'. . . is simply being, at a lower level of perfection" lThe OntoloSical

and Psycitogical Constitulion of Ch*t, 187\. One can Ptausibly conFcture that suPematural

realities true of human beings and manifested in their consciousness, also have a Penetration to

Ievels of their being that are, in principle, unconsoous. God as redeemer and sanchfier Provides

the initiative gentlt but Persistently calling for adjustment and integration on all levejs of one-s

being, not Fst at conscious levels (s€e Insr'sftr, 49G97).
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him both to enter into the experience of others and to frame the terms
and relations that will express that experience.6l

It is interesting to compare this statement with two other statements. In
Early Wrks on Theological Method 1, we find the following from 1968:

Being in love with God is exceedingly simple, but it is also exceedingly
rich. To fill out the basic structure [of conscious intentionality as

fulfilled with the ultimate actuation of infused charityl is to work
out a theology of Christian subiectivity that pays special attention to
psychology, phenomenology, history fieldwork, that involves blending
into the theology not merely dogmatic but also ascetical and mystical
and pastoral theology.6'?

And in the 1971 Dublin Institute on Method in Theology, we find the
following simple statement:

. . . the special categories are derived from religious experience, from
studies of religious experience, from one's own personal development.o

The -1971 statement says clearly that the development of special categories
requires personal development in the systematic theologian. In the 1968

statement, the working out of a theology of Christian subiectivity is said to
involve blending into that thmlogy dogmatic, ascetical, mystical, and pasto-
ral theology. These are among the "outer determinants" of the dynamic state

of other-worldly love and the process of conversion and developments.d
The formulated doctrines of systematic scholastic theology falling un-
der (4'), then, can be considered as among the "outer determinants" for a

thmlogy of Christian subjectivity.

6t Method in Theology, 290.
eElrly t/r&r}s ofi Theological Melhod 1,4 .

oBemard Lonergan, "l-ecture 8, pafi 1, of Dublin Institute 1971 on Method in Theology,,,
Lonergan Archive, http: / / www.bemardlonerg an.com/ pdf / (A7 A0DTE070.pdt, 14.

q"The data ... on the dynamic state of other-worldly love are the data on a process of
conversion and development. The inner determinants are Cod's gift of his love and man,s
consent, but there also are outer deteminants in the store of experience and in the aco.lmulated
wisdom of the religious tradition" lMethod inTheology,2S9).
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While it is true of systematic theologians, asof everyone who has in some

measure accepted the gift of God's love, that their graced consciousness is

in itself diffuse in its givenness and immediacy, still Christian witness, as

outer determinant of other-worldly love and as common meaning, has, to

some extent, carried forward their diffuse, immediate consciousness to a

mediation of immediary in a sustaining flow of expression.6s Some of these

thmlogians may have even added contributions to this flowing store of

expressions that are sufficiently valuable to have withstood the test of time'

Generally speaking, religious expression, of course, will "move through

the stages of meaning and speak in its different realms."6 For systematic

theologians operating in accordance with what Lonergan calls the second

stage of meaning, formulated doctrines under (4') will belong to the realms

of transcendence and of theory in that second stage. One goal of systematic

theologians with interiorly differentiated consciousness, and so striving to

operate in accordance with the norms and procedures of Lonergan's third

stage of meaning, will be to move from categorial articulations in the realms

of transcendence and of theory in the second stage of meaning to categorial

articulations in both the realm of transcendence and the realm of "theory,"

but now of "theory" with this difference: its foundation is in the realm of

interiority, and it is informed and enriched by norms and Procedures proPer

to the third stage of meaning.

There is no algorithm that would enable systematic theologians to

move from the fhst kind of categorial articulations to the second, and no

Iogic of discovery that would automatically Senerate the second kind of

categorial articulations. There are only general directives like the directive

to heighten one's consciousness, to shift one's attention as best as one can

to one's own subiectivity.6T Again, to offset one's own shortcomings and

lack of development, one should also become familiar with and draw upon

studies of religious interiority, "historical, phenomenological, psychological,

6on the general Phenomenon of expression of reliSious exPerience, ee Method in

TheoloSy, 108, li2-15. Th; expression associated with systematic theologians is a Particular and

specialized instance of a more Seneral Phenomenon.
6 Method in TheologY, "I14

u"'Heightening one-s consciousness" can mean (1) attending or shifting and broadening

one s atterition to conscious acts or oPeration and the conscious subFct of thos€ acts or

operations; (2) the movement, subsequent to the Performance of attending to the conscious

subject and his or her acts to objectiffing the conscious subiect and its conscious oP€rations;

and (3) the movement from lower to hiSher levels of activiry
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sociological."d And perhaps more concretely, it may not be completely amiss
for systematic theologians to seek out and learn from those persons who are
well advanced in holiness and the spiritual life.

Lonergan says that special basic terms are God's gift of his love and
Christian witness which results from God's gift.6e One is seeking some
understanding of graced subjectivity, including one's own, and, as always,
understanding in this life requires an image or sensible presentation. Is it
unreasonable to suppose that already formulated doctrines under (4'),

such as doctrines formulated in scholastic theology, as carriers of affirmed
meaning and part of Christian witness that result from God's gift of his love,
once filtered through metaphysical equivalence, provide one set of images,

a set of associative trainsTo which facilitate one's attempted forays into
one's diffuse conscious immediacy? Is it unreasonable to suppose that such
formulated doctrines can function as a kind of selecting principle, offering
a lead for one to pick out, indicate, or refer directly to some aspect, some
difference in the diffuse conscious immediacy, which may then yield to some

understanding, and so be carried forward to conceptual objectification and
categorial articulation? That obiectification and categorial articulation will
have intentionality analysis not Aristotelian metaphysics as its underlying
framework. It will still be a kind of systematic Christian witness, but now
one enriched with somewhat novel features.

There is no reason to expect any simple oneto-one correspondence
between elements in these two kinds of categorial articulations. Nor do I
believe there is anything in Doran's writings on the issue that would lead
one to suppose that he adheres rigidly and universally to such a simple
correspondence. But if the understanding is of the same or of overlapping
sets of data, and if one accepts that both kinds of categorial articulations are
or can be true of human beings, then one would rightly expect that various
kinds of correspondence would obtain. Alternatively, no such expectation
would be present if one effectively regards theological categories that draw
upon features of Aristotelian metaphysics for their underlying framework
as being not merely insufficient but as so tainted with obsolesce, inadequacy,
or explanatory insignificance that whatever validity they once might have

$Method in Theology, 2q.
aMethod in Thcology, U3; comparc with 363.
nsee 'Christ as Subiect. AReply," in Collectiofi,173
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possessed has been superseded by a "paradigm shift" in theology-7r

Let us now turn or at least allude briefly to doctrines under (l), (2) and

(5), and those under (3) and (4) excluding those under (3') and (4') Doctrines

under these heading are doctrines either not true of human beings or not

true of human beings still journeying in history and still subiect to the law

of death. Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark would stil1 have application, as

it has for every veridical affirmation; for the structure of human knowing is

not abrogated \a/hen one considers or affirms these doctrines. Now, howevet

the application of Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark involves a particular

implementation of his analytic maior premise in lnsrgLf. Lonergan envisions

implementation as generally includingboth transformationand integration.T2

If we think of his analytic major premise not as idling in its analyticity, like a

car stopped in traffic, but as an implemented analytic principle,?3 a principle

engaged not iust in generating exPlicit, critical metaphysics but as having

a particular implication and application in methodical theology, as it has

in other branches of knowledge, and if we consider the doctrines under

the headings mentioned above as secondary minor premises, there will be

not merely an heuristic structure of Potenry, form, and act to consider but a

filled-out structure, some set of terms and relations drawn from or at least

informed by the scholastic theological tradition. Further, if one has attained

some understanding of these doctrines, there will exist corresponding

formal elements in one's intentional consciousness, namely, the concrete

uwilkins believes Lonergan intended a "new ParadiSm for theology" (53), one which
encompass not simply a new method for theolqgy but also new kinds of theologkal

categones which are not in any ". . . straiShtforward corresPondence to the terms and relations

of xholastic theoloS/' (73). I am unsure whether he means by this to rule out any kind of

correspondence between the new kinds of theological categories and the terms and relations of

scholastic theology or just certain kinds of corresPondence. There is also the issue of continuity
in theology. Speaking of paradigm shifts in general, and PerhaPs also of the "paradigm shift"
in theology, Wilkins writes: "Therc is no reason to exPect a continuity of basic concePts or

even anything like the kind of structural isomorPhisrn anticiPated by Doran's rule" 0!741.
To me at least, the exact imPlications of this sentence for continuity in theolo8y are unclear

For example, is WilKns suggesting that there is some kind of incommensurability between

the "basi; concepts" prior to the "ParadiSm shift" and those subsequent to the shift, ot more

particularly, betw€e[ the new kinds of theological cateSories and the terms and relations oI

icholastic theology? And if so, what has become oI continuity in theology?

nsee lnsight , 421 .

rcn the difference between an analyhc PrcPosition and an analytic PrinciPle, see InsiShl,

329-31. In the case of lonergan's major Premise, the set of Pdmary minor Premises Provides
the factual affirmations that shift the major Premise Irom being an analytic proPosition to being

an analytic principle.



forrnal contents involved in coming to understand these doctrines. Finally,
if one has acquired some competence in transcendental method, one will
likely have at least some ability to shift one's attention from these terms
and relations to the corresponding concrete elements in one's intentional
consciousness and apply the operations as intentional to the concrete formal
contents as conscious and carry forward one's understandings of these
doctrines to an enhanced objectification and categorial articulations. These
categorial articulations will be enhanced because now they will be informed
and guided by transcendental method and explicit, critical metaphysics
and by the controls inherent in transcendental method and explicit, critical
metaphysics.

There are, however, some refinements to be added. In lnsift Lonergan
remarks that "... the theologian is under no necessity of reducing to the
metaphysical elements, which suffice for an account of this world, such
supernatural realities as the incamation, the indwelling of the Holy Spirit,
and the beatific vision."Ta Again, in a 7976 Q&A period, he responded to a
question about burning one's bridges to the metaphysical context:

. . . the place where you must not burn the bridges to the metaphysics
is if you want to talk about the angels and God. Very few people want
to talk about the angels anymore. But if you want to talk about God,
you are going to need the capacity to move out of the human area and
to speak objectively of intelligence in God and love in God and so on.
And that is where a metaphysical analysis or structure becomes much
more appropriate.Ts

Next, in Early l/*trks on Theological Method 1 , Lonergan writes

If our thinking, our notion, of the reality of material things is in terms
of potenry, form, and act, where potenry corresponds to experiencing,
form to understanding, and act to iudging, then one proceeds to the
purely spiritual order ofGod and the angels by dropping off potency in
the case of the angels, and identifying form and act in the case of God.76
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1tlnsight,756.

TsBernard Lonergan, "Q&A 3 LW 1976 transcription,,, Lonergan Archive, http://www.
bemardlonergan.com/pdf /8E800DTE070.pdf, 7.

l6Early t/\hrks on Theological Method 1 , 34.
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Finally, in Early Wrk on Theological Methods 2 , Lonergan writes:

Being that lies beyond the scope of properly human knowledge is

twofold, namely, the angels and God. In this life we cannot understand

either what an angel is or what God is. But we do know that they

exist and that they have a quiddity or nature. There is, however, this

difference between them, that in an angel essence and existence are

different, whereas in God they are the same; and again, that in an angel

existence and understanding are differcnt, whereas in God they are the

same.z

Now, although the human knowing process always involves experiencing,

understanding, expression of understanding in conceptual formulation,

and judging, as regards doctrines under (1) and (2) esPecially, we must

distinguish between what such doctrines signify and the manner in which

they signify:

. . . nouns that are used of God have the way of signifying that is

suitable for speaking of composite creatures. Regarding the divine

names, therefore, we must distinguish between what they signify and

their way of signifying. What they signify is always that supreme and

absolute simple being; but the way they signify, especially in the case

of abstract terms, is better suited to comPosite creatures than to the

simple God.78

Moreover, in this life theological understanding of supernatural realities is

inescapably analogical. In Method in Theology, Lonergan remarks that the

functional specialty Systematics

is concerned to work out aPPropriate systems of conceptualizations,

to remove apparent inconsistencies, to move towards some grasp of

spiritual matters both from their own inner coherence and from the

analogies offered by more familiar human experience.n

nEarry l hr,6 on Th.ological Method 2, 501 .

^Thc 
"Iiufie Cod : Syst efiotics, 243.

DMethod in Theotory, 132; comPare with 321, 323, 336, 339 , 349
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Analogies can be drawn from common notions and the requirements of the
common notions, such as ". . . anything that is contingently true of God or
of a divine person lacks the correspondence needed for truth unless there
is posited some external, created, contingent, appropriate term."e Again,
analogies can be drawn from the common notions enriched with proper
notions, for example, with some feature that is true of human beings -
as when intellectual processions in human beings are used as analogies
for the divine processions. 8r Indeed, transcendental method and the
clarifications that result from it provide a greatly enhanced source from
which to draw apt analogies. Of course, no matter how apt the analogies,
their use always involve the way of affirmation, the way of negation, and

the way of eminence. There is the way of eminence because the primary
and fundamental meaning of the name "God" designates the term or goal

of the conscious orientation to transcendent mystery with the orientation
itself, by its absoluteness, revealing at least something of its mysterious,

transcendent term or goal.82 There is the way of affirmation because God,

the term of the conscious orientation to transcendent mystery enters within
the world mediated by meaning in various ways.e There is the way of
negation because neither the prime potency of proportionate being nor the

inherent imperfections and shortcomings present in the sources from which
the analogies are drawn are to be projected onto the divine realities being
affirmed. So the apex of mystery present in those realities is retained, with
no pretense of elimination.

nThe Ofilologicol and Psychological Constitution of Christ,139.
als€e The Triune God: Systemotics, 147,'17'1, 173, 179, 1E1- See also Eo y l\hrk on Theological

Method 3 , 1'19-20t "Paper notions and principles arise from understanding the intelligibility of
various kinds of things, and so in a prccess that is moving towards understanding determinate
natures. They do not have philosophical generality, but are the proper principles of physics,
chemistry biology, psychology, or human studies. In theology, the proper principles and notions
have to do with the understanding of the mysteries: the psychology analogy for the Triniry the
consciousness of Christ . . ., the satisfaction of Christ, the nature of grace, the organization of
the church."

e*e Melhod in Theology,34142,350.
ts Method in Thmlogy, 34742, 35O.

In these reflections on Wilkins's paper, I have been attempting to offer
some reasons for querying the adequacy of his interpretation of Lonergan's
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paragraph [B] remark and to indicate why I consider his specffic criticisms of

Doran's interpretation of the remark and of the procedure Doran advocates

on the basis of his interPretation to be largely ineffective. To conclude these

reflections, and perhaps bring them into slightly sharper focus, let me now

present and comment on a few of Mlkins's actual statements:

(1) In the fust place, the comParison of the old and new categones

in [A] suggests, not a correspondence, but a contrast. The old were

derived from metaphysics. The new are not derived from metaphysics,

not even from the generically metaphysical categories of Lonergan's

scholastic theology. They are developed in a manner set forth in three

earlier chapters, none of which mention a program of correlating

scholastic categories to consciousness. (61)

First, when Wilkins says that "[t]he old were derived from metaphysics,"

I presume he does not mean that the old theological cateSories are simply

reducible to metaphysics, with no proper theological content, but that in

their categorial articulations of the mysteries hidden in God theologians

in the medieval period made use of resources drawn from (Aristotelian)

metaphysics to express proper theological content. Secondly, by "not a

correspondence, but a contrast" does Wilkins mean striking differences

between the old and prospective new theological cateSories such that any

kind of correspondence from one to the other is excluded? If he does not

mean that, that is, if he iust means striking differences between the old

and new theological cateSories - for example, differences that result from

anticipating that the new cateSories will enrich the old and Possess a

greater degree of concreteness - he would be asserting something that is not

necessarily in disPute.

Now, if there are ProPer theological contents in both the old and the

largely yet-to-be-developed and systematically ordered new theological

categories, it would be odd indeed if every kind of correspondence between

them were to be excluded. For that would be tantamount to denyinS any

kind of dockinal continuity between the judgments of fact and iudgments
of value in dogmatic theology and the iudgments of fact and judgments

of value of a proposed doctrinal theology, and consequently, between the

achievements of systematic theological understanding in Past times and

the achievements of present endeavours to advance the functional specialty
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Systematics. Moreover, affirmations of continuity are not tantamount
to affirmations of a simple one-to-one correspondence. Finally, I doubt if
Doran would dispute the claim, so far as it goes, that the new categories
".. . are developed in a manner set forth in three earlier chapters . . .,"
that is, the chapters in Method in Theology on method, on religion, and on
foundations. For that is a kind of loose paraphrase of what Lonergan himself
says in paragraph [A]. What is not clear is why Wilkins seems to think this
proposed manner of development is incompatible with Doran's procedure
of taking into account and probing the categories of scholastic theology with
the goal of attaining a transposition and re-expression of the kernel of what
are proposed and,/or affirmed in those categories, in accordance with the
norms and procedures of methodical theology.

(2) Besides the contrast, there is also the derivation. Metaphysics is to be
derived from cognitional theory; nothing is said about the derivation
of new categories from metaphysics. The section itself concerns the
consequences of shifting from faculty psychology. In [A] Lonergan
names the fourth consequence: the displacement of metaphysics from
basic to derivative. The development of new categories, on the basis

of interiorly and religiously differentiated consciousness, is mentioned
only incidentally. (51)

First, I would ask: Who at the present time is claiming that the "derivation"
of new categories is "from metaphysics"? I doubt if Doran is making this
claim. Next, I have already quoted Lonergan saying that "[t]he history
of mathematics, natural science, and philosophy and, as well, one's own
personal reflective engagement in all three are needed ifboth common sense

and theory are to construct the scaffolding for an entry into the world of
interiority."& In a similar way, it seems completely reasonable for a present-
day theologian, while recognizing "the displacement of metaphysics from
basic to derived," to use the products of technical theology and their
expression as useful scaffolding and points of entry for operating fruitfully
in the world of religious interiority, and in particulat in that part of the
world of religious interiority concerned with the systematic understanding
of the mysteries hidden in God - all the while anticipating that there will
be a large measure of continuity in difference between the systematically

u Method in Theology, 26742.
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developed products of technical theology and those that will be developed

in the functional specialty Systematics. Third, it is not easy to see the exact

reason Wilkins says that the "development of new cateSories on the basis

of interiorly . . . is mentioned only incidentally." As I read his remarks,

he seems to be saying that in the section headed "Closed Options" that

Lonergan is concerned to list four consequences of shifting from faculty

psychology to intentionality analysiss and that the fourth consequence,

as stated in the excerpt above, is the disPlacement of metaphysics from

being basic to being derived. I would have thought, rather, that a shift ftom
faculty psychology to intentionality analysis is itsell a consequence of, or at

least is warranted by, the displacement of metaPhysics from being basic to

being derived.e And this leads rne to question the accuracy of Wilkiru's
reading of the section. Lonergan himself lists the fourth consequence "of
the shift from a faculty psychology to intentional analysis" - "lt is that the

basic terms and relations of systematic thmlogy will be not metaphysical,

as in medieval theology, but psychological."sT So the fourth consequence

is concemed with specifying and highlighting a Particular characteristic

or prcperty of the largely yet-to.be-developed basic terms and relations of

systematic theology in methodological thmlogy and not with some overall

displacement of metaphysics from being basic to being derived. s No doubt,

Wilkins might argue that the fourth consequence, as I, following Lonergan,

have stated it, is intimately tied to the displacement of metaPhysics ftom

being basic to being derived. That can be readily granted; indeed, it has

already been granted, for the shift from faculty psychology to intentionality
analysis is itself a consequence oi or at least warranted by, the displacement

of metaphysics from being basic to being derived. But the Point is that

sThus, we read: "The irnmediate context of l,onergan's statement is an enumerahon of the

consequences, for the systemahc tunction of theology, of the shift from faculty Psychology to

intentionality analysis ('Closed Options'). Four consequences are named . . ." (59).

&"The priority of metaphysics in the Aristotelian t6dition led to a faculty Psychology''
("Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon ," 1 Philosophical and Theological PaWs 1965-1980,

395), "Faculty psychology is a corollary of Aristode's hierarchy of the soences, a hierarchy in
which metaphysics, which studies being as being . . . is the most Seneral science and Provides
all other soences with their basic terms" (Bernard Lonergan, "Q&A 1 LW 1976 transcriPtion,"

Lonergan Archive, http: / /www.bemardlonergan.com/ Pdfl88500DTE070.Pdf, 1).

3? Method in Theology, 343.
eAn earlier statem€nt by Wilkins of the fourth consequeflce says simPly that it is that

"metaphysics no longer supPlies the basic terms and relations of systematic theology" (59).

Again,I cannot see how this statement is an adequate Paraphras€ oI Lonergan's own statement

oflhe fou*h consequence oI the shift from faculty Psychology to intentionality analysis'

52
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Lonergan's fourth consequence, as he states it, has a particular Ioctts,
namely, with the specification of a characteristic or property of the terms
and relations of systematic thmlogy in methodical theology. So, in light
of this rather important specification and Lonergan's directing the reader
to three earlier chapters in Method in Theology, and in particular to the
chapter on the functional specialty Foundations, which gives at least some

indication of how ". . . [theological] categories with the desired qualities and
validity are to be obtained,"e I am again led to wonder what iustification
Wilkins has for saying that in Lonergan's remarks here, "[t]he development
of new categories, on the basis of interiorly and religiously differentiated
consciousness, is mentioned only incidentally."

(3) In [B], Lonergan assigns "the point to making metaphysical terms

and relations not basic but derived." This point is not that scholastic

concepts can be correlated with psychological data. It is not that the
technique provides a "prescription" or a "basic rule" for developing
theological categories. The point is that "a critical metaphysics results,"
because "for every [metaphysical] term and relation there will exist
a corresponding element in intentional consciousness." A critical
metaphysics is developed on the basis of the isomorphism of knowing
and being, so that every metaphysical term and relation is derived from
some element in cognitional structure . . . .

The ontological structure of proportionate being is the topic of
metaphysics. Both in this passage and in ours, cognitional theory
(intentionality analysis) is said to be basic, and metaphysics derived.
In both places, ontological elements are elucidated on the basis of
the cognitional. The derivation is making explicit what is implied by
the isomorphism of cognitional and ontological structure. Because of
the isomorphism, all the terms and relations in a critical metaphysics
(the ontological structure of proportionate being) will be grounded in
corresponding terms and relations verified in cognitional structure.
The elements of this structure cannot be the special categories of
scholastic theology, first because these regard supernatural being, and
also because they are not themselves the structural elements, but rather
are analyzed into their structural elements. (61-62)

I Method in Theology, 282
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Wilkins reportsaccurately that for Lonerganthe Point ofmaking metaphysical

terms and relations not basic but derived is that a critical metaphysics

results. And when he says here that a critical metaphysics results "because

for every . . ." and then proceeds to mention the "isomorphism of knowing

and being," I presume he is taking Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark as

alluding to Lonergan's analytic maior premise and to the factual factot the

set of primary minor premises, effecting the transition from latent to explicit,

critical metaphysics.$ In this way, the significance of Lonergan's paragraph

lBl remark is safely ensconced within the procedure for establishing explicit,

critical metaphysics. So Wilkins can then say that the remark has nothing to

do with correlating scholastic concepts with psychological data or providing

a rule or guide for developing theological categories.

As already mentioned, Wilkins is not altogether accurate in his

statement regarding Lonergan's fourth consequence of the shift from

faculty psychology to intentionality analysis. It is not the displacement

of metaphysics from being basic to being derived, as Wilkins claims.

As Lonergan states it, the fourth consequence has to do with a specified

characteristic or property that terms and relations in systematic theology in

the functional specialty Systematics will have.

Let me suggest, then, an alternative reading of these paragraphs in

Method in Theology dealing with the fourth consequence of the move out of

faculty psychology. And to lessen the risk of going astray, let us disregard

Wilkins's insertion of "metaphysical" in brackets when he quotes Lonergan's

paragraph [B] remark in the excerpt above.

First, to repeat what Lonergan actually says: "lt [the fourth, further

consequencel is that the basic terms and relations of systematic theology

will be not metaphysical, as in medieval theology, but psychological."el

Immediately, then, one's focus is directed quite deliberately to the basic

terms and relations of systematic theology and to a specified characteristic

they will possess. Four sentences follow in this paragraph. In them, Lonergan

refers the reader back to three earlier chapters in Metft od in Theology, those on

method, on reLigion, and on foundations, in which one can find support for

his claim that the terms and relations he has been presenting and advocating

fore'? are indeed psychological. For as presented, they name conscious and

q*e Insight,424-25.

't Method in Thcolory, 343.

'I say "advocating for" in light of Irnergan's rcmark in Metlod ifl Lr eolory,282i ''T]he task
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intentional inter-related operations, and conscious states. And although
not explicitly stated in the paragraph, "name" here most likely refers to the
process of objectification discussed in the chapter on method, in which one
applies the operations as intentional to the operations as conscious.e3

In methodical theology, one distinguishes and classifies such terms and
relations broadly as either general theological categories or special theolog-
ical categories.'qa Both general theological categories and special theological
categories are built up upon their own conscious and transcultural basis or
inner core.es And in the "naming" of these conscious bases or inner cores,
one can in each case distinguish a privileged set ofbasic terms and relations,
referring most directly to their conscious basis or inner core and possessing

a kind of imperviousness to radical revision, and subsequent elaborations
and differentiations with varying degrees of distance from the conscious
basis or inner core and varying degrees of precariousness.e6

Secondly, as Wilkins reports, the next paragra ph in Method in Theology ,

Prof. Wilkins's paragraph [Bl, begins with Lonergan stating that the point
of making metaphysical terms and relations not basic but derived is that
"a critical metaphysics results." Now in a set of notes for his 1971 Dublin
lectures on method in theology, Lonergan has made the following brief
remarks regarding this paragraph and the preceding paragraph:

of working out general and special categories pertains, not to the methodologist, but to the
theolo8ian engaged in this fifth tunctional specialry The methodologisfs task is thepreliminary
one of indicating what qualities arc desirable in theological categories, what measure of validity
is to be demanded of them, and how categories with the desired qualities and validity are to
be obtained."

'*e Method in Theology, 7+15.
q"General 

[theological] cat(€ories regard objects that come within the purview of other
disciplines as well as theology. Special [theological] categories regard the objects proper to
thsJlogy" (Method in TheoloU,29).

YSee Melhod in Theology, 282-85. Earlier in the same work (s€e 19-20), Ionergan used
the image of a "rcck" in relation to the conscious basis or inner core of general categories. A
different kind of "rcck," but one just as firm and unassailable, is implied in his remarks that the
conscious basis or inner core of special theological categories is ,,selt-lrsfrry^g.', 

S@ Method in
Theolow,W,284.

**e Method in TheoloU,28/'.8s.

A fourth consequence of the shift from faculty psychology to
intentionality analysis: The basic terms and relations of systematic
theology will not be metaphysical, but psychological.
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Hence a metaphysics which can be critically controlled.eT

The use of "Hence" here in these notes Provides us with an additional
clue enabling us to follow more surely Lonergan's train of thought in these

paragraphs from Method in Theology. The first sentence of this paragraph

[B] harks back to the second sentence of the previous paragraph and in
some sense follows from this second sentence. Why does it follow? Or,

equivalentl, why does a critical metaphysics result? Because a consequence

of the shift from faculty psychology to intentionality analysis is that the

basic terms and relations of systematic theology, the general and special

categories of systematic theology, are psychological. And what in the Present
context does that mean? To put the answer in its simplest terms, it means

that for every term and relation in systematic thmlogy, for every general

or special category in systematic theology, there will exist a corresponding

element in intentional consciousness or, at least, an associative train that

links elaborated or non-basic terms and relations in systematic theology

$/ith corresponding elements in intentional consciousness. There is, then, a

principle of critical control by means of which "empty or misleading terms

and relations can be eliminated, while valid ones can be elucidated by the

conscious intention from which they are derived."eE

To understand these paragraphs correctly, there is, I suggest, no need

to suppose by way of backgtound that a generic metaphysical category

of form was in any way involved in giving rise to a faculty psychology;

Lonergan's criticisms of Aristotelian architectonics, with its effective denial

of autonomous sciences, are entirely independent of any such claim. Again,

I do not think that distinguishing between metaphysical notions alone or

metaphysical categories in the strict sense, on the one hand, and generically

metaphysical categories of scholastic theology, on the othet has anythhg
useful to contribute to an acorate understanding of Lonergan's paragraph

[Bl remark. For, as I have argued, Wilkins's "metaphysical notions alone" or

"metaphysical categories in the strict sense" applies to either each and every

reality of proportionate being or to nothing. Finally, I suggest that Wilkins's

insertion of "metaphysical" inbrackets when quoting Lonergan's paragraph

[B] remarkis notan innocuous clarifying insertion but somewhat misleading.

For in that remark Lonergan is dealing with what, in the context of the

eBernard l,oner8an, "systematics 1319," t nergan Archive, httP:/ /www.bemardlonergan'
cortrl./ ?dI / 13190DT8070.Pdt,2.

* Method in Thalogy, 343.



discussion of the fourth consequence of the shift from faculty psychology to
intentionality analysis, he characterizes as psychological terms and relations,

not metaphysical terms and relations. The terms and relation of methodical
theology, the general and special categorial determinations, are said to be

psychological precisely because "there will exist a corresponding element in
intentional consciousness" to which they can be linked.

Wilkins contends that Lonelgan is here Fst presenting a brief recapitula-

tion of the program in fusrglrf to establish a critical metaphysics on the basis of
the isomorphism of knowing and being. Now, Lonergan's definition ofexplic-
it metaphysics includes the word "implementation."* Together, Lonergan's

major premir and the set of primary minor premises provide iust an inte.
grating structure.rm The set of secondary minor premises provides a filling
out of the structure and materials to be integrated.ror And as providing a fill-
ing out and materials to be integrated for the integrating struch-rre, the set of

secondary minor premises, whether drawn from common sense or the natu-

ral and human sciences, undergo a rcorientation: they are initially assumed,

critically assessed for inadvertently harboring counterpositional accretions,

transformed with the aid of the technique of metaphysical equivalence, and

then unified within a coherent and ever-expanding whole, in accordance with
the requirements of the integrating structure.

Now, the fourth consequence, as Lonergan states it, goes beyond

what is involved in rust an integrating structure. Even in paragraph [B],
Lonergan's concern is not iust with the analytic major premise and the set

of primary minor premises of critical metaphysics but with the significance

of critical metaphysics as providing a "critical control" that is able to cut
tfuough "the vast arid wastes of theological controversy" by elucidating
valid theological terms and relations "by the conscious intention from
which they are derived" and eliminating empty and misleading ones. Now,
as Lonergan tells it, the demand for method in metaphysics arose out of

e"... explicit metaphysics is the conception, affirmation, and implementation of the
integral heuristic structure of proportionate beir.8" Qnsighl,416). Ot aourse, for Lonergan "the
metaphysics of proportionate being becomes a subordinate part of a more general metaphysics
that envisages the transcendent idea of being" (Irsigif, 688; compare wilh Understanding ancl

Bei g, 195). And implementation is involved in both.

'o"From the maror and the primary minor premises there is obtained an integrating
structure . . . ." (lflsi9hl,425).

'01 
". . . from the s€condary minor premises there are obtained the materials to be integrated"

(lnsitht , 425) .
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medieval theology.lo'?And in one place in Izsif t, it is at least suggested that

the secondary minor premises can include assertions drawn from theology,

along with those from common sense and science.ro3 Accordingly, beyond

the point of making the terms and relations of metaphysics not basic but

derived, so that a critical metaphysics results, there is a further question that

the paragraph quite naturally Sives rise to: if critical metaphysics opens the

way for a shift from faculty psychology to intentionality analysis; and if such

a shift means that the basic terms and relations of systematic theology in the

functional specialty Systematics will be not metaphysical but psychological,

as Lonergan asserts; then will not the basic terms and relations of systematic

theology in the second stage of meaning themselves be rightly attended

to by theologians so that they can undergo a reorientation in line with the

requirements of theology conducted according to the norms of the functional

specialty Systematics? Is it an unwarranted stretch to suPPos€ that in these

paragraphs the integrating structure is envisaged as being brought to bear

or implemented in systematic theology, so that the already extant terms

and relations of systematic theology in the second stage of meaning will
be able to undergo a reorientation, a critical assessment, transformation,

and unification such that they come to acquire the characteristic or Property
called for by the fourth consequence of the shift from faculty psychology

to intentionality analysis? Lonergan's use of "every" in his paragraph [B]

remark seems quite comPatible with such attending and reorientation.

I do not find the last sentence in the excerpt above especially clear. Does

the "this" in the sentence refer back to "ontological structureof ProPortionate
being" or to the more proximately placed "cognitional structure"? Proximity

suggests the lattet but if one supposes the former, it seems one can more

easily make sense of the sentence. If we suppose the former, perhaps Wilkins

is saying:

The elements of this structure, that is, the ontological structure of

proportionate being, the terms and relations of a critical metaPhysics -
potency, form, and act - cannot be the special categories of scholastic

theology, because: (1) these categories, that is, the special categories

'mInsiSltf, 550.
rcsee Insilf, 548, where he claims that the method for metaPhysics he is offering has the

capacity for putting an end to mere disPutation and whele he ProPoses a series of disjunctions

ttrit facllitate tne sepamtion of metaPhysical asserhons ftom those of common sense, of soence,

and of theology.
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of scholastic theology, regard supernatural being [and the elements
of the ontological structure of proportionate being do notl; (2) these

categories, that is, the special categories of scholastic theology, are not
thems€lves the structural elements, that is, the ontological structure of
proportionate being - potency, form, and act - but rather are analyzed
into their structural elements of potency, form, and act.rrN

Supposing, tentatively, that Wilkins's intends this reading, I offer the
following comments.

First, there seems to bea certain tension between (1) and (2). If the special
categories of scholastic theology cannot be identified with the ontological
structure of proportionate being because those special categories regard

supematural being and the ontological structure of proportionate being
does not, how can the special categories of scholastic theology nevertheless

be "analyzed into their structural elements" of potency, form, and act?

Next, leaving this first point aside, in (2) it s€€ms that Wilkins allows
that the special categories of scholastic theology can be "analyzed" into
the structural elements of potency, form, and act. Now, to refer again to
a point previously mentioned, for Lonergan "[t]he concepts and names

of the metaphysical elements are general" but "this generality does not
involve them in abstractness."los For present purposes, even more pointed
is Lonergan's remark that ". . . there is nothing to a thing apart from its
potencies, forms, and acts."re So analyzing a being into its structural
elements of potency, form, and act provides no reason for saying that that
being is not its structural elements. And to suppose otherwise is to suppose
that that being is something other than its potency, form, and act.

As for (1), what is affirmed in Lonergan's maior premise did not
await the advent of his critical metaphysics to become operative. In latent

'alf we suppose that Wilkins intends the latter, he would seem to te saying the following:
The elements of this cognitional structure, which grounds all the tems and rclations in
proportionate being (the ontological structure of ploportionate being) cannot be the special
categories of scholastic theology because: (1) these categories of scholastic theology regard
supematural being [and the elements of cognitional shucture do not]; (2) the special categories
of scholastic theology are not themselves the cognitional structural elements, but Ether are
analyzed into their cognitional structural elements. This second reading seems less likely
because "analyzed into their structural elements" in the original text suggests an analysis of the
special categories into ontol ical elements, not cognitional elemmts.

l6lnsight , 527 .

tGlnsight, 527 .
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metaphysics, the isomorphism is oPerative but unconsidered. lndeed, the

isomorphism comes into play in some way whenever human knowing is

operating, including when human knowing is considering theological

realities.td But it is also the case that ". . . the theologian is under no necessity

of reducing to the metaphysical elements, which suffice for an account of

this world, such supernatural realities as the incarnation, the indwelling of

the Holy Spirit, and the beatific vision."rs If human knowing is not to be

confined to proportionate bein8, it must have a manner of oPerating that

affords the isomorphism a degree of flexibility. Such flenbility is indicated

in the distinction between what concePts and affirmations concerning

supernatural realities signily and their way of signifying, and the flexibility
is implemented in the use of analogy with its ways of affirmation, negation,

and eminence.

(a) Like IA1 and [B], Paragraph [C] is also concemed, not with

scholastic theological concepts and the method of correlating them with

experiences, concepts, or language ProPer to the new context, but rather

with "the positive function of a critical metaphysics." This function is

twofold: heuristic and critical. The heuristic function of metaphysics

is the provision of a "basic heuristic structure, a determinate horizon"

for inquiry The critical function is the provision of a criterion for

controlling meaning and classifying distinctions . . . .

Asa whole, the present passage is not concemed with thegeneration

of new categories or how the new categories are to be related to the

scholastic categories. Rather, it is concemed toexplainwhy metaphysics

has been made not basic but derivative, and what advantages result

from its displacement as the basic science. This coheres with the overall

purpose of this se ction of Method in Theology, which is not to rePrise the

earlier discussion of theological cateSories, but rather to name some

consequences of the shift from faculty psychology to intentionality

analysis. From both the literary context and the nest of interrelated

toThus, the Lonergan ParagEPh [B] remark is true not just for theological terms and

relation in the thtd s€cond stage of meaning but also for th€ological terms and relations in the

s€cond stage of meaninS. The difference is that in the s€cond stage of meaning the corresPonding

elements in intentional consciousness are larSely unconsidercd, or if considered, considered

not in their own right as conscious and intentional but through the Prism of Aristotelian

metaphysical psychology.
tNlnsight ,756.
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questions, it is clear that the statement, "for every term and relation
there will exist a corresponding element in intentional consciousness,"
enunciates Lonergan's familiar strategy for developing metaphysics
from the isomorphism of knowing and being. It does not enunciate
a new precept for correlating the scholastic special categories with
"psychological" special categories. (63-64)

I have already mentioned several time that Wilkins is not altogether
accurate in identifying Lonergan's fourth consequence of the shift from
faculty psychology to intentionality analysis as "the displacement of
metaphysics from [being] basic to [beingl derived" (61). It is, I suggest,

more accurate to say that for Lonergan the shift from faculty psychology to
intentionality analysis is itself a corollary of the displacement of metaphysic
from being basic to being derived and that the actual fourth consequence

of this corollary as Lonergan states it, is that "the basic terms and relations
of systematic theology will be not metaphysical, as in medieval theology,

but psychological."lD So, as Lonergan states it, the fourth consequence of
the shift from faculty psychology identifies a characteristic or property that
theological terms and relations in the functional specialty Systematics will
have, either in themselves or by way of association.

In his commentaries on paragraphs [A], [B], and [C], Wilkins seems less

concerned with the actually stated fourth consequence and more concemed
to emphasize and highlight Lonergan's references to critical metaphysics,

the fact that metaphysics has been displaced from being basic to being
derived, and the benefits that accrue from such a displacement. And with
these emphases, Lonergan's paragraph [B] remark can be cocooned, so

that it merely ". . . enunciates Lonergan's familiar strategy for developing
metaphysics from the isomorphism of knowing and being. It does not
enunciate a new precept for correlating the scholastic special categories with
'psychological' special categories" (63-64).

Everything that Lonergan says in paragraph [C] about critical
metaphysics and the advantages that accrue to it, namely, that it provides
a determinate horizon, a basic heuristic structure within which questions
arise and a criterion for settling certain kinds of differences, can be
readily accepted without agreeing that Wilkins has proposed an adequate

)6 Method in'lheology, Y3
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interpretation of the three paragraphs. Thus, even if Lonergan's paragraph

[B] remark is alluding to or echoing Lonergan's major premise regarding

the isomorphism that obtains between the structure of knowing and the

structure of the known, a premise which was originally formulated by

Lonergan in the context of a process for arriving at critical metaphysics, it
does not follow that that isomorPhism is tied to iust that context. Considered

or not considered, the isomorphism is oPerative in some way whenerter the

human knowing process is operative. So if the human knowing process

was operative in developing the categories of scholastic theology, then the

isomorphism was operative in some way. And if the isomorphism was

operative in some way in that develoPment, then there were corresponding

elements in the intentional consciousness of the theologians who developed

those categories and in the intentional consciousness of any later theologian

who came to understand them. So iI present-day theologian come to

understand these categories, there are corresponding elements in their

intentional consciousness. And if there are such corresponding elements

in their intentional consciousness, and if they have also been schooled in

Lonergan's intentionality analysis, then are those elements not suscePtible

to objectifications as terms and relations informed and enriched by norms

and procedures proper to the third stage of meaning? And would not such

objectifications carry with conspicuous transParency the characteristic or

property that Lonergan identifies as the fourth consequence of the shift from

faculty psychology to intentionality anaiysis?

If theologians read paragraphs [Al, [B], and [C], bearing in mind

Lonergan's actually stated fourth consequence; and iI, while remaining

mindful of the factors that safeguard continuity in systematic theological

thinking, they are questioningly on the look-out for ways in which

special theological cateSories with the requisite characteristic or proPerty

idenffied by the fourth consequence can gradually be developed, as they

seek to operate effectively in the functional specialty of Systematics; then

I suggest there is no good reason for them to neglect the categories of

scholastic theotogy or to cease attemPting to reorient and integrate them

into methodical theology. For there is no good reason to suPPose that

the only function and implication of Lonergan's paragaph [B] remark is

to remind readers of the maror premise in Insight for arriving at exPlicit,

critical metaphysics from cognitional theory and of the advantages that

accrue to metaphysics when it is displaced as the basic science.
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I /f y ArM rN this essay is to provide a schematic account of Lonergan's

I !, / I relationship with Hegel and so also of the relationship of his

I Y l..iti.ut ."ui,r- ,o Hegel's absolute idealism. The relationship is

intimate and, like most intimate relationships, it's complicated by a variety
ofskains and stresses.l A more thorough investigation is needed to doiustice
to its complexity. But my hope is that this brief account is detailed enough
to enable us to understand why Lonergan suggests, in the introduction to
his foundational philosophic work, that those who wish to reach his critical
realist standpoint should get to know and come to terms with Hegel.

As a first approximation to an understanding of the intimate complexity
of Lonergan's relationship with Hegel, I'[ draw your attention to four
images Lonergan employs to depict it. From these, we'll obtain a number
of clues.2 As a second approximation, I'll draw your attention to the place

rThe relationship is also a long one. Ample evidence of lrnerSan's interest in Hegel in the
1930s, long before l/,sight was conceived, has been provided by Patrick Brown in his doctoral
dissertation completed at Boston College. S€e his article, "System and History in L,onergan's
Early Historical and Economic Manuscnpts," lournol of Macrodynafiic Anallsis 7 (2001): 32-76.
S€e also my article, "Lonergan's Reading ol H el," Afiericafi Catholic Philuophical Quarloly,
8, no.3 (summer 2014):51!34. But, my concem here is not the origin and history of the
relationship but its nature in its maturity.

'zThe standard set of geometrical diagrams lrnergan employs to prcmote identification of
the experience of insight are given prcminence by l-onergan; consequently, they have received
plenty ofattention. But his use of imagery in other contexts, while still pedagogical, is obviously
more casual, and it is largely ignored. As his choice of the words of Aristotle for the frontispiece
of Insigftf suggests, Lonergan was well aware of the ne.essity and fecundity of imagery Imagine
the mathematician, as tonerSan suggested we do as we rcad his remarks on the nec€"ssity of
imagery working with pen and paper. But images are required for all understanding, even for

@ 2016 Mark D. Morelli
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FoUR IMAGES

Lonergan uses four images to dePict his relationship with Hegel. The first

depiction is a vertical image of asceasion by sfases. It is the now familiar

image of the idealist halfway house at the midpoint between materialism

and critical realism that appears in the introduction to Inslgftf.

For the appropriation of one's own rational self-consciousness . . . i.s

not an end in itself but rather a beginning. It is a necessary beginning,

philosophical understanding of a bloodless ballet of metaphysical cat oies (Insilht: A Study

ot' Hunan Understanding, vol. 3 of the Collected works of Bemard lrneryan, ed. Frederick E.

Cmwe and Robert M. Doran [Toronto: Univercity of Toronto Press, 1992], 570, the image is an

adaptation of F. H. Bradle/s "unearthly ballet of bloodless cateSories." As [.onergan remarks

i^ Verbum: Wrd anil lilea in Aqui as, vol- 2 of the Collected works of Bemard LonergarL ed.

Frededck E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran lToronto: Umversity of Toronto Press, 19971, 405: " . . .

[I]n this IiIe we underctand absolutely nothing excePt in a Phantasm." However, Lonergan
usually leaves his readers to conjure their own heuristic images; excePt in contexts where

Lonergan is illustrating insight, images are few and far between in his works. All the more

rcason, then, to pay close attention to the few he do€s Provide. [n addition to the four discussed

here, thele are, for example, his depictions of the mind misaonceived as a Noah's ark, of the

logician as a mortician, of transcendental method as the H in which the river flows, of the

counterposition sprouting another head each time its head is cut off, of marching on the caPital

and assaulting the citadel (borrowed from Hume's I/ealis?), and of the Plaster cast of a man

(borrowed ftom Kant's Doctrine of Method inthe Ctitique of Pure Rmsor). AII of these images

evoke insights.

of privilege Lonergan assigns to Hegel's dialectical method in his critical
discussion in Insight of the dialectic of philosophic methods leading up to

his own transcendental rnethod. Third, I'll turn to Lonergant more general

account of this movement as the transition from the order of logic to the

order of method. I'll expose Hegel's place in this transition and coin the

phrase "Hegel's halfwayness." Fourth, I'll provide a sampling of Lonergan s

complaints about Hegel that place a limit on the closeness of their
relationship. Fifth, I'll locate the root of Hegel's halfwayness in the excessive

determinateness of the determinate negation of the order of logic by which

he mediates his transition to the order of method, and I'll give four examples

of its determining influence on his negation of that negation, his absolute

idealism. I'll conclude by returning to the most differentiated and thought-

provoking of Lonergan's images, and I'll elaborate it to dePict the intimacy

and some of the complexity of Lonergan's relationship with Hegel.
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for unless one breaks the duality in one's knowing, one doubts that
understanding correctly is knowing. Under the pressure of that
doubt, either one will sink into the bog of a knowing that is without
understandinS, or else one will cling to understanding but sacrifice
knowingon thealtarof an immanentism, an idealism,a relativism. From
the horns of that dilemma one escapes only through the discovery -
and one has not made it yet if one has no clear memory of its startling
strangeness - that there are ty/o quite different realisms, that there is
an incoherent realism, half animal and half human, that poses as a

halfway house between materialism and idealism, and on the other
hand that there is an intelligent and reasonable realism between which
and materialism the halfway house is idealism.

While Lonergan does not identify the idealism of the halfway house as

Hegel's, I have argued elsewhere that it must be Hegel's absolute idealism
that he has in mind.3 From a consideration of this image of the halfway
house, then, we obtain two clues about Lonergan's relationship with Hegel.

One is that, despite obvious philosophical differences, Lonergan does not
regard Hegel as a basically counterpositional thinker. A halfway house lies

3lnsight, 22. This quotation requires some unpackrng. I have argued elsewhere that the
halfway house to which Lonergan refers is not Kant's Critical Philosophy, and ce*ainly not
Berkele/s idealism, but HeSel's Absolute ldealism. I invite rcaders to consult my argument
if they have any doubts atout this conclusion. See my articles, "Going Beyond Idealism:
l,onergan's Relation to Hegel," in vol. 20 of the Loneltafi l&rklrop /ourral, ed. Fred Iawrence
(Chestnut Hill, MA: Boston College, 2008): 305-36, and "Lonergan's Debt to Hegel, and the
Appropriation of Critical Realism," in Meaning and History in Syslemalic Theology: Essals in
Honor of Robert M. Doran, SJ, ed. John D. Dadosky (Milwaukee, W[: Marquette University
Press, 2009), 403-21 an d in Fifty Years ol InsighL Bernanl ln ergoll's Cofitribution to Philosophy and
Iieolo8y, ed. Neil Ormerod, Robin Koning, and David Braithwaite (Adelaide: ATF Theology,
Australian Catholic University Sedes,201l), l-16. Lonergan borrows the image of idealism
as the halfway hous€ b€tween crihcal realism and materialism directly from Marechal. S€e
vol- 5 of the Collected Works of Bemard l$iergan, 27Gn. The image also occllrs in l,€o W.
Keeler's The Problem of Error fron Plalo to Kanl: A Hisloical afid Citicsl Stuly (Rome: Pontifical
Gregorian UniveNity, 1934), 6, which Lonelgan reviewed in the 1935 yolufie ol Gftgotianun.
Howevet the image is not Keeler's but occurs in a quotation from A. E. Taylor's Plato and is
us€d with rcfercnce to the Eleatic doctrine. Why Lonergan did not identify Hegel as the idealist
with whom we have to come to tems is an interesting question. One plausible answer is that,
given the persistent resistance of "Thomists" of his time, who remained naive realists despite
their reading of Thomas, to taking even Kant seriously (for example, Etienne Gilson, Armand
Maurer, foseph Owens), an explicit reference to Hegel in the induction to.hsigrf would have
been excessively off-putting. See the archival document 32610DTE070, www.bemardlonelgan.
com, where Lonergan observes, "My position does not escape the naive realist's equally naive
idea of idealism."
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It is not tobe inlerred thatmy attitude towards Hegel is merely negative.

In fact, characteristic features in the very movement of his thought have

their parallels in the present work. As his Aufhebung both reiects and

retains, so also in their own fashion do our higher viewpoints. As he

repeatedly proceeds from an sicft, through fiir sich, to an und fiir sich, so

our whole argument is a movement from the obiects of mathematical,

scientific, and commonsense understanding, through the acts of

understanding themselves, to an understanding of understanding.s

From this image, we obtain a few more clues. One is that the relation

between Lonergan and Hegel is more methodological than conceptual. That

is to say, what binds them lies, not in the contents of their philosophies and

their conclusions, which are obviously very different, but in the dynamic

structures of thei philosophies. Another is that their methods, if parallel, are

not identical; they move in the same direction, but they Proced, as it were,

side by side. While the paths followed by Hegel and Lonergan may differ

in length, in their specific points of origin, and in their specific points of

'This is why it is a mistake to think it is Xant's Critical PhilosoPhy that is the halfway

house. As l,onergan rematks in an archival note: "For two hundred years people have been

swallowing the first sentence of the Transcendental Aesthetic of the First Critiqud' (285f D0E070,

www.bemird-lonergan.com). That sentence reads: "ln whatever way and through whatever

means a cognition may relate to obFcts, that through which it Plates immediately to them, and

at which all thought as a means is diFcted as an end, is intuition" (Critique ol P rc Reasofi, tra s'

and ed. Paul Guy:er and Allen w. wood (Cambridge UniveEity Prest 1998) ln connection with

HeSel's quasi-pooitionality, s€e Thomas CaPPelli's discussion of two moments of intellectual

.orirersior, in his paper, ;"Ihe Unlolding of Intellectual Conversion," in the Proceedings of
the Lonergan on the Edge Conference at Marquette University, SePt lGlZ 2011, Posted at

lonetganresource-com.

'lnsight , 398r.21 .

on the path to our destination; a basically counterPositional philosophy

gl.a counterpositional diverts us from that path.a The other clue is that to

adopt Hegel's absolute idealism is to be at the midpoint of the intellectual

ascent to Lonergan's critical realism' If we are to reach that standPoint, we

must pass through, that is, enter into, rest in, and then go beyond, Hegel's

absolute idealism.
The second depiction is the image of the parallel morenents ot the

argument of fizsigftt, on one side, and of Hegel's thought, on the other, that

appears in the final footnote in the chaPter on the notion of being in Insi8ftf.
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termination, where they run in parallel we may expect characteristic features
of the movement of Hegel's thought to be isomorphic with characteristic
features of the movement of Lonergan's thought.

The third depiction of his relationship with Hegel appears in an image
in archival notes (see Figure 1 and the larger redrawn version in Figure 2

on the following page). It is a diagram oI circular mediation.It is a diagram
of the commonsense, theoretic, interior, and religious realms of meaning
and their mediation by responses to the systematic, critical, and methodical
exigences.6 In the accompanying key to the diagram, Lonergan assigns

Hegel to the realm of interiority.
From this imageweobtain still more clues. One is thatHegel's philosophy

like Lonergan's, is not a product of the realm of theory but is constructed in
the realm of interiority. Another is that Hegel, like Lonergan, responds to
the methodical exigence and, in doing so, sublates his prior responses to
the systematic and critical exigences. Another is that Hegel's response to
the methodical exigence, like Lonergan's, is a systematic integration that is
informed and governed by a critical foundation in the realm of interiority.

The fourth and final image is a depiction by Lonergan of the dlmamics
of his relationship with Hegel as a process of eversion or tuming-inside.out.

Man was right in feeling that the Hegelian dialectic needed to be

adiusted, but he was content to turn it upside down. What it needed, I
should say, was to be turned inside out. Instead ofendeavoring to insert
movement within logic, the relatively static operations of logic had to
be inserted within the ever ongoing context of methodical operations.T

From this image, we obtain the idea that Lonergan's reservations about
Hegel's system have less to do with its constituent parts and their movement
and more to do with the interior depth, as it were, of those parts and their
movement. It suggests that Hegel's response to the methodical exigence

6Archival document 54700D0L060, www.bemadlonergan.com. S€e Figure 1, the original,
and Figure 2, the original redrawn and altercd slightly to highlight Lonergan's assignment of
Hegel to the realm of interioriry For l,onetgan's account of the exig ences, see Method in Theolw
(New York: Herder and Herder 1972),81-E5.

TBemard Lonergan, Philosophical ahd Theologiul Papers 1965-1980, vol. 17 of the Collected
Works of Bemard Lonergan. ed. Rob€rt C. Croken and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 2004), 36. What Marx actually said, in Ktpilal, was that Hegel's idealism left
his dialectic standing on its head, and that it must be turned right side up again if we are to
discover the rational kemel in the mystical shell.
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pivots on an interior foundation that is still only the exterior of the interior,

so to speak.

All four of these images depict a relationship of considerable intimacy.

But, even intimate relationships have their ups and downs. Hegel's idealism

may be half way to critical realism, but it is not there yet. Hegel's methodical

path may run parallel to and in the same direction as Lonergan's, but the

two paths are not identical in Points of origin or in length. Hegel may

respond to the methodical exigence and fashion a systematic integration that

rests upon an interior foundation, but Hegel's dialectic is not Lonergan's

transcendental method, and Hegel's absolute knowledge is not Lonergan's

explicit metaphysics. Finally, if Hegel's philosophy is woven of the same

fabric as Lonergan's, as Lonergan's image of eversion implies, and so cannot

be refuted and set aside in the manner in which a basic counterPosition is

reversed, it is nevertheless to be tumed inside out.

Lonergan's philosophy, then, does not stand to Hegel's philosophy as a

philosophy grounded in interiority stands to a philosophy grounded in the

realm of theory, for Lonergan tells us that Hegel's philosophy, like his own, is

grounded in the realm of interioriry Nor does Lonergan's philosophy stand

to Hegel's philosophy as a basically Positional interior philosophy stands

to a basically counterpositional philosophy As the image of the halfway

house suggests, and as Lonergan states explicitly elsewhere, Hegel has

broken with the counterPosition.s Lonergan's philosoPhy seems to stand to

Hegel's as the more interior side of a basically positional philosophy stands

to its less interior side. Hegel's philosophy, then, is only quasi-positional

or transitional, his method is only relatively isomorphic with Lonergan's

because it is displaced, his terminal integration rests uPon an interior

foundation, but that foundation lacks depth, and so the terminal integration

is inadequate.

slr/sight, 322. .Five ht dred years separate Hegel fiom Scotus . . . .[T]hat-notable interval

of time rias devoted to working out in a variety of manners the Possibilities of the assumPtion

that knowing consists in taking a look. The ultimate conclusion was that it did not and could

not. If the re;der does not hims€lf accePt that conclusion as definitive, certainly Hegel did- ' ' "
HegeIs Phenomeaology o/ SPili, may be descriH as an account of SPiiit's self-overcoming of

this counterpositionii presupposition (but, as we shall s€e in what follows, not its comPlete

abandonment). see also, note 57 below. See Heget's Philosophy of Mind, t,.ans A v Miller
(Oiford: Clarendon Press, 1971), 224: "Pure thinking knows that it alone, and not fe€ling or

representation, is capable of grasPing the tnrth of things, and that the asserhon of EPicnrus that

the true is what is sensed, must be pronounced a comPlete Perversion of the nature of mind'"

Mernoo: loumal of Innergan Studits
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Tnr Pnrvrrrcsn Ptacr or Hrcrl's DrALEcrrcAL ME-rHoo rN INslcHr

'lnsight , 42G55.
tolnsight , 433.
tt lnsight , 433.
ltlnsight 

, 1'46.

t1lnsight,4{[.
ttlnsight 

, M6.
rslfieEhf,,146. See the preface to Pheflofienolw of Spirit, trans. A. V. Miller (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 1979), S 2: "The more conventional opinion gets fixated on the antithesis of

We made a first approximation to an understanding of Lonergan's
relationship with Hegel by considering four images employed by Lonergan.
A second approximation can be made by considering the place Lonergan
assigns to Hegel's dialectical method in the section of lnsight titled "The
Dialectic of Method in Metaphysics."e There, after exposing the limitations
of deductive philosophic methods that "seek independence from the whims
and fancies of the subject,"lo Lonergan turns to the directive philosophic
methods that emerge once it is recognized that "deductive method alone
is not enough" and that "it is not so easy to leave the subject outside
one's calculations."rr Directive methods admit that "the subject cannot be
ignored."r'? Lonergan proceeds to give critical accounts of the methods of
universal doubt, empiricism, and commonsense eclecticism. In so doing, he
recollects the historical experience of the displacement of one philosophic
method by another. By this historical experience, says Lonergan, we are
"forced to the conclusion that philosophic method must concern itself with
the structure and aberrations of human cognitional process."l3 It is with
this observation that Lonergan begins his critical discussion of Hegel's
dialectical method.

In response to the historical experience of one philosophic method
supplanting and replacing another, Hegel rises to a higher level of
philosophical reflection, to the level of reflection on method itself, and
introducesa conception of themethod that is "thevery process" bywhich one
philosophic method supplants and replaces another. This, says Lonergan,
was "approximately Hegel's inspiration."ra That process is conceived by
Hegel as one "that tums positions into their contradictories only to discover
in such reversal a new position that begets its opposite to bring to birth a
third position with similar consequences until through successive repetitions
the totality of positions and opposites forms a dialectical whole."rs There is
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a gradual movement, temporal if not necessarily chronological, to be noted

in Lonergan's consideration of philosophic methods that terminates in a

heightened reflexivity and a search for the method of all methods.r6 By its

placement at the end of this movement, Hegel's dialectical method, which

Hegel himself refers to as "the method," '7 is given pride of place.

Let us note that Lonergan's entire treatment of the temporal sequence

of philosophic methods, as its title '"fhe Dialectic of Mefftod in Metaphysics"

suggests, not only terminates in a discussion of Hegelian dialectic, but is
itself a response to the historical experience of methods displacing methods

that inspired Hegel's ascent to reflection on method itself. But Lonergan's

experience is enriched by the addition ofHegel's inspired attemPt to conceive

"the method"r8 that is "the very process."reFrom his consideration of Hegel's

method as the last in a now prolonged sequence of ProPerly philosophic

methods,2o Lonergan turns to his own method and its execution, that is, to

the task of making explicit the latent metaphysics of the human mind on

truth and falsity, the more it tends to exPect a given PhilosoPhical system to te either accePted

or conhadicted; and hence it finds only accePtance or rei€chon. It does not comPrehmd the

diversity of philosophical systems as the progressive unfolding of truth, but rather sees in it
simple disagreements."

t6"The . . . shift to interiority was essayed in various manners from Descartes through Kant
to the nineteenth-century Geman idealists" (Method ifi Theology,316\.

'7"For the method is nothing but the structue set forth in its Purc essentiality. We should
realize, howevet that the system of ideas conceming philosophical method is yet another set of
current beliefs that belongs to a bygone culture. Ifthis comment sounds boastful or revolutionary-
and I am far from adopting such a tone - it should be noted that orrent oPinion itself has

already come to view the scientic regime bequeathed by mathematics as quile old-fashioned -
with its explanations, divisions, axioms, sets of theorems, its proofs, principles, deductions,
and conclusions hom them. Even if its unfitness is not clearly underctood, little or no us€ is

any longer made of it; and though not actually condemned outright, no one likes it very much"
(H!gel, Phmonenolory ol Spilit, S 48. See also,IAct rcs on Ingic: Be ifl, 1831, transcribed by Karl
Hegel, trans. Clark Butler lBloomington: Irrdiana University Press,2001],230).

tBHeEeL lictures on Ingic: Betlin , 1831 , 229-30.
teMethod in Theology, {+305: " . . . lT]here is the emerSence of method. lt consists in the

transposition of systematic meaning from a static to an ongoinS, dldamic context. . . . Any
given system, ancient or modem, is subject to logic. But the Process from any Siven system to
its successor is the concem ofmethod."

rcne miSht obiect that, in fact, Lonergan's Preceding treatment oI methods ends with an

account of scientific method and PhilosoPhy. But, this is not ProPerly sP€aking a consideration

of a philosophic method. It is a critique of the attemPt to transfer into PhilosoPhy and to
substitute for philosophic method the method of natu-ral science. It is, as it were, the critique

of a dismptive aberlation and derailment of the movement into interiority. Tlle scientist

concludes that "it is nonsense to talk about a PhitosoPhical method and . . . the plain fact is that

philosophy has no method at all" (1ns8[], 450).
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the interior foundation afforded by his cognitional theory.2r It should come
as no surprise, then, that Lonergan takes the trouble, in the footnote quoted
above, to caution his readers about inferring that his attitude toward Hegel
is merely negative and to point out that "characteristic features of the very
movement of his [Hegel'sl thought have their parallels" in Insigil and,
indeed, inform the structure of the entire work.z

THE TRANSITION FRoM TrrE ORDER oT LoGIC

TO THE ORDER oI METHoD

The movement of philosophic methods in which Lonergan assigns Hegel
a place of privilege is what he refers to later, in Method in Theology, as the
transition from a second, theoretic stage of meaning to a third, interior stage
of meaning.

In the first stage conscious and intentional operations follow the mode
of common sense. In a second stage besides the mode of common sense

there is also the modeof theory where the theory is controlled by a logic.
In a third stage the modes of common sense and theory remain, science

asserts its autonomy from philosophy, and there occur philosophies
that leave theory to science and take their stand on interiority.r

The transition from the second, theoretic stage to the third, interior stage
is a shift from logical to methodical control of meaning. It is a structural
change,2a a gradual reversal of priorities,r rather than a change in content. It
is a shift from the order of logic to the order of method.

In the order of logic, priority is given (1) to logical premises, (2) to
metaphysics, (3) to faculty psychology in terms of potencies and habits,
(4) to relations of acts to obiects by efficient and final causality, and (5) to
speculative rationality. In the order of method, the priority is reversed, and
primacy isgiven (1) to the concrete operating subject, (2) to self-appropriation

'zllnsight , chap. 75.
alnsight, 398n27. The editors of the Collected Works report that Lonergan added this

footnote at the prcof stage.
LMethod in Theolow, 85.

'?rBemard lonergan, "Aquinas ]bday: Tradition and Innovation,,, in AThitd Coltection, ed.
Frederick E. Crowe (New .fersey: Paulist Press, l9&5), 45.

lr"Aquinas Today," 46.
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of the subject, (3) to intentionality analysis in terms of successive levels of

conscious operation and their sublative relations,'6 (4) to relations of acts to

objects by intentionality, and (5) to the sublation of speculative rationality by

practicc.existential rationaliry'zT

In still more general terms, the shift from the order of logic to the order

of method is a shift in the very notion of science and, consequently, a shift in

the understanding of philosophy and its function.2s Prior to this transition

the sciences form "a single block under philosophic hegemony,"E as they

did for Aristotle. With this transition, philosophy relinquishes to the natural

sciences the task of explaining the data of sense, Erants the sciences their

autonomy, and takes its stand on the data of intentional consciousness. But

the new autonomy of the natural sciences is not absolute; while the natural

sciences are no longer under the control of a theoretic metaphysics, they

remain "under the control of method."o
Those familiar with both Lonergan and Hegel miSht be inclined to

object to the placement of Hegel firmly in the world of interioriry A host of

characteristics of Hegel's philosophy seems to invite the assignment to him

of a place in Lonergan's second, theoretic stage. They will recall Hegel's

characterization of his method as "dialectical deduction," his monumental

Science of l-ogic with its metaPhysical starting Point in a minimal concept of

bMethod in Theotogy, 261t "From within the world of interioriry then, mental acts as

experienced and as systemahcally conceived are a logical fust. Fmm them one can Proceed to

epistemology and metaphysics."

'Method it1 TheoloU 45-46. This is Irnergan's 197 4,Post-Mdhod in ThroloSy charact€rization

of the transition. In 1968, he characterized the shift in Priorities as a hansPosition from logic

to method, from the Aristotelian to the modem conception of science, ftom metaPhysical soul

to concrete subiect, from human nature to human history and from logical first PrinciPles to

tmns.endental methoC. See, ''fhe Future of Thofibm," i^ A Second Colie.li.,n, ed. Wiuiam n ,'
Ryan and Bemard f. Tyrrell (london: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1974),49-52'

sAThird Cotlectiofl, 47. See the archival document 49200DTE050, wwwbemard-lonergan
com. "Philosophy is conceived differently as a science dePending on how science itself is

conceived. It ii conceived differently as PhilosoPhy where attention is Paid to the history of
notions and to human historiciry This is esPecially true ever since Hegel."

a A Thitd Collection, 43.
aA Thitd Cotle.lion, 4647. See Melhod in Thcology,316: "Now the natural and human

sciences aim at accountin8 for all the data of sense. Accordingly, if there is to be any general

science lof being], its dat; will have to be the data of consoousness So there is effected the

tum to interiorit The Seneral soence is, first, cognitional theory . -, secondly, ePistemology ,

and thirdly metiphysil . . . Such general science will tre the general case of the methods of

the speciai sciences ind not, as in Aristotelianism, the Seneral case of the content of the sP€cial

sciences."
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being, his bare sketch of a gnoseology in his Encyclopaedrlr,rl the prominence

and sublative role of organic telmlogy in his philosophy,3'? the primary he

gives to speculative thought and to the comprehensive and coherent system of
systems that it generates, and his apparently hegemonic philosophy of nature.

But one might obiect in return, as I think Hegel himself would, that this
is a one-sided view of his philosophy. In fact, in the preface to the first edition
of his Science of Logic, Hegel states explicitly that he intends to transform
logic to bring it into conformity with "the new spirit which has arisen both
in Learning and in Life."3 Moreover, the "smaller" Logic of the Encyclopaedia

opens with a dialectical critique of three attitudes of thought to objectivity
that functions to set the stage for his new position, iust as Lonergan's critical
discussion in his "Dialectic of Method in Metaphysics" functions to set the

stage for his.y If Hegel's philosophy displays prominent characteristics of
the order of logic, it also displays prominent characteristics of a philosophy
in transition to the order of method,35 although these are often expressed, as

in the title of the 5 cience of Logic itsell; in language borrowed from the world
of theory or from what Hegel calls the standpoint of the Understanding.I

rrsee Hegel's discussion of "theoretical mind" in Hegel's Philoaphy ol Mind,18*228, \qherc
he provides his account of "the formal course of the development of intelligence to cognition"
(192) in three stages: (1) intuition (attention, sensation, intuition proper), (2) rcpres€ntation
(recollection, imagination, memory), (3) thought (undeEtanding, judgment, reason).

3*legel, Scietce of logic, hans. A. V Miller, 734 ff.
st}Iegel, Science of Logic, preface, M: " . . . [T]here are no traces in Logic of the new spirit

which has arisen both in Leaming and in LiIe. It is, however (let us say it once for all), quite vain
to try to retain the forms of an earlier stage of developmmt when the inner structure of spirit
has become transformed; these earlier foms 4re like withered Ieaves which are pushed off by
the new buds already beinS generated at the roots."

vThe Eficlloryedia lngic, trans. T. F. Geraets, W. A. Suchting, and H. S. Harris (Cambridge,
MA: Hackett, 1991), 45-124.

ssee Hegel's Izclxres on Logic: Berlin,183'1,6t "The obied of our study in these lectures [on
lo8icl istogain knowledge of thinkin8, to know vrhat we as thinking beings are. A human being
is spirit, and to come to know what lies therein is our highest achievemmt" (7): 'Thinking,
having concepts, seems far removed from us, but it is in fact what is closest at hand. In thinking
I remain absolutely at home with myself. I am myself this thinking. We repiesent thinking to
ourselves as separable from the t, but it is in fact what is most presenl i^ il" (The Eficyclopoedia
Irg?t, S 14): 'The same development of thinking that is prcs€nted in the history of philosophy
is presented in philosophy its€lt but freed from that historical outwardness, i.e., purely in the
elemmt oI thinking."

sHegel consistently employs terms drawn from the indigenous language of the realm of
theory wh€n he is speaking from the standpoint of Reasory for example, concept, logic, system,
deduction. This poses problems for theoretic interprcters of Hegel; for example, as Lonergan
observes, "For the man who knows his logic and does not think of method, the term 'system'
will have only one meaning. Systems are either true or false. True system is the Ealization of the
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The principle of philosophy, says Hegel, is contained in meditative

thinkhg [Nacftden kenl.3? (1\ He emphatically rciects the priority of merely

logical premises, while retaining them in a subordinate position, and gives

priority to the dynamism of the self-unfolding subject that he identifies

with the Begrifl or Concept.a (2) He reiects the Priority of traditional

metaphysics and its abstract objectivism,, and so (3) he also rejects the

faculty psychological account of the subiect-as-obiect{ and gives priority

to the phenomenological narration of the Path of the natural consciousness

in his Phenomenology of Spirit,al to thought's thinling itsell tn his Science of

deductivist ideal that hapPens to be tlue, and in each dePartment oI human knowledge, there

is only one true system" (Bemard Lonergan, Pftilosophy ol God and Theolo8y (l'ondon: Darton,

Longman & Todd, 1973),49.
37The Encycloqedia ltgi.,S'17, 30-31.
sAs Beatrice Longuenesse notes, Hegel's startin8_Point in the Sclence ol L,gic is beinS; but

the fact that it is not a strictly logical starting-Point is illusbated almost immediately by its

collapse into nothinS. *e HeSel's Ctitique of Metaphysics, tlans. Nicole J. Simek (Cambridge:

CamLridge University Press, 2007), 11. Hegel's ideal of comprehensive coherence reveals

both his ;ubhtion of logic (the ideal of cohercnce) alld his concem with method (the ideal of

comprehensiveness).
*The Encyloryedia Ingic, 7G71.
hThe Encllo\edia lagic,77-72. se HeSefs Philosophy ol Mind,189l. "A favorite reflectional

form is that of powers and faculties of soul, inteli8mce, or mind- Faculty, like Power or force,

is the fix€d qu;liry of any ob,ect of thought, conceived as reflected into self. Force is no doubt

the infinity;f form - of the inward and the outward: but its essential finitude involv€s the

indilferenie of content to form. In this lies the want of organic unity which by this reflectional

Iorm, treating mind as a 'lot' of forces, is brought into mind, as it is by the same method

brou8ht into;aturc. Any asPect which can be distinguished in mental action is stereotyPed as

an in;ependent entity, and the mind thus made a skeleton-like mechanical collection h makes

absolut;ly no difference if we substifute the exPlession 'actvities' for powers and faculties'

Isolate thi activities and you similarly make the mind a mere aSgregate, and treat their essential

corelation as an extemal incident." S@ also, Lectures on lngic: Berlin,1831, 6: '"fhinking is

called a mental power, a faculty. Embracing feelinS, rePresentation, imagination, the faculty

of thinking taken as a whole is known as theoretical mind. Beyond theorctical mind lies the

will, the ficulty of desire. Thinking at once falls to intelligence, to which ePresentation and

intuition also b;long. Thinking is said to be one mental activrty, one achvity - one amonS othels'

Each power is taken to be independent, and the soul is imagined to be what holds such and

such iaolties within itself. The soul is taken to be a kind oI extemal medium in which every

fact ty independently oPerates for its€tf on its own account. When such rcPresentations are

used we speik of mental po@er9, and relate them to one another through determining each to be

tacked onis also present. what we have here is an only external comPoundins Our immediate

consciousness is held within such cate8ories."

'ron the pdmary of He+el's Phenomeflology of siit, Pretace, S 39, ar.d The Encyclopaedia

Ingic, S 27.1; Philo;phi.Al ind Theologicat Papos, 195844, vol.6 of the Colleded works of

Be-mard Loneqgan, ed. Robert Croken, Frcderick E. Crowe, and Robert M Doran (Torcnto:

University of T;rcnb Press), 37-3E, l,onergan writes: "ln his Pfie,omenology ol Spitil Hegel has

many useful things to say on the coming-tcbe of mind."
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Lo11ic,a'? and to the analysis of shapes of consciousness and their sublative
relations throughout his works. But because the self-unfolding Begri.ff is not
quite the subject-as-subject, but rather substance-as-subject, his dialectical
logic is simultaneously and fundamentally a dynamic ontology.a3 (4) He
rejects the priority of relations of acts to their obiects by efficient and final
causality, while retaining them in a subordinate position, and he gives
priority to a series of intentional relations of acts to their objects, but that
series terminates in the overcoming of this intentional difference in the
self-conscious identity ofthought and being. The mechanism of the Concept-
in-itself and the teleology of the Concept-for-itself are superseded by the
Idea of the Concept-in-and-for-itself.aa (5) Hegel does insist repeatedly on
the priority ofspeculative rationaliry But it cannot be speculative rationality
in the traditional sense, as one faculty whose operations are isolated from
those of the faculty of will, because Hegel rejects faculty psychology's
mere aggregation of isolated powers. Moreover, there are clear indications
of an overriding concern in Hegel for the extension, implementation, and
fulfillment of speculative rationality in spiritual community.as

Finally, as Alison Stone has shown in her book Petrifed lntelligence, in
Hegel's Philosophy of Nature the textual evidence available to determine
once and for all Hegel's position on the autonomy of the natural sciences

is inconsistent and equivocal. s Hegel claims in his Pftilosophy of Nature that

"The Enc! clorydia l, gic, 5 24, 58.
lrHegel at once reiects and retains the priority of metaphysics, but the priority he retains

differs from the one he reiects. Beatrice lrngueness€ describes Hegel's Scimce ol Logic as a
"critique of metaphysics," but not in the Kantian sense. Hegel's way of proceeding in his Scierce
o/ Logic "does not consist in asking under what conditions metaphysics is possible. Rathet it
consists in investigating what metaphysics is about, and how the project of metaphysics needs
to be redefined if one is to come to any satisfactory accomplishment ofits self-set goal." Hegel's
IrSi., she writes, "is insepatubly a melaphysical and a trafiscende tal deduction of the categories
of metaphysics" (Flegel's Ctitique of Melaphysics,S).

aHegel Science of Logic,755 ff.
t*e Hegel's Phmomeaology of Spiit , IBB) Sp]l:,t, 263 ff.
*See Alison Sto e, Petrifed lntelligence: Nat te i1 Hegel's P,ilosophy (Albary, Ny:

SUNY Press, 2005), chap. 2. In his inhoduction to his Phil(rsophy ol Natl/rc, Hegel likens his
philosophy of nature to Aristotlds which deprived the natural sciences of their autonomy
from metaphysics, but his motivation for doing so is to combat the modern claim that they
are absolutely autonomous. At the same time, his reason for denying them absolute autonomy
is his abandonment of faculty psychology which isolates the empirical scientific manner of
thinkinS from the thoughtful manner of philosophy: 'The Philosophy of Nature may perhaps
be regarded prima facie as a new sciencei this is certainly corect in one sense, but in another
sense it is not. For it is ancient, as ancient as any study of Nature at all; it is not distinct from
the latter and it is, in fact, older than physics; Adstotelian physics, for example, is far more
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he is taking a new approach that sublates and goes beyond the extremes of
absolute philosophic hegemony and absolute natural scientific autonomy,

and grants the natural sciences a relative autonomy under the control, not

of logic strictly speaking, but of the "transformed logic" that he narnes "the

method."aT

78

a Philosophy of Nature than it is physics. It is only in modem times that the two have been

separated. ...In connection with this distinction between Physics and the PhilosoPhy of
Nahrre, and of the specific character of each as contrasted with the othet it must be noted,

right from the start, that the two do not lie so far apart as is at 6rst assumed. Physics and

natural history are called emPirical sciences pat excellence, and lhey Profess to belong entirly
to the sphere of perception and exPerience, and in this way to be oPPosed to the PhilosoPhy

of Nature, i.e. to a knowledge of Natue from thought. The fact is, howevet that the PrinciPal
charge to be brouSht against Physics is that it contains much more thought than it admits and

is aware of and that it is better than it supposes itself to be; or iJ, perhaps, all thought in physics

is to be counted a defect, then it is wors€ than it suPPos€s itself to be. Physics and Philosophy

of Naturc, therefore, are not distinguished ftom each other as PercePtion and thought, but only

by thc kind and ranfid of their thought; they are both a thinking aPPrehension oI Nature" (s€e

Hegel's Philosophy of Nalr/te, trans, A. V Miller [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970),2'3\. Again:
"The science of philosophy is a circte in which each member has an antecedent and a successol,

but in the philosophical encyclopaedia, the PhilosoPhy of Nature aPPears as only one circle
in the whole . . ." (2); $r'hat distinguishes the PhilosoPhy of Nature from Phlcics is, more

precisely, the kind of metaphysics used by them both; for metaPhysics is nothing else but the

entire range ofthe unive6al deteminahons of thought, as it were, the diamond net into which
everything is brought and thereby first made intelligible. Every educated consciousness has its

metaphysics, an instinctive way oI thintinS, the absolute Power within us of which we become

master only when we made it in turn the obiect of our knowledge" (11); 'The difference of the

philosophically systematic mode of heatment from the emPirical is that it does not treat levels

of concrete existences in Natue as totalities, but as levels of chaEcteristic determinations. .

This is precisely the case with the retationships here. The hierarchy of thes€ relationships and

their inter-relatedness is one thing, but the considerahon of a concrete, individual Llody as

such is anothe/' (235). In other words, H el is clearly rethinking the relation and, as Stone

argues, one can conclude neither that he grants the natural soences absolute autonomy nor

that he grants philosophy absolute hegemony over them He seems to be Sranting them relative

autonomy under the control of his dialectical method. The issue is whether or not "the method"

which controls them in fact Permits the relative autonomy he wants to Preserve.
47Hege1's Phenomenology of Spirit, Preface, S 48: "It miSht seem necessary at the outset to

say more about the D.lrod of this movement, i.e. of fuence. But its Notion is already to be

found in what has been said, and its ProPer exPosition belongs to logic, or rather it is Logic'

For the method is nothing but the stmcturc set forth in its Pule ess€nlialily " (Izclurcs on l/gic:
Be in,183'1,23y'i.: "Wilhin each moment [of the absolute idea] the very same activity occurs, and

the universal form of this activity we call the mer,od. We already recognize this method, since

it has be€n implicitly active in each of the circles we have already traversed in the science of

logic. We call the universal form of this activity 'the method' to distinguish it from its variable

pa;ticular content. Yet the form exhibited by this method has a content of its own what we call
;method' is distinguished from the variable Particular content so that the form of the method

has its or 'n content. The method is not the form as it comes to be exPlicated uPon any Particular
empirically given material. The method is rather the universal inner life of every self_<oncePt,

it i; the dialectical process of develoPment as subiertively re'€nacted" (232) '"fhe method is

the soul - the livin; self-activation - of the material itself' (2J5); ''fhe nethod ot logic is the
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The apparent equivocation and inconsistency that Stone finds in Hegel's
Philosophy of Nature on an issue that Lonergan, for his part, regards as

unequivocally settled by the movement from the order of logic to the order
of method, is not limited to that single work. It is to be found, I think, at

every point in Hegel's writings where the hallmarks of the transition from
the realm oftheory to the realm of interiority appear. In every case, of course,

Hegel would deny that he is involved in either equivocation or inconsistency
by appealing to the very nature of a dialectical speculative system and its
propositions,a8 and he would argue that the charge of equivocation and
inconsistency itself is a predictable product of Understanding's adherence to

merely logical controls and a merely logical conception of system.a'qIn short,

he would argue that "nerything is inhoently contradictory."* Lonergan, for
his part, would maintain that the dialectical tension of Hegel's speculative
propositions and of his speculative system as a whole, that Hegel takes to

be necessary and ineradicable, is in fact an unnecessary and problematic
instability to be superseded. He would attribute the instability of Hegel's
system to Hegel's having barely crossed the border separating the realm of
interiority from the realm oftheory and to his being immersed, consequently,

in the admixture of languages and meanings typical of most border cultures.

He would attribute it to what we may name "Hegel's halfwayness," and he

would regard its ubiquity as massive evidence of the need to deepen Hegel's
interiority by adopting the unusual strategy of eversion.

LorurncaN's Orlrcrrons ro Hrcel

Let us turn our attention to the strains and stresses Hegel's halfwayness
imposes on Lonergan's relationship with Hegel and so to Lonergan's account
of some of the differences that, despite the intimacy of their relationship, still
keep them apart.

absolute rhythm of all that is alive, the truth of everything in particular spheres as also in
general, inclusive spheres."

sPhenonenology ol Spirit, preface, S 66.
r HeBeL Eficyclopaedia lngic, S 7L "The term syslr,r, is often misunde$tood. It does not

denote a philosoph, the pdnciple of which is narow and to be distinguished ftom others. On
the contrary, a genuine philosophy makes it a principle to include every particular principle.,'

ilH4el, Science of logic,439. The emphasis is Hegel's.
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First, while Hegel rightly reiects the confrontationist ideal of knowing

as looking,5rthere is still oPerative in his phitosophy a prolongation

of spontaneous tendencies to extroversion.s'? He regards extroverted

consciousness, not as a permanent and unsublateable comPetitor with
properly hurnan knowing, butas a stage ofhuman knowing tobe dialectically

retained and superseded.! In his philosophy, then, there are oPerative both

anexplicit rejection and a deliberate prolongation ofsPontaneous tendencies

to extroversion.s As a consequence, Hegel's shift to interiority is attenuated

by a residual concentration on metaphysics and a neglect of gnoseology.ss

''lnsight,396. k Hegel's Philoephy ot' Mind,224: "Pue thinking knows that it alone, and

not fueling or repres€ntation, is caPable of SrasPing the huth of things, and that the a$sertion

of Epicurus that the true is what is s€nsed, must be Pronounced a comPlete Perv€rsion of the

nafure of mind."
evefiun,794, on lhis prolongation in the standard tyPe of concePtualism.
slnsiSftt, 447-48. Human knowinS, for lrnergan, Soes beyond extroverted consciousness,

but extroverted consciousness is not PrcPerly sPeaking a stage of human knowing. Inasmuch

as consciousness is exEoverted, there is no oPerative intention of being. Sublahon requires

a unitary thread of intention, common to the sublated and the sublatinS. Hegel Places the

pure desire in the confrcnted obiect as much as in the confronting subiect Consequently,

exhove*ed consciousness can be, and given the inexorable intention of comPrehensiveness,

must be sublated.
eThis is amply itlustrated by the very structure and Progression of Hegel's Phmommology

o/ Spirit in which the standpoint of consciousness, with its PresuPPosition of a subject/obFct

dichotomy is sublated without rcsidueby *lt-consoousness and reason Hegelian suPersession

leaves nothing behind. Hegel's "rejection" of the standPoint of extrovemion is also its sublation

by subsequent standpoints. Accordingly, while Hegel's reiection of emPiricist confrontationism

is emphatic, his ideal of comprehensiveness requires that it also be retained as an earlier stage

in th; devetopment of conriousness; it is, in this sense, prolonged. [n other words, while
this prolongation closely resembles the Pmlongation of exhoversion lrnergan attributes to

"conaeptualists," it is not proPerly sPeaking due to an absence of intellectual conversion. Hegel

is unequivocal when it comes to the necessity of thoughtful mediation for the attainmmt of
knowledge, and he does not fit the descriPtion Lonergan Provides in "The Subject" of the

conceptualist who, as a "truncated subFct," not only does not know himself but also is unaware

of his ignorance and so, in one way or another, concludes that what he does not know does not

exist" CIhe self exists, for HeSel; ifs the ConcePt), "cannot account for the develoPment of
concepts" (He8€l's philosophy is Precisely an attemPt to account for their develoPment), and is

comrnitted to ;an anti-hist;rical immobitism" (The very field of data to be exPlained, for Hegel,

is the dynamic conceptual field). S@ A Second Collectiorl, 7W4. See also, in this connection,

The Ontotogiul and Psychologicltl Constitution ofCftrist, vol. 7 of the Collected Works of Bemard

Loner8an, trans. Michael Shield Cforonto: University of Toronto PPss,2002), 29 "There are

many;ifferent intermediate stages kl^'een the exhemes of a cohercnt sensism and an equally

coherent intellectualism. And one must not think that each individual lives consistently atone

fixed stage but rather that we more or less 8o back and forth between stages Just as the surface

oI the oc;an is disturbed now by smaller and now by larger waves, and just as the water level

falls and rises with the ebb and flow of the tides, so ought we to think of the various levels of

perfedion at which Persons may'exisfl "
slrsigfit, 194. As Hegel's concePtualism differs ftom t nergan's ideal tyPe (see Preceding
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Second, while Hegel rightly acknowledges a pure desire with an
unrestricted obiective, he ignores the constitutive component in the act of
iudgment. As a consequence, he does not identify that objective with a realm
of factual existents and occurrences but with a universe of all-inclusive
concreteness that is devoid of the factual, the existential, the virtually
unconditioned.* Hegel identifies the obiective of the pure desire with the
absolute idea that is the comprehensive and coherent objective of complete
systematic understanding.

Third, while Hegel rightly aimed to rehabilitate rational consciousness

after Kant, he failed to do so. To rehabilitate rational consciousness, it must be

shown that the unconditioned is a constitutive component of iudgment, but
Hegel did not do this. As a consequence, the Hegelian system is an incom-
plete viewpoint that views everything as it would be if there were no facts.57

Fourth, while Hegel rightly recognizes the psychological fact that the
pure desire or intention of being underpins and penetrates all conceptual
contents and that it is a common factor in all conceptual contents, it is

neither identified with conceptual contents nor distinguished from them.
As a consequence, Hegel's notion of being is indistinguishable from the
notion of nothing.ss Of his own notion or intention of being Lonergan says

note), so Hegel's neglect of gnoseology is not absolute neglect. As he writes in the Pir'losoplry
o/ Rigil (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 21: " . . . [A]s I have sald ia the Encyclopaedia,
scarcely any philosophical science is so neglected and so ill off as the theory of mind, usually
called 'psycholog/-" It is true, on the other hand, that Hegel does, like the ideal conceptualist,
"conceive human intellect only in terms of what it does" to the "neglect of what intellect is,
prior to what it does," and so he doesn't "advert to the act of understanding." 9ee Verb m,
186. But, his conception of intellect is not of an isolated faculty of which the activities are
inferred. He actually attends to what "intellect" does, and he vaguely discems what "intellect"
is (the act of understanding) through conceptual doing, the dynamic conceptual field, darkly.
Consequently, he virfually discems the act of understanding: For a sign of this discemment,
see his l"alrres o,l lrgic: Bolin, 1831,10: "The chief characteristic of reprcsentation is that the
references which two things bear to each other in representation lies within a third thing. The
understanding posits essential referential relations, referring to terms such as caus€ and effect,
but has no insight into the ne€essity of the relation. . . . Any insight into such necessity is lost
on representation as such. Thinking is simply something else than representing. To thinking as
such belongs whatever is universal. The forms merely lying pon oul represmtatiohs nrc the oery
conlent of thinking. Thinking is their actilntiorl.Thinking has to do merely with the forms as such',
(my emphasis).

$See Ins8it, chap. 10, on grasp of the virtually unconditioned and judgment.
sTSee the archival document 10500DTE050, www.bemardlonergan.com: ,,Idealism: denial

of conftontationist thing-in-itself; failure to reach unrestricled, unconditioned, absolute,
transcendent in reflection and judgment. But 'being' is attained in judgment therefore .being,

merely means 'being known."'
*See the archival document 28lmDTE070, www.bemardlonergan.com, where lonergan
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that it underpins, penetrates, and goes beyond all conceptual contents.se

Noteworthy here is Lonergan's deliberate and rather Slaring omission from

his description of Hegel's intention of being of the phrase, "goes beyond."

Fifth, while Hegel rightly rejects the notion of the unity of substance as

a hidden phenomenon standing under and suPPorting other phenomena,

he also denies that external phenomena can be brought together into the

intelligible unity of a substantial obiect and that internal phenomena can

be brought together into the intelligible unity of a substantial subject. As a

consequence, in Hegel's philosophy there is no thing that appears and no

one who understands or judges. a There is only the self-unfolding Begrf
that is the emergent identity of being and thought.6'

Sixth, Hegel rightly affirms the diversity of phenomena and the

understanding of phenomena as such. He also rightly affirms a cosmic

reality that is infinitely truer and more real than all other substances. But,

by throwing out the baby of intelligible substantial unity with the bathwater

of substance as a hidden phenomenon supporting other phenomena, Hegel

abolishes all maior distinction. As a consequence, there is only an absolute

process whose unity is a dialectical law of development.62

Finally, we have Lonergan's summary account of the deficiencies of
Hegel's dialectical method. It is concePtualist, closed, necessitarian, and

immanental. Because it deals, not with the heuristically defined anticipations

describes H el's notion of being as "so poor that nothing rcally is, and so being floPs over into
nothing."

elnsight,384.

aQuaestione fictaphysi.re. Quncstio Prita: de cognition et .ognito. Arclival document

5A000DTLOI0, www.bemardlonergan.com.

'lQuaeslione rnelaphysicoe. Qwestio prifio: de cognitiofi et cognilo. Archival document

5A000DT[ 040, www.bemardlonergan.com.
eQuaestione fielaphvsicae. Quaestio pritru: de cognitiofl et colrlito.ln lhe Phenomenology of

Spirif, preface, S 2, Hegel prcvides the fotlowing image: "The bud disaPPears in the bursting-

fofih oi the blossom, and one miSht say that the former is rcfuted by the lafter; similarly, when

the fruit appears, the blossom is shown uP in its tu-rn as a false manifestation of the Plant, and

the fruit now emerges as the truth of it instead. These forms are not iust distinguished from one

another, they also iupplant one another as mutually incomPatible. Yet at the same time theit

fluid nature makes them moments of an olSanic unity in which they not only do not conJlict,

but in which each is as necessary as the other; and this mutual necessity alone constitutes

the life of the whole." ComPare the image l,oner8an Provides in '"The Subject" in A Second

C-allection,Tlt '"f"I\e fruit of truth must Erow and matu:re on the tree of the subrect, b€fore it can

be plucked and placed in its absolute realm." Note the Hegelian echo in l,nergan's image; but,

notice as well that what is "the Phnf in Hegel's image is "the subrec:t'' in loner8an's, and that

in Hegel's imaSe the fruit is not Plucked.
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that inform and guide cognitional operations, but with determinate
conceptual contents produced by those operations, it is not intellectualist
but conceptualist. Because it fixes or determines the concepts that will meet
the anticipations, the triadic sets of concepts are complete. Consequently,
the dialectical movement is not open but closed. Because the fixed,
conceptual solutions are bound by necessary relations inhering in a single
self-unfolding Begrif, the dialectic follows a unique or single, necessary and
uniformly progressive path toward ever more comprehensive coherence.

Consequently, the dialecticis not factual but necessitarian. Further, inasmuch
as the entire dialectical field is defined by the concepts and their necessary
relations, it does not include preconceptual acts of understanding that rise
upon experience and are controlled by critical reflection. Consequently,
the dialectic is restricted to the conceptual field and is not normative and
capable of discriminating between advance and aberration but immanental;
it is only capable of discriminating between one.sided moments or half-
truths to be incorporated in the self-unfolding of a single comprehensive
and coherent, and therefore closed, system of systems.d

While Hegel has made the transition into the realm of interiority,
Lonergan's criticisms suggest that Hegel has not yet succeeded at making
himself fully and comfortably at home there. So it is that Lonergan
describes his own treatment of Hegel, not as the reversal of yet another

*lnsighl , 44U7. It is this restriction to the conceptual field, I think, rather than H el,s
Iurris, gnosticism, or hermeticism which gives rise to his startling rem arkin the Phenommolov
o/ Sfiril, preface, S 5: 'To help bring philosophy closer to the form of Science, to the goal where
it can lay aside the title'lo.,eof knowing'and beactul knowing - that is what I have set myself
to do." On Hegel's supposed hermeticism, see Clenn Magee, Hegd and lhe HenneticTradition
(Ithaca, NY Cornell University Press,2001). Consider Hegel's comments on arrogance in
his Lectules on Logic: Berlin, -183-1, 

141 " Ai.oga ce lies in holding on to something peculiar
to oneself. Modesty consists in receiving for oneself the matter itself which lies before
oneself. True modesty consists in not insisting on what is one's own, in not insisting on one,s
peculiarity, in not remaining stuck in one's own idiosyncratic ideas, but instead in willing
only the matter itself. As we look only at the matter itself, nothing peculiar is present. Feeble.
minded modesty holds itself clear of the matter itself, and such modesty directly passes into
arrogance again. Conscious of its own merit, modesty then forgets to forget itselt while when
we hold ourselves within the matter itself we forget our peculiarity. In knowing [I4{ssenl we
are free, we remain firmly lodged in thinking. In philosophy we have to do with the matter
itselt and with the surrender of self-conceit. Aristotle held that we ought to make ourselves
worthy of knowing the matter at hand. This mattet this substance, God, truth, has being in
and for itself. We must make ourselves worthy of laising ourselves up to the level of that
matter. We make ourselves worthy when we leave our peculiarities behind. We enjoy dignity
by taking up residence in the content of knowledge, in what is substantial, and such ditnity
is quite the contrary of arrogance."
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counterposition, but as an eversion - a turning inside out - of a basically

positional but still incomplete or unfinished philosophy. Hegel's philosophy

stands to Lonergan's philosophy as progressive conceptual change stands to

developing understanding. Hegel, Lonergan remarks, "endeavors to pour

everything into the concePt,"e including the operational dynamism that

generates it. Accordingly, Hegel's Begriff is the source of its own dynamic

movement and development.6s The conceptual side, as it Y/ere, of the

intimate relationship of unfolding understanding to conceptual expansion

is totalized, and the interior priority of oPerations to concePts is reversed

without eliminating the dlmamism attributable to operations. Accordingly,

Hegel's Dialectical Method is fundamentally a conceptual exPansion that is

identical with a self-active, self-unfolding Begrilf.

Lonergan, on the other hand, subordinates conceptual formulation to

the operation of understanding that not only Senerates concePts but also

finds them inadequately determinate and then revises them.6 Accordhgly,

his method is fundamentally the structured operational dynamisrn and

only secondarily the structured process of conceptual expansion. In Hegel,

it seems, the self-active flowing intention is comPacted into and absorbed by

conceptual formulation and expansion.6T In Lonergan, the flowing intention

that generates ideas to be formulated and brings about their revision

is distinguished from conceptual formulation and expansion.d Hegel

alnsight, U7 .

Philosophicol and Theologiul Papen 1965'1980, 2't8. "The successive sublations of which

I speak are, not at all the mystedous surmounting of conkadictions in a Hegelian dialectic, but
the inner d),namic structure of our coiscious livin8."

Glonergan's determination of the actual relationshiP of the oPeration of understanding to

conceptual lormulation is the fundamental and somewhat under-aPPreciated achievement of

his transposition of Aquinas's rational Psychology in Verbufi,2.

'zThis difference may be rclated to different interPEtations by l,onergan and Hegel

of Aristotle's use of ener|eia in the De anina. See the discussion of Hegel's tt* of mogeia by

Alfr€do Ferarin, Heget and Aristotle (Cambridge: Cambridge Unive$ity Press, 2001), 7ff'

"Hegel interprets en?t8ei'4 as the self-rcIerential activity that he 6nds at work in its several

manifestatio;s: flom the self-Srounding of ess€nce to the ConcePt, from the teleol(8ical Process

to natural life, from the essence of man to the forms of knowing and acting down to its most

obviously free and self-determining dimension, absolute thinling that has its€If as its object "
See Lonergan's discusslon of etletgeia a d poiesis, in The Tiune Cod: Sysfematics, vol_ 12 of the

Collected Works of Bemard lrnergan, trans. Michael Shields and ed. Robert M. Doran and H'

Daniel Monsour (Toronto: University of Toronto Prcss, 2004, 535ff. See alsrc, Vetbum,779ll , on

the meaning of oattls perlecti in Aquinas and Adstotle-s use of en.rs.i.4 in lhe De antru'
tis€p The Tiune @: Systetatics, 607: "There is, however, another difficnlty, one that

is metaphysical rather than psychological, in fact, more semantic than metaphysical For

understiniing is an act or oPeration in one sens€, wher€as deEning or uttering an inner word
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Tnr Roor or Hrcrt-'s HaLrweyNrss: OvrnootrnlrrNro Nrc,qrtor.l

Let us tum now to a closer consideration of Hegel's relatively immature
interiority and its relationship to his halfwayness. That immaturity is
most tellingly displayed, I think, by Hegel's determinate negation of the

is an act or operation in another sense. Understanding is an act, second act, an act of what is
cofiplete (actus Mect , energa;, like seeing and hearing and willing. But defining is a kind of
making; when we utter interiorly we form and produce an inner word, either a simple inner
word, such as a definition, or a compound inner word, a proposition.,,

r'So it is that H el thinks in terms of the relations of universals to particulars, whereas
Lonergan thinks in terms of the relations of insights to the concrete and particular.

toSo, for example, in his article "A Post-Hegelian Philosophy of Religion,, Lonergan
means by "post-Hegelian" the following: (1) a reiection of Hegel,s a priorism, (2) a retention
of Hegel's ideal of comprchensiveness as revealed in his concem with method, (3) a shift from
dialectical to genenlized empirical method, and (4) a conception of ,,philosophy of...,, as
the obiec{fication of "the methodological component present in the consciousness,, that the
practitioner of the science reflected upon "has of his own performa nce.,, k A Thitd Collectiofi,
202 ff- See the article by Elizabeth Murray, ,,post-Hegelian Elements in loneBan,s philo6ophy
ol Religion," METH1D: Iournal of lonergan Studies 12 (1994):275-gB.
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describes the determined and immanentaI life of a single, dynamic Concept,
but Lonergan describes the indeterminately directed and self-transcending
Iife that is the preconceptual dynamism.

At the root of this difference is Hegel's philosophical absorption, as

it were, of the operational by the conceptual field, a move which in fact
mimics the absorption and carrying forward of grasped intelligibility that
occurs every time the content of an act of understanding is conceived and
formulated. Inasmuch as there are no interior operations without their
interior contents, there are no acts of understanding without ideas to be
formulated in concepts. But the ideas and concepts move, when they do
move, on the noematic side of subjectivity or interior life, whereas the acts

of understanding are the source, on the noetic side of subiectivity or interior
life, of their movement. Hegel's appropriation of the realm of interiority,
then, attends to the dynamic, operational side of subjectivity, but the purely
dynamic obiect of that attention is obscured by conceptual determination on
the noematic side of subjectivity.6'g Lonergan's appropriation of the realm of
interiority affords him an understanding of the dlmamic, operational side
of subiectivity unobscured by Hegel's preoccupation with the conceptual
field. From this difference of emphasis and its consequences arises the
requirement to turn Hegel inside out.70
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logically controlled metaphysics of the Understanding. It is this determinate

negation that sets the stage for his own more comprehensive and coherent

metaphysics controlled by what he names "the method." That moment of

determinate negation may be conceived as a moment of abstraction from

the abstract formalism that characterizes philosophy Prior to its retroactive

mediation by foundational achievement in the realm of interiority.
Hegel's objection to the standpoint of the Understanding, which is

approximately what Lonergan means by the order of logic, is that its

categories are merely formal and, therefore, both empty of content and static

or fixed and isolated from one another, as illustrated, for example, by the

empty and fixed categories of the mind that Kant critiqued.T' Not only does

this formalism conflict with the concrete historical experience of a series of
different and conflicting philosophical conceptualities, but also it renders

the metaphysics of the Understanding incapable of overcoming the problem

of philosophic difference and multiPlicity that naturally afflicts philosophy

govemed by the order of logic.
As a first step toward meeting the problem of philosophic difference,

then, Hegel undertakes to 8o beyond the order of logic by abstracting from

the abstract formalism of the standpoint of the Understanding, thereby

not only infusing the categories with life and filling them with content

but also making them their own content.T2 In this way, he sets the stage

?tHegel, Encyctorydia lrgic, 3 28,67: The thinking of the old metaPhysical system was

finite. tts whole mode of action was regulated by cateEories, the limits of which it believed to be

permanently fixed and not subiect to any further negation." S 34: "It is }t'rong therefore to take

ihe mind for a processless ezs, as did the old metaPhysic which divided the Prccessless inward
life of the mind from its outward life. The mind, of all things, must b€ looked at in its concrete

actuatity, in its energy; and in such a way that its manifestations are s€en to Lle determined by

its inward force."
D*e H8el's Sciertce ol t 8ic, introduction, 48: 'The truth is rather that the unsubstantial

naturc of logical forms originates solely in the way in which they are considered and dealt

with. Whenihey are taken as fixed determinations and consequently in their seParation from

each other and not as held together in an organic unity, then they arc dead forms and the

spirit which is their livinS, concrete unity does not dwel in them. As thus taken, they lack

a substantial content - a matter which would be substantial in itself. The content which is

missinS in the logical {orms is nothing else than a solid foundation and a concretion of these

abstra& determinations; and such a substantial being for them is usually sought outside them'

But logical reason itself is the substantial or real b€ing which holds together within itself

every ibstract determination and is their substantial, absolutely concrete uniry C)ne need not

theteforelookfarforwhatiscommonlycalledamatter;iflogicissuPPosedtolacksubstantial
content, then the lault does not lie vrith its subFct matter but solely with the way in which this

subiect matter is SrasPed. This reflection leads uP to the statement of the Point of view from

wtrich logic is to be considered, how it differs from previous modes of treatment of this science
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for the sublation of a multiplicity of metaphysical conceptualities in a

comprehensive and coherent metaphysical conceptuality that is dynamic
and takes the changing field of conceptualities as its content.T3 But it must
be noted that, by his single moment of abstraction from the formalism of
the standpoint of the Understandin8, Hegel does not escape the conceptual
field itself but only the emptiness, fixity, and isolation from one another of
categories and thought-forms or conceptualities. In one stroke, therefore,
Hegel animates the conceptual field and renders its dynamism conceptual.
Accordingly, not only must the explanation for conceptual change and
expansion reside in the conceptual field itself, but the conceptual field
must also itself conceive that explanation. It is for this reason, it seemt that
his synthetic result is a dynamic metaphysics that is identical with a logic
of a self-moving and self-grounding field of conceptual contents, instead

of a dynamic metaphysics that rests upon a dynamic epistemology, both
of which are grounded in a cognitional theoretic account of the dynamic
structure of preconceptual operations.Ta

Hegel's transition into the realm of interiority from the realm of theory
is inspired by the historical experience of a series ofconflicting philosophies,

and it is thought to be accomplished by a negation of abstract formalism or
a deliberate abstraction from formalism's abstraction from both dynamism
and content. Lonergan shares Hegel's inspiration, but it is augmented by the
experience of Hegel's reflective, meta-philosophical attempt to overcome
philosophic difference. Accordingly, while Hegel is inspired to carry out a
single abstraction, Lonergan is inspired to carry out a double abstraction.

Hegel abstracts from formalism's abstraction and, thereby, enriches
categories with content, infuses them with life, and with a now heightened

which in future must always be based on this, the only true standpoint." See also Hegel's,
Phmommology ol Spiit, preface, 5 33: 'Thoughts become fluid when purc thinking, this inner
immediacy, recogftze5 itself as a mommt, or when the pur€ certainty of self abstracts from its€lf -
not by leaving itself out, or setting itsell aside, but by giving up the f.rify of its s€lf-positing,
by giving up not only the fixity of the pure concrete, which the 'I' itself is, in conhast with its
differentiated content, but also the fixity of the dilferentiated rnoments which, po6ited in the
element of pure thinking, share the unconditioned naturc of the 'l'."

The Phenofienology of Spirit is a narration of the unfolding of thought-forms, that is, of the
categories 6lled with content, whereas the Saierce o/ aogic is the more abstract narration of the
unfolding categories themselves, taken as their own content.

zThe dif{erences between Lonergan's and Hegel's solutions to the problem of integration
are discuss€d in an unpublish€d paper by Matthew Peters, "Lonergan, Hegel, and the point
About Vie\,r,?oints," pesented at WCMI 2011, Ioyola Mar),mount University, I,os Angeles,
April,2011.
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reflexivity, turns them on themselves as their own object. Lonergan follows

Hegel by (1) abstracting from formalism's abstraction from dynamism

and content,Ts but he goes beyond Hegel by (2) abstracting from the entire

dynamic field of categories.T6 The first moment of abstraction is a shilt of
philosophical attention to the dynamic and expanding field of conceptual

content that results in the greater concreteness of Hegel's narration of

unfolding thought-forms in hb Phenomenology ol Spirit and his thinking of

thought in his dynamic Logic. But it is only the first moment of abstraction.

If that initial shift is regarded as terminal, the dynamic principle must be

located in the only place available, and thatplace is theexpanding conceptual

field itself.T But Lonergan regards that first moment of abstraction as

transitional and, in a second moment of abstraction, he turns from the field

of dynamic and expanding concePtual content to the field of oPerations

and makes the operating subject its own obiect. He makes a move to still

greater concreteness. Accordingly, he is able to locate the dynamic principle

of the conceptual field, not irr the conceptual field itse[ but in the field

ESee Lonergan's description of logics abstraction from both content and dynamism and

applied logic's abstraction from dfnamism in lnsight,5991fr: "Howevet while logrc as a

scimce is quite well established, it owes its universality and its rigor to the simPle fact that

it deals with unspecified concepts and problems. Hence it differs in an essential fashion from

logic as an applied technique for, as an aPPlied technique, logic deals not with indeterminate

acts and contents of conceivinS and iudging but with the more or Iess accurately determined

contents of some department of human knowledge at some stage of its develoPment. On the

supposition that the knowledge of that dePartment at that stage is both fully determinate

and completely coherent, Iogic as a technique can be aPPIied successfully. But in fact human

knowledge commonly is in prc<ess of develoPment and to a notable extent the obieds of
human knowledge are also in Process of development. As long as they are develoPins, they

are heading for the determinacy and coherence that wilt legitimate the aPPlication of logic as a

technique; but until that le8itimacy becomes a fact, the utility of the technique consists simPly

in its capacity to demonstmte the commonly admitted view that Progress remains to be made."

See also, Ir6i8lil,61314: "Now from the viewPoint of the electronic comPutet which coincides

with the viewpoint of logic as a technique . ls]ystem has to be static system. System on the

move has to Lre outlawed. The dfnamism of Iife and of intelliSence may be facts but the facts

are not to be recognized."
76lt is this second moment of abstraction that Lonergan Promotes when he recommends

"applfng the operations as intentional to the oPerahons as conscio'us" in Method in Thcology,

f4, ind ;'self-appropriation" or "exPeriencins, unde6tandins, and judging exPeriencins,

understanding, and judging" in Understanding and Beifl,, vol.5 of the Collected works oI

Bemard toneigan, ed. Elizab€th Morelli and Mark D. Morelli (Toronto: University of Toronto

Press, 1990), chip. 1 and in lrsigfit, chaP. 11 . *e also, Method in Theolo8y, 11, on the differcnce

between the cateSorial and transcendental modes of intendinS.

'In a question session, Loner8an remarks: "As lor Hegel's Phmomenology, well, as

someone said, 'Hegel is fine if you omit the system!"' See Pltilosopltical ond Theologicol PaPe6

1,965-1980,"t37.
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of preconceptual operations that generate and move it. From Lonergan's

standpoint, Hegel's negation of the order of logic, inasmuch as it is thought
to be accomplished by a single moment of abstraction from formalism, is

excessively determinate.
Again, Hegel is careful to distinguish his dialectical negation from in-

determinate negation, the latter being equivalent to a blanket skepticism.

His insistence on the determinary of negation is motivated by his discern-

ment of the workings of a normative dynamism in conceptual expansion

that skepticism reiects.Ts But he negates the fixity of the conceptual field
without negating the conceptual field itself, and this leaves the conceptual
field as the only possible locus of the normative dlmamism. Thus, Hegel's
conceptual field is animated by its own normative principle, every one of its
movements must be normative, and its dialectical process leaves no unsub-
lated conceptual residue. But to negate the emptiness and fixity ofcategories
without negating as well their very conceptuality is to leave unsublated a

positive residue of preconceptual operations upon which both the norma-
tive generation of a series of ever-truer conceptualities and the aberrant

generation of iust plain false conceptualities depend.u
The difference between Hegel's procedure and Lonergan's may be de

scribed differently and in more purely Hegelian terms. The first moment of
abstraction is the moment of determinate negation in the dialectical process.

Lonergan's second moment of abstraction corresponds to the third moment,
the negation of that determinate negation. The original position is that of the

formalism of the Understanding; it is the conceptual field of fixed, isolated,

and empty categories. The negation of that original position is the concep-

tual field of dynamic, interrelated, and filled categories. The negation of that
determinate negation is the operational field. But Hegel doesn't make this
third move and negate that determinate negation. Accordingly, what I've
referred to as the excessive determinacy of Hegel's determinate negation of
formalism can also be described as a determinate negation that still awaits

^Izctures ofi Logic: Berlifi,183I, 231: "The method is not the form as it comes to be ex-
plicated upon any particular empirically given material. The method rather is the universal
inner life of every self-concept [B.grifl, it is the dialectical process of development as subiec-
tively re-enacted."

rln Bemard t onergan , Topics in Educatiofi: The Circinnati lrcturcs ol 1959 on the Philosophy
ol Education, vol. 10 of the Collected Works of Bemard lonergan, ed. Robert M. Doran and
Frcderick E. Crowe (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 5k5, Lonergan writes: 'anegel
spoke of the series of ascending syntheses, but one can design without any great difficulty a

series of descending sfntheses as well."
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dialectical sublation and completion in a negation of that determinate nega-

tion. We should not be surprised to find, therefore, that Hegel's synthetic

system does not successfully supersede the determinate negation of the for-

malism of the Understanding but is rather the thorough and unrelenting

working-out and implementation of that determinate negation in all its un-

negated determinateness. Hegel's negation of the order of logic, then, turns

out to be a thorough concretization of the standPoint of the Understand-

ing's ideal of comprehensive and coherent understanding of all phenomena,

rather than the thorough supersession of the order of logic.e

The consequences of Hegel's excessively determinate negation - of his

failure to negate his determinate negation of formalism - are manifested, I

believe, in his system as a whole and in every part. I shall provide iust four

strategically important examPles here.

First, Hegel's vaunted transition from substance to subiect takes

him rust halfway to Lonergan's subject-as-subject. His negation of the

externality of theoretic metaPhysics' conception of the subject-as-an-object

among other obiects terminates in the affirmation, not of the subject-as-

subject, but of substance-as-srtbject or substance as the conscious Begriff.sl

Hegel's subject, to the extent there can be said to be a subject in Hegel, is

sI have put the issue in more Purely Hegelian fashion, in terms of the distinction of three

moments of dialectical Process. But, it remains that Hegel's dialectic is a concePtual dialectic'

The relationship oI the second moment to the third here, inasmuch as the third is a negation

of the conceptual field and a transition to the operational field, does not conform to Hegel's

dialectical procedure which is rcstricted to the concePtual field. Lonergan's negation of the

negation is not a concePtual transition but an oPerational transition from the field of concePtual

ha;sitions to the field of oPerational transitions. Hegel's system is a concePtual synthesis of the

consequences of his determinate negation of formalism. But concePtual integration - even a

conceptual integration that is said to integrate itself - is not the suPercession of the standpoint

afford-ed by He;el's determinate negation. It is a comPletion and systematic integration of the

standpoini of d;brminate neSation and is dePendent uPon and still afflicted by formalisrn as

its deierminate objea. Precisely because of its concePtual comPleteness, Hegel's system evokes

a sweeping negation of the entire concePtual field and the supersession of the most enriched

and enlivened and integrated form of concePtualism.
albcturcs ofi lrgic: Be ir1, 1831,7: "l am the thinking subject. The I illustrates the self-

concept [Be3rifl by existing through its€[ alone, merely on its own accotnt Thinking is the

universal tiken as active. The universal is 6rst what is abstract. By a 'concePt' we usually

understand a determinate rePresentation of the imagination. But in the soence of logic the

concept is something compleiely different, of which the I Provides an examPle' This singular

suUlect is immediately uniied with the I." Note also H el's tendency to identify- the "subiect"

mo;e with life' than with consciousness in Heget's PhilosoPhy ol Nature,27,' " [L]ife, as tdea,

is the movement of itself whereby it 6r:st constitutes itself subiect, it converts itselJ into its other,

into its own obveN€; it gives itself the form of obiect in ordel to retum into itsell and to be the

accomplished retum-inteself -"
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not the one who operates to produce conceptual results, but is rather itself
a self-producing result.

Second, Hegel's negation of the merely formal logic of abstract identity
takes him just halfway to method. His negation of the staticity of formal
logic terminates in the affirmation, not of a dynamic structure of prelogical
operations,s2 but of a logic-in-motion.s

Third, Hegel's negation of a multiplicity of incommensurable closed

metaphysical systems takes him just halfway to Lonergan's "system on
the move."& It terminates, not in an open operational system isomorphic
with a circle of linked, composed, and complementary operations,s but in a
dynamic closed system of systems identical with the Absolute Idea. Hegel's
"System of Science" is a self-moving circle of self-moving circlese of self-

esee Lonergan on method as general dynamics in "A Post-Hegelian Philosophy of
Religion," in ,4 Tfti.d Collection,21e"15.

N# Philosophical and Theological Paperc 1955- 1980, 394. "Hegel rightly felt that Iogic was too
static to deal with a univerce in movement. But the solution to that problem, we feel, does not
consist in the invention of a logic of movement. Rather we would leave logic to its traditional
tasks, which are essential to working out the coherence of any system and thercby bringing
to light its shortcomings. But we would confine the relevance of Iogic to single stages in the
process of developing thought, and we would assign to method the guidance of thought from
each less satisfactory stage to each successive more satisfactory stage. In brief, the relevance of
logic is at the instant, when things are still. The guide of philosophy and science over time is
method."

&I sislrl,613, for example. The phrase is used throughout lrsrgrt.
31See Lonergan's discussion of thre€ "manners in which systematic thinking has been

carried out," i^ Philosophy of God and Theology,5{- He distinguishes (1) the Aristotelian t,?e
based on a metaphysics, (2) a second type found in modem science, and (3) a third tfpe whose
basic terms and relations are cognitional, whos€ terms and relations are not given to sense
but to consciousness, and whose basic truths are not necessities but ve fied possibilities. The
third is what tonergan refers to elsewhere as "operational system" which is a system of works
isomorphic with a circle ofoperations. S€e his discussion in the archival documentA488, www.
bernardlonergan.com, "The Circle of Operations," trans. Robert Doran, SJ, where Lonergan
inhoduces the notion of an "operatory habit," distinguishes it from the faculty psychological
notion of an "operative habit," and distinguishes and relates operatory habits, operational
circles, and operational systems.

&Hegel's image of circles occurs throughout his works. For example, in Enclctoryedia
Ir8r.,5 15: "Each of the pafis of philosophy is a philosophical whole, a circle rounded and
complete in itself. In each of these parts, however, the philosophical ldea is found in a particular
specificality or medium. The single circle, because it is a real totality, bursts through the limits
impos€d by its special medium, and gives rise to a wider circle. The whole of philosophy in this
way resembles a circle of circles. The Idea appears in each single circle, but, at the same tihe,
the whole Idea is constituted by the system of these peculiar phases, and each is a necessary
member of the organization." Again: "Every such form in which the Idea is expressed is at the
same time a passing or fleeting stage; and hence each of these subdivisions has not only to
know its contents as an object which has being for the time, but also in the same act to expound
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moving conceptual results.3T

Finally, Hegel's negation of the controlling deductivism of themetaphys-

ics of the Understanding takes him iust halfway to transcendental method' It
terminates, not in an invariant, fundamental circles of preconceptual opera-

how these contents pass into their higher circle." Also, Hegei's Philosophy of Nat re, Zusatz,zi

'The science of philosoPhy is a circle in which each member has an antecedent and a successot

but in the philosophicai encyclopaedia, the PhilosoPhy oI Nature aPPears as.only one circle in

thewhole....'Ai*,ltcluresonlogic:8e in,1831,23L"T\e self-activation of the absolute idea

occurs within all of its moments, in the logic of being as within that of essence Each of these

two circles is within itsell a circle of circles, each such circle contains the whole lalger cirde

imprinted upon itself ."
tsee the archival document 206OODOEC50, "The Circle of OPerations," where l,onelgan

asks, "Do the operations of Hegelian dialectic form a circle?" and answers, "Thele is no doubt

that his dialectic tends towards circles of circles. S€e the diagram in H-l.€isega E, Denkformefi,

2 ed. (Berlin: W. de G ruytet,1g5l\,-l(446. These circles ol circles, hoaeoer, regard thc works mote

than the oryations lhelns?ia,es. But that these operations form a circle is quite clear both frlcm

the result, since it supposes the circulation of oPerations of the circle Prcduced, and from the

operations considered in themselves, since counterPositing is thought to emerge necessarily

from the operation of Positin& and from these two with equal necessity Erfte'e'l results, which

is equivalent to a new position and so gives rise to another counterposition, and so on, until
logic, natue, and spiriaare constituted" (my emPhasis). He then asks, "Are there other circles

of-operation beside those of Hegel?" and answers, "Clearl, there are many other circles of
opemtions that neither were de;ised nor are reducible to Hegel's. Take for example " tl,e

cicle of operatiorc of expeimcing, understandi S, and judgifiS ond its deoelopmenf-as outlined in

the book Iflsigltt" (my emphasis).| Se also Phmomenology and l,ric, 'tol' 18 of the Collected

Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. PhiliP Mcshane (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001),

30G301, where Lonergan writes: 'Hegel, in his Phmommology ot' Spinf, is constantly using such

a technique. He starti off from a very simPle notion and raises the obvious difficulties that

involve i deepening of the notion. Then he goes further, and finally by the time we are around

the circle he has given us a fully nuanced notion- That is an excellent device in teaching as well

as in writing." M;hod i nTheology,6t ". . . [M]odem science derives its distinctive character ftom

this groupi;g together of logical and non-logical oPeratlons The logical tend to consolidate

*huihar f.Jn aitti"ued. The non-logical keeP all achievement oPen to further advance The

conjunction of the two results in an oPen, on8oin8, ProgrEssive and cumulative Process'

nril p.ocess contrasts sharPly not only with the static fixity that r€sult€d- frorn Aristotle's

concentration on the necessary and immutable but also with Hegel's dialectic which is a

movement enclosed within a comPlete system."

e the archival document 49700DTE50, www.bemardlonergan com: "(3) the h'ndamental

circle (a) is a nahrral habit of PrinciPles that do€s not have to be discovercd, understood'

judged; it is had from the very dynamic structure oI the mind; thus it oPerates naturally in
'"u""ry ttrr-un b.ing und is inevitably employed by them; (b) nonetheless, it.is not an exPliot

habii . . . (c) nor is ihe habit explicitly acknowledged as tundamental unless there has o'curred

a philosophic convetsion; . . Philosophic conversion is the transference of the foundation from

th'e circle of sensory-motor oPerahons to a circle of exPerience, understanding, and iudginS'
(d) also given the eiplicit knowledge and rational acknowledgement of the tundamental circle'

itrere is-furttrer required a scientiic development so that the ProPeJties and differentiations

can be clearly lu;ined; ... (0 therefore we must say that (a) the fundamental circle as

a natural habit always is oPerative and is somehow naturally acknowled8ed; $) with the

development of the (uman ipirit it is wer more clearly and fuIly known and acknowledged;

92
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tions generative of and isomorphic with circles of conceptual results, but in
a dialectical deduction that is identical with expanding circles of conceptual
results (see Figures 3 and 4 below). It terminates in thought thinking itself,
but not in understanding understanding itself.

Dn Pha!.i...t.ai. d.. O.i.i.r D.r 8ol.r. d.t Eltytl.rldiG

Figures 3 and 4. Hegel's Circles of Results
(from H. Leisegan g' s Denkformen)@

As these four examples show, Hegel has indeed gone beyond the

unwholesome standpoint of the Understanding, but he has not shaken off
its influence. His critical and dialectical overcoming of the logical control of

meaning mediated by the systematic exigence is excessively determinate.

Inasmuch as the life he attributes to the conceptual field is not in fact internal

(c) in itself it is inevitable and irrevisable, and can be known with certainty as such, with that

degree of clarity that conesponds to the development that has been attained; (d) it escaPes the
revisability that belongs to the law oI gravity and the periodic table because (1) consciousness
of oneself as experiencing, understanding, judging is not an indircdly verified hypothesis; (2)

the circle is presuppos€d in every rcvision of any theory whatsoever." See also, the archival
document 49600DT8050, www.bemardlonergan.com: "The fundamental human cognitive
circle of operations consists of thrce opemhons: exp€rience .. .; understand . . .; reflective
understanding, affirmation or negation. These make up a circle. They mutually need one

another . . . They mutually complete one another . . . And once the three are Posited, the circle

is closed."
eHans Leisegan& Dmkformm,2d ed. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1951), 164'66. fiese images

itlustrate well the absorption and capture of operational dynamism by the conceptual field that
results from Hegel's excessively determinate negation of the order of logic. See also the note

above.
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to the field itself but resides in the oPerations that Senerate it, his "dialectical

deduction" moves with the halting gait and shuffling inexorability of
Dr. Frankenstein's galvanized monster. It is the determined Punctuated
movement of a series of fixed conceptualities, each of which, externally

vivified, remains intrinsically alienated from the life within it.{ It is by

thinking at the level of and with this substanceas-subject, this BeSr'if, that

the finite subrect is at home with itself [bei sicfrl. It is in this movement that

Hegel invites us to be at home. But in virtue of the excessive determinateness

of Hegel's second moment of negation, in this movement we are, in fact,

only halfway home.

In this section I have been carrying out, in an extremely abbreviated

form, an exercise in Lonerganian dialectic. Let's take a moment to note its

difference from Hegelian dialectic, because the difference is reducible to

the difference between Hegel's single abstraction and Lonergan's double

abstraction and so to Hegel's excessively determinate negation or to his

incomplete mediation of the order of method. Hegel's dialectic undertakes

to exploit and reconcile oppositions in the concePtual field. The source of his

dialectical movement is a tension between concePts or concePtualities

in the single field defined by the self-unfolding Begriff. But Lonergan's

dialectic exploits and reconciles oPPositions between the conceptual field and

the field of preconceptual operations. The source of his dialectical movement

is a tension between concepts or concePtualities, on the one hand, and the

performance that generates and maintains those concePts or concePtualities,

and even attempts to enclose them in the unique conceptual field of a single

:unlolding Begriff, on the other. So it is that Hegel's dialectical argumentation

is a sublative supersession of conceptual oPPosition without concePtual

residue, whereas Lonergan's dialectical argumentation is correction by the

elimination of disparity betu/een concePt or concePtualiry on the one hand,

and the preconceptual performance upon which it depends, on the other.el

ssee the archival do.ument, 49600DTE050, bemardlonergan.com: '1Ve do not say

speculative intellect. In the simplified Greek s€ns€, this is abstract, etemal, necessary In the

Hegelian sense (and almost always in non{atholi. writings), it is the restoration of deductivism

through another Iogical technique, namel, dialectic."
erlonergan's exercise of dialectic is fundamentally the exhibition of Performative self-

contradichon. See the archival document 61800DT8C60/A618, www.bemardlonergan.com:
"And there you have a fundamental oPPosition between what I call Po6itions and counter-
positions. Positions express the dynamic strucfure of the subiect qua intelliSent and qua

reasonable. Counter-positions contradict that strucfure. Whenever a Person is exPlicitly
affirming - prcsenting or affirming - a counter-position, he is involved in a queer tyPe of
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The performance upon which it depends is, in every case, what Lonergan
calls, perhaps inaptly,e2 "transcendental method."

A CoNsor-rDATINc IMAcF.

In this essay I have attempted to explain why Lonergan invites those
who wish to reach his standpoint of critical realism to get to know Hegel
and come to terms with him. The explanation lies in Hegel's inside-out
interiority or what I have referred to as Hegel's halfwayness. Let us return
now to the archival image in which Lonergan assigns Hegel to the realm
of interiority, but elaborated now to reflect the intimate complexity of his
relationship with Hegel. Despite the augmentations, however, this image
(see Figure 5), like the more schematic images with which we began,
remains heuristically anticipatory rather than representative of determinate
and firmly established results.

Response to the systematic exigence mediates a movement out of the
realm of common sense, organized around experiential operations (l-onerganl

or around being as the object ot' "intuition" (Hegel), into a realm of theoretic
meaning, organized around. intellectual oryratio s (Lonergan) or around
esseflce as the object of "reprcsentation" (Hegel), and the development of a

Morelli: Meeting Hegel Halfway

contradiction. The contradiction is not between statements that he makes; the contradiction is
between the statements that hemakesand thesubiect that he is. He is intelligent and reasonable
and purports to be intelligent and reasonable, and he would not admit any fall from intelligence
or reasonableness. Yet, the implications of the one, the real consequences, so to speak, of the
one, and the implications of the othet which are in a conceptual field, or a judicial field of
conceptions or judgments, are in conflict. Such a conflict tends to work its way out one way
or another. [t sets up a tension and it is a principle of movement; and that, to my mind, is a

fundamental instance of what is meant by dialectic. It is in the concrete, it involves tension and
opposition, and it is a principle of change; and the change is not so much or not merely in the
statements, it will also be in the subF€t who comes to a fuller rcalization, a fuller appropriation
of what he himself really is. The effect of the dialectic is not merely a matter of straighteninS
out the sentences and affirming the ones that are true and denying the ones that are false. A
person can be affirming propositions that are true but misinterprcting them; and you cannot
correct what is wrcng with him by telling the right ones, because he is always going to bring in
the misinterpretation. There is a more fundamental step: the development in thesubiect hims€lf
through the dialectic."

e'Sep Method in Thmlogy, 13n2, where l,onergan acknowledSes misunderstandings and
distinguishes his meaning of "transcendental" from the Scholastic and Kantian meanings.
lt appears that the border culturc extends well into the interior Insofar as Hegel has made
the hansition ftom the realm of theory to the realm of interiority, he has added his voice to
the border culture. Accordingly, t nergan's use of "dialectiC' is also an appropriation of the
language of the border culture.
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multiplicity of systems of scientific and philosophic thought. The historical

experience of the multiplicity and of systems suPPlanting and replacing one

another gives rise to the critical exigence and the movement into the realm

of interiority, organized around rational operations (Lonergan) or around tl,e

Concept as the object of "thought" (Hegel). The Lonerganian transition into

the realm of interiority, mediated by a thoroughgoing double abstraction, is

from subject-as-object to subject-as-subiect; the Hegelian transition, mediated

by excessively determinate negation by a single abstraction, is from

subject-as-substance to substance-as-subiecf. Lonergan establishes his interior

foundation, a fundamental circle of operations (Experience - Understanding -
ludgment),by means of self-appropriation and cognitioul theoretic understanding

of understanding tn Insight; Hegel establishes his interior foundation, a

fundamental circle of results (Being - Essence - Concept), by means of his

narration ol the experietce of consciousness inhis Phenomenology of Spirit andhis

logical thought thinking thought in his Science of Logic. From their resPective

and parallel interior foundations, each resPonds to the methodical exigence

and addresses the problem of integration set by philosophic multiplicity and

difference: Lonergan, by implementinghis Transcendental Method; Hegel, by

implementing his Dialectical Method. Their dilferent and parallel responses

to the methodical exigence mediate different systematic integrations in the

realm of thmry, grounded in their different critical achievements in the

realm of interiority. Lonergan's integration is Explicit Metaphysics and the

doctrine of the isomorphism of knowing and knottsn; Hegel's integration is his

System, or Absolu te Knowledge and the doctrine of the identity of thouSht and

being. The former is Lonergan's Critical Realism; the latter, Hegel's Absolute

ldulism. Their parallel responses to the methodical exigence and their

different solutions to the problem of integration mediate, in turn, different

post-critical systematic theologies.

Hrcsr's Hetrw,rvNrss lNo rxr PrnounrNc Hrcrt CoNTRovERsIES

The halfwayness of Hegel revealed by Lonergan's reading might help

to explain the seemhg intractability of the polarizing and enduring

controversies in Hegel interPretation, the existence and persistence of the so-

called myths and legends about Hegel debunked by Jon Stewart in lhe Hegel

Myths and kgends,e3 and both the hermeneutic exasperation that motivates

esEvanston, [L: Northwestem University. Press, 1996
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the search by some readers of Hegel for "the Hegelian middle"ea and their

disappointment at the outcome of their efforts. My own susPicion is that

in the absence of a Lonerganian-tyPe eversion of Hegel's philosophy, these

controversies cannot be resolved, the legends cannot be Put to rest, and the

elusiveness of the "Hegelian middle" cannot be explained.

ln Method in Theology, Lonergan provides an example of the implications

of Hegel's hal{wayness: "The absolute idealist, Hegel, brilliantly explores

whole realms of meaning; he Eives poor marks to naive realists; but he

fails to advance to a critical realism, so that Kierkegaard can complain that

what is logical also is static, that movement cannot be inserted into a logic,

that Hegel's system has room not for existence (self-determining freedom)

but only for the idea of existence."es Elsewhere, Lonergan alludes to the

"toppling" of Hegelianism into the left-wing factualness of Marx and the

right-r /ing factualness of Kierkegaard.'q6

For every dispute about Hegel, it seems, if one can find textual evidence

for one reading, one can also find textual evidence for its opposite. Some

say he's really this, and others say he's really that. But it seems that he's

always really both. This is a function, I believe, of Hegel's halfwayness,

rooted in excessively determinate negation of the order of logic. He negates

the staticity, emPtiness, and isolation of the categories by Understanding's

logic of abstract identity, but he doesn't negate the conceptual field itself He

doesn't peel the obscuring dlmamic field of conceptual content offofthe field

of operations and set it aside. Accordingly, he has no choice but to locate the

source of dynamism in the conceptual field through which the operational

field is indeed discerned, but only darkly. From this move, I believe, the

intractable controversies naturally follow. Lonergan, on the other hand,

performs a thoroughgoing "conceptual negation." He ne8ates the staticity,

emptiress, and isolation ofcategories, and then Peels off the conceptual field

with its punctuated, stuttering dynamics, sets it aside, and locates the source

of dynamism in the fluid dynamics of the operational field. With this move,

I believe, the tension of Hegel's speculative propositions can be relieved and

the interpretative opposition superseded.

qsee Emil Fackenheim,Thz Religious Din nsio of Hegel's Thought (Roston: Beacon Prcst

19701, chap. 4-
*2U.
%I sight,398.
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THE VIABILITY OF THE CATEGORY OF
RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE IN

BERNARD LONERGAN'S THEOLOGY
Louis Roy, O.P.

Dominica n Uniu ersity C ol I e ge

Ottawa, Canada

TN rHrs rssev I would like to discuss Bemard Lonergan's understanding

! of religious experience and ask whether this category is viable in
Isystematic theology. This is far from being self-evident, given the firm
rejection of that category as typical of "modemism" by the Roman Catholic
Church during the first half of the twentieth centuryr Likewise, in the wake
of Karl Barth, several Protestant thinkers have been opposed to that category
especially the "postliberal" theologians of the so-called Yale School., Thus,
both among many Catholics and Protestants, religious experience, construed
as an instance of the tum to the human subiect in modern philosophy, has

been deemed to lead inevitably to subjectivism.
My exposition will evolve in five steps. First, after a few introductory

remarks on Schleiermacher's and Lonergan's accounts of religious
experience, I will show why Lonergan's methodology is not subjectivist.
Second, I will describe two realms of human meaning that are interlocked,
namely, interiority and transcendence. Third, I will report three senses of
the word "experience" according to Lonergan. Fourth, I will focus on the
religious sense of "experience" and spell out a first criterion for its viability

'See Pius X's enryclical Paxetdi Doninici Cregis (7907).
lSee George A. Lindbeck, "Prctestant Problems with Lonergan on Development of

Dogfia," n Foundations ol Theology: PaWs t'tot1 the lnternotiorul lonergan Congless 1970, ed.
Philip Mdhane (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1972), 11a23, and The
Nat ure of Docttine: Religion and Theology in a Postlibetul Age (Philadelphia: Westminstet 1984), 1G
17 and 31-32. On Lindbeck, see Charles C. Hefling, '"Iuming Liberalism Inside-out,,, M€rfloDl
lournal of Lonergsn Sludr?s 3 (1985):51-69, at 68.

O 2016 Louis Roy, O.P
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in theology, that is, its groundedness in tradition. And fifth, I will expound

a second criterion, that is, its foundational-systematic character.

INrxooucrroN

Although the realify of religious experience is overwhelningly present in the

Bible and in the subsequent Christian traditions, it is only in the nineteenth

century that the concept of religious experience, as systematically related

with other concepts, became PrePonderant in theology, namely, with Fried-

rich Schteiermacher. His longest work, Der christliche Glalrbe ("The Christian

Faith') is composed from the epistemological perspective of an exPeriential

component, that is, the "inward expeience' (innere Erfaftruzg).3In this mag-

num opus, religion is divided into an outward and an hward side. He writes:

"the organLation of the communicative expressions of piety in a commu-

nity is usually call ed Outward Religio/,, while the total content of the religious

emotions, as they actually occur in individuals, is called lnward Religion."a

Schleiermacher and Lonergan have at least two highly significant points

in common: first the difference between inward consciousness and its

outward objectification, and second the crucial role of inward consciousness

for the apprehension of church doctrines. Like Schleiermacher and many

other Christian thinkers, Lonergan situates religious exPerience at the core

of theology.s

To help readers grasp what will be said here and in the rest of my essay,

I propose the following diagram:

sFried ch Schleierma cheL The Cj/.ristian Fairl,, English translation of the S€cond Geman
Edition, ed. H. R. Mackintosh and J. S. Stewart (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1986), 514.1. The

Torchbook edition (San Franosco: HarPer & Row, 1963,2 vols.), with an introduction by

Richard R- Niebuhr, has the same hanslation and Pagination as the T. & T. Clark edition- See

also Louis Roy, Mysrical Cottsciousness: v*stern PercPecliaes and Dialogue uilh lary esz Thifikers

(Albany, NY: SUNY Press,2003), chaP. 6, entitled "Schleiermacher: Cons.iousness as Feeling."

lScNeiermacher, TIte Christi,a, Failfr, S 6, PostscriPt.
On differences between Schleiermacher and Lonergan, see Charles C. Hefling, Jr, "The

Meaning of God Incamate According to Friedrich Schleiermacher; or, whether Lonergan Is

Appropriately Regarded as 'A Schleiermacher for Our Time,' and Why Not," in vol T of the

Iaiogin l lxkhop, ed. Fred lawrence (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), 1OU77, al 126.52. ke
also l,ouis Roy, lz sea tinmt .le tfinxen.lance, etryie ce de Dieu? (Pads: Cerf, 2fi)0), in which

Lonergan's concept of religrous experience is differentiated into four main tyPes and an effort

is made to show the pastoral imPlications of a theolq8y that takes transcendent exPeriences

seriously. For a more philosophical disossion, see Louis Roy, Ttanscefi.lenl Experience:

Phenomenology and Crilique (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001),132-41 a d 177-79'
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LevelsofConsciouslntentionaliqf TranscendentalPrccepts

4.2 Religious Experience > Infinite Love
4.1 Decision > Finite Values
3. ,udgment t Truths
2. Understanding , Meanings
1. Experience + Sense data

"Be in love"
"Be responsible"
"Be reasonable"
"Be intelligent"
"Be attentive"

OneofLonergan's centraltenets, which helps to interptet religious experience
correctly, is the thesis that "objectivity is simply the consequence ofauthentic
subjectivity, of genuine attention, genuine intelligence, genuine reasonable-

ness,genuineresponsibiliq/'(liethodinTheology,265;see292).TThisposition
entails that there is no entire objectivity on the first and on the second level
of intentionality: only on the third level, the level of truth, is there complete
cognitional oblectlviry which must be completed by the full, existential objec-

hvity of the fourth level. On the first two levels, we find merely inchoative
objectivity. One becomes objective by obeying, not two, but four transcen-
dental precepts: "Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible"
(20). Later n Method in Theology, the author adds a fifth precept, "be in love"
(268), which implies listenhg to Cod's personal address to us. Lonergan's in-
sistence on obiectivity is thus founded on those five transcendental precepts.

For him, then, far from being subjectivistic, authentic subiectivity reaches

objechvity. In the world of human relationships, subjectivity becomes

objective by hcreasing one-s interest in others and by sharing with them so

profoundly as to experience what Lonergan calls a "mutuaI self-mediation."
It consists in reciprocal influence among relatives or friends in trust and
confidence.s Given divine grace, a person is capable of interpersonal self-
transcendence, and this attitude implies that one is open to what is said

by other people and, indeed, by the Other. As a result, Lonergan sees the

6This shorthand does not incorporate all the complexities of Lonergan's analysis. The
subdividing ofthe fourth level into 4.1 and 4.2 is mine.4.2 is sometimes called (6fth level," but
I agr€e with those who maintain that strictly speaking there is no fifth level, especially Michael
Vertin, "Loner8an on Consciousness: [s There a Fifth [€vel?" MrdoD: Ioumal of Innergan Sludies
1211994)t'l-36.

TReferences, given in bmckett are ftom Bema rdJ.F. L/Jnetl6an, Melhod in Theology (Torcnlo:
University ofToronto Press, reprint 2003).

lSee "The Mediation of Christ in Prayet" in Prilosaphical and Thalogical Popen 1958-1964,
vol. 6 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Robert C. Croken, Frederick E. Crowe,
and Robert M. Doran (Torcnto: Univercity of Torcnto Press, 1996), 1ffi-82, at17+76.
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authentic subiect not only as endowed with a recePtivity to the wisdom

of a religious tradition - a recePtivity obviously qualified by what the

individual or the group happens to understand -, but as willing to embrace

the doctrinal corpus of that tradition. This doctrinal corpus, which is the

natural development of the outer word, confirms and helps us deepen the

inner word that has been experienced. Further on, more will be said about

the inner and the outer word.
Regrettably, Lonergan has been reproached for a subrectivistic

stance because his cognitional theory begins with the human subject and

consequently would jeopardize Revelation's objectivity.'q This criticism is

undeserved in Lonergan's case, and his keenness about obiectivity not solely

in general, but also in accounts of religiols experience, becomes clear as soon

as we situate this category among his other cateSories. In order to do so, we

shall begin by taking into account his Presentation of realms of meaning.

Rrerl,rs or MreurNc

Let us turn to Lonergan's unique position on realms ofmeaning' He explains:

"Any realm becomes differentiated from the others when it develops its

own lan8uage, its own distinct mode of apprehension, and its own cultural,

social, or professional group speaking in that fashion and aPprehending in

that manner" (272). He differentiates several realms of meaninS, which are

the principal manners in which the basic Pattem of human operations is

deployed. These ways of combining and exercising human activities are:

common sense, theory interiority, and transcendence, also called "religion"
(see 81-85 and 271-76). Later in the book, he adds two other domains of

meanhg: historical scholarship (see 233-34,272-74, and 305) and art (see 61-

64,72-73, 772, and 273).10

eHence, according to this mistaken rePres€ntation, lrnergan's stance would presurnably

be akin to Schleiermacher's stance. Although I would not characterize Schleiermacher as a

radical subjectivist, I nonetheless think his ePistemology has serious shortcomings. S€e my
piece, "schleiermacher's Epistemology," MErno D: Iotnul of lrnerSolt Sludies 16 O99E): 2546; see

also my book, Erfafirlg the Thought of Benaril Innetgan (Montleal: MccillQueen's University
Press, 2016), Study 5.

rolrnergan considers art as an irrePlaceable mode of approaching and exPressing reality,

including reliSious realiry Moreover, from what he says about sfmbolic aPPrehension and

expression, we may note that symbolisrn has much to do with art; see Melhod in Theology ' 
6449

and 305-307.
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In each of those domains, human beings handle meaning in a specific
manner. Moreover, they can shift from one domain to another. For instance,

Joseph Flanagan illustrates why, at some point, an individual or a group of
people discover they must transit ftom common sense to theory He writes:

Common sense is confined within the descriptive perspective ofan observer
for whom things are related to himself or herself. Thmry goes farther by
relating things scientifically, that is, among themselves; this constitutes
the achievement of Aristotle, which served rather well the static medieval
system. Interiority requires the exploration of one's operations and states,
namely, of oneself as subiect, and results in a self-knowledge upon which
a dynamic "generalized empirical method" is put in practice. The realm of
transcendence asserts its importance inasmuch as a person withdraws from
ordinary knowledge and enters into what an anonymous English mystic
called "the cloud of unknowing" (se29,266,278, and 342).

Regarding interioriry Lonergan opines that Catholic theologians should
accept the modern tum to the subrect - anticipated by St. Paul, St. Augustine,
and others - try to fathom its potential, and adapt it to the design and aims
of thmlogy. Solely the appropriation of one's dealings with the realms of
meaning allows theologians to transpose, via theory and interiority, the
commonsense idioms of the Bible into today's various sorts of common
sense. Only a theology that is subject-centered and yet respectful of the
revelatory character ofChristianity can mediate between enormously diverse
modes of representation - ancient, medieval, modern, and contemporary -
in which the divine message has been, is, and will be couched. As a
consequence, it is incumbent on theologians to become skillful at transiting
from any realm of meaning to another. This necessitates being at home in all

'rJoseph Flanagan, "Knowing and t nguage in the Thought of Bemard Lonergan,,, in
language, Truth, afid Meaning, ed. Philip Mdhane (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame
Prcss, 1972) , 49-78, at 72.

One can distinguish in an author what he meant "principally" and
the "instruments" that he chose to express this principal meaning.
The reason, then, for developing new word meanings or even a whole
new technical language is that what you intend to mean "principally"
demands it. Your meaning cannot be adequately formulated in the
present modes of expression: they will not carry your meaning.ll
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of the four basic realms, thanks to the acquaintance with one's operations

and states in each of those spheres.

If we follow Lonergan's lead, religious phenomena will no longer be

interpreted common-sensically or theoretically, that is, from the standpoint

of the fust or of the second realm of meaning, but interiorly, that is, from the

standpoint of the third realm of meaning. To this effect, he gives the example

of grace;

The gift [of God's love] we have been describing really is sanctifying

grace but notionally differs from it. The notional difference arises ftom

different stages of meaning. To speak of sanctifying grace Pertains to the

stage of meaning when the world of theory and the world of common

sense are distinct but, as yet, have not been expucitly distinguished from

and grounded in the world of interiority. To speak of the dynamic state of

being in love with God pertains to the stage of meaning when the world

of interiority has been made the explicit ground of the worlds of theory

and of common sense. It follows that in this stage of meaning the gift of

God's love first is described as an experience and only consequently is

objectified in theoretical categories. (107; see 288-89)

In reference to the realm of transcendence, our author states: "lts foundation,

its basic terms and relationships, its method are derived from the realm

of interiority" (114). Theological Practice done from this standpoint will
be more and more helpful in a worldwide mentality that is being vastly

influenced by modern psychology. Still, the third realm of meaning, which

employs psychological tools, must accord itself to the discoveries made in

the fourth realm, namely, transcendence.

Tnnrr Srxsrs ron rHE TERM "EXPERIENCE"

ln Method in Theology as well as in Lonergan's subsequent writings, the

concept of religious experience plays a key role. This section will trace his

specific understanding of religious experience vis-i-vis his two other, non

religious, acceptations of the word 'experience.'12

rzElsewhere lrnetgan briefly mentions another sense, as when "we sPeak of a man of

experience," which is riegligible ior my purposes in this essay See "Prcle8om€na to the Study

of the Emerging Religious ionsciousness oi O:ur lir,ile," n AThitd Collecliofi: PaPets W Befiard
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When Lonergan speaks of "experience," he uses a term that has

meant a good number of things throughout Western historyl3 In his own
usage, the term "experience" designates what happens on the first level of
intentionality, where the data of sense are perceived and recorded. It also
designates the religious component of the fourth level, namely, the awareness
of an otherworldly love, felt in oneself as a mysterious gift. And half-way
between these two meanings, we have a fourfold experience - the data of
consciousness - as four degrees of self-presence, each of which corresponds
to a particular level of conscious intentionality.ta

In all three cases, there is a certain presence - physical or spiritual, that
is, of the data of sense and the data of consciousness - which has yet to
be understood (on the second level), while this understanding still has to
be pronounced true (on the third level) and to be deemed valuable (on the
fourth level). However, on the one hand, intentionality's fourfold intending
(beginning with the first level, called "experience," and continuing on the

other three levels) is outward, that is, aiming at reaching reality as perceptible,
intelligible, reasonable, and responsible.ls On the other hand, as conscious,
the other two forms of experience are inluard, that is, becoming aware either

as being oneself consciously operating (on all levels), or as enjoying (on the
fourth level) a unique, non-worldly, namely, transcendent, state of love, not
mediated by sense data or by ordinary knowledge.

For Lonergan, the intentionality that transcends itself can be fulfilled
when one lives in an unresfricted state of love, called "religious experience."
Let us note that since religious experience usually implies a person's radical
transformation,in hisusage "religious experience" isa synonym for "religious
conversion," a term that is introduced at the end of chapter 4 (123) and

l. F. Ianergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe (New York: Paulist Press, 1985),5S73, at 57. Actualty,
although Lonergan announces three senses, the entire passage has four senses for "experience,"
if we divide up his third sense into two; see 57-58 and70-71.

'r,On the concept of experience, s€e Louis Roy, Ttonscenile t Exqriellces, chap. 9, section
entitled "Experience."

riTlese three sens€s are fundamental in my book Mystical Consciousness.
rsNot in the sense of the "already out there now real," repudiated it lnsight: A Study of

Hunan Un.lerstanding, vol. 3 of the Collected Works of Bemard LonergaD ed. Frederick E.
Crowe and Rob€rt M. Doran (Toronto: University of Torcnto Press, lq)2r,27G77. *e also the
distinction inner word / otter word of Mahod in Theolog!,119, a d the distinction inner core/
outer manifestation of 284.
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is fully elucidated only in chapter 10, on "Dialectic" (242-43).16 Let us try to

lay out the several elements contained in this concept.

He positions religious experience on the fourth level. Here one is attract-

ed not only to limited values but, rather, one apprehends ultimate value. He

observes that, on the fourth level, self-transcendence reaches a maximum

when one lives in a state of love, either with one's husband or wife, or with

parents or children, or with fellow citizens, or u/ith God rT Insofar as the last

of those states - Iove with God - is concemed, this exPerience amounts to

the religious aspect of the fourth level, namely, the asPect concerned not

with finite values, but with infinite value. A unique affective state estab-

lishes itself: a being-inJove in an unrestricted fashion.

In the section of Me thod in Theology entitled "Religious Experience," Lo-

nergan avers that this affective state consists not in knowledge, but in con-

sciousness:

To say that this dynamic state is conscious is not to say that it is known.

For consciousness is iust experience, but knowledge is a compound of

experience, understanding, and iudging. Because the dynamic state is

conscious without being known, it is an experience of mystery (106)

The consciousness he is talking about is "exPerience" not on the first but on

the fourth level of intentionality:

It is this consciousness as brought to a fulfilment, as having undergone a

conversion, as possessing a basis that may be broadened and deepened

and heightened and enriched but not superseded . . . . So the gift of

rdlo my knowledge, nowhere in his writings does fonergan distinguish "rcli8ious

experience; and "religi,ous conversion." On the usefulness of this distinction, see t-ouis Roy,

Tmnscendent ExPeience' &9 and 139-40. ln Melhd in Theology, the term "conversion" occurs

before chapter iO, alb€it in the singular, without yet b€ing diffeEntiated into the three basic

kinds of conversion (see 48,52,107, :,1a, L*32, 142, 144, 155, 16f,224); however, at 150, 161,

and 217 the three conversions are menhoned, although not characterized'
11n the third s€ction, entitled "Lonergan and l,ove," of his remarkabte article "Desire, Bias,

and Love: Revisiting Lonergan's PhilosoPhical Anthropology," hish Theological Qurterly 77

(2072\:24444, John-D. Dadosky expands tonergan's tteatment of the various forms of love'

I approve his submission that "Lonergan did not reflect sufficiently on the idea of love in

his later thought so as to distinguish exPlicitly the sccalled natural lovin& that is' love that

is propo*ionite to human living (romantic, family, neiShbot society) and-the love which is

noi proportionate (transcendenc-e). lrnergan would not only agree with this distinction' he

probably prcsurned it . - ." (254).
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God's love occupies the ground and root of the fourth and highest
level, of man's intentional consciousness. It takes over the peak of the
soul, the apex animae . (707)

However, when one adverts to this consciousness, there begins the
knowledge of it, which Lonergan calls "faith." Faith is "the eye of religious
love, an eye that can discem God's self-disclosures" (119).

Chapter 4 of Method in Theology adumbrates a series of steps from un-
restricted love to more and more definite knowledge. Unfortunately this
succession remains partly implicit in the author's account. Perhaps the se-

quence could be clarified as follows: a basic state of being in love unrestrict-
edly (prior word, also labeled "inner word") > faith (the knowledge bom of
religious love) ) the word as expressed ("outer word") > belief (judgments

of fact and of value to which one adheres) ) action in the world (thanks to
a self-transcendence that undoes decline and promotes progress in society).
In this sequence, one can observe a succession of mutual influences between
the cognitive and the affective in the human person.

A FInsr CnrrruoN FoR THE VIABrLrry oF THE CATEGoRy

The viability of religious experience as a theological category depends on
two criteria: one I would call "factual" and one that I will call "foundational-
systematic." The first can be established in Lonergan's functional specialties
termed "history" "dialectic," and "doctrines,"' thanks to an examination
of a particular religious tradition. The second criterion is explicated in the
specialties termed "foundations," when religious conversion is obiectified,
and "systematics," when the results of both "foundations" and "doctrines"
lead to "an earnest, pious and sober" inquiry and to "a certain understanding
of the mysteries, which is most fruitful," as the First Vatican Council
recommended (DS 3016, referred to in Method in Theology, 309, 321, and 336;
see DS 3020, referrcd to in Method it1 Theology,347).

Principally focused on fact, which is the goal of the third level of
intentionality, the functional specialty called "history' determines whether
a specinc doctrine under consideration is present in a particular religious
tradition. As I will try to demonstrate that it is, I will stay in my Catholic
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tradition, as Lonerganhimselfdid, without tackling non-Catholic traditions.rs

So the question becomes: is religious experience, in fact, well-grounded in

the Catholic tradition? After all, if theologians oPerating in the functional

faculty "history" come to the conclusion that in the various Christian

traditions, religious experience - in the sense of a reality - is missing, how

could it be employed as a category in the functional specialty "systematics"?

Of course, religious experience first emerges as a category in the functional

specialty "foundations." Nevertheless, before entering into any Christian

"systematics," it must pass the test of its Presence in "history" and later

being exposed in its ambiguous character in "dialectic" and recognized as

true in "doctrines."
Given the limitations in the length of this article, my illustration of the

first criterion will unavoidable be sketchy. A full implementation of the spe-

cialties, history dialectic, and doctrines on this subiect matter would require

dozens of volumes. I am nevertheless confident that this mere adumbration

of what we find in the Catholic tradition on that toPic will be convincing.

In biblical concordances, we leam that the feu/ Hebrew and Greek words

for "experience" are not used to desiSnate religious expetience; instead,

those words refer to non-religious experience. Nonetheless, the reality of

religious experience is present throughout the Bible, particularly, in the New

Testament, as regards the free decision to believe in fesus and be baptized.

Moreovet equivalent words are emPloyed that clearly point to a religious

experience, for instance, to mention but a couPle of them, "with the eyes of
your heart enlightened" (Ephesians 1:18), or "what we have heard, what

we have seen with our eyes, what we have looked at and touched with our

hands, concerning the word of life" (1 John 1:1).

When we examine the patristic tradition, we discover that the word

"religious experience" is rarely used. However, as in the New Testament, fhe

realifu of religious experience is there, beginning with Origen of Alexandria

in his theme of the five spiritual senses.le One finds that rich experiential

r3tn his induction to Methd in Theology I,anergan wrote: 'The method I indicate is, t
think, Elevant to more than Roman Catholic theologians. But I must leave it to members of other

communions to deode upon the extent to which they may employ the Present method" (,ji).
rqs€e Karl Rahnet "The 'SPiritual Senses' according to Origen" and '"fhe Doctdne of

the 'spiritual Senses' in the Middle Ages," in Theological ln|)estiSations, vol xVI, trans. David

Morland (New York Crossroad, 1979), 8'l -103 and 1M-3. See also Ttr e SPililual Seflses: Perceioing

God in v*stern Christiarify, ed. Paul L. Gavril)'uk and Sarah Coakley (New York: Cambridge

UniveEity Press, 2012), along with my review oI the latter in IIE liornist n \2013):482-87.
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substratum in several other doctors of the church, such as Gregory of Nyssa,
Augustine, and Pope Gregory the Great. As evidence, Gregory of Nyssa
praises "the experience (peira) of those who have been judged worthy of
enjoying what is beyond conception."20

It is only in the twelfth century when all the works of Dionysius the
pseudo-Areopagite had been translated into Latin, that the vocabulary of
experientia became widespread.2r This frequent usage is also typical of the

thirteenth century. For example, Dionysius's expression pathon ta theia

("experiencing the divine realities") is often quoted by Thomas Aquinas
as pati diaina.D Undoubtedly Dionysius and Thomas teach that there is an

experience of the divine realities. Thomas states that besides "speculative
knowledge" (cognitio speculatioa), there is another one, which is "an affective

or experiential knowledge (cognitio affectiaa seu expe mentalis), whereby a

person experience s (expetitur) i\ oneself the taste (Srsfrm) ofdivine sweetness

and the delight (complacentiam) in divine will."a However, while using the
patristic and medieval vocabulary of the "spiritual senses," Thomas stresses

their analogical character by adding - often but not always - qualifying
clauses, as in the phrases quasi experimentalis ("as it were experiential") and
quodammodo experimentalis ("in a certain way experiential").'?r

Lastly, we must take into consideration the Catholic Church's
reservations concerning the danger of extoling religious experience at the

expense of dogma and concerning the pitfall of desiring or prolonging
the enioyment of religious experience for its own sake at the expense of
spiritual detachment. This kind of warning has regularly been voiced, since

the patristic era, by bishops, mystics, and spiritual directors. Nonetheless,

since the late-medieval nominalism, the Catholic magisterium, along
with most theologians, has deprecated a significant aspect of religious

rcregory of Nyssa, ,4d Thalassiun, ptolog)e, S 9, translated ftom the bilingual edition of
Questions d Thalassios (Paris: Cert 2010), Series "Sources Chrdtiennes," no. 529.

'zrSee Piene Miquel, Iz tncabulaie lalin de l'erpirience spirituelle dans la tradition fiofiastique et

cafiofiiale de 1050 A 1250 (Paris: Beauchesne, 1989),lr wcabulairc de l'erpetience spiituelle dans ld
tradition patistique yecque du M au XVI siicle (Miq)e1,79891, and l:erphience spiituelle dans lo
tradition chr(tie ne (Miquel, 1999).

zrsee Dionysius, The Dioine Names, 2.9, 6488, a d 3.2-3, 687A{84D:, Thomas Aquinas,
S rnrna Theologiae,l, q. 1, a. 6, ad 3; tr-II, q. 45 , a. 7, ad 2, and a.2.

aSumma Theologioe,ll-ll, q. 97 , a. 2, ad,2.
21S€e A. Patfoort, "C(tnitio ista est quasi experimentalis U Sefit, d. 14, q.2, a.2, ad.

3m)," Angelicunl6) (19E6): !13, and "Missions divines et exp6rience des Pe6onnes divines
selon S. Thomas," Patfoort, 545-59.
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experience, alleging that a natural awareness of grace is impossible, given

the superruttulal character of grace. So we must admit that since Lonergan

has entrusted the functional specialty termed "dialectic" with the task

of sorting out the conflicts between positions and counterPositions in

any philosophical or religious tradition (see 235-65), such a task is to be

exercised also in regard to the nominalist-insPired Catholic tradition,

which unfortunately lasted for centuries.z5

A Srcouo CnrrsxloN FoR THE VIABrrrrv or rnr Cetrcoxv

In addition to the first criterion, namely, the presence of religious experience

in the Christian tradition, a second criterion is required. Whereas the first

criterion was descriptiae, that is, Presystematic, since it consisted in the

historical recurrence of a hotistic, mostly symbolic, aPPrehension of the

reality of religious experience, the second criterion is exphnatory, since it
consists in a foundational-systematic understanding that differentiates the

interconnected aspects of that reality. Accordingly, the condition that has

to be fulfilled is the centrality of religious experience as a category that is

relatable to other important philosophical and theological categories. I will
proceed in seven steps.

In the first place, in a section of Method in Tfteolo3y entitled "Realms

of Meaning" (81-84), Lonergan Presents a general link between religious

experience and the rest of human life. As we saw before, he differentiates

several realms of meaning, which are basic kinds of human activity:

common sense, theory, interiority, and transcendence (also termed

"religion"'). Thus, after "the world of interiority has been made the explicit

ground of the worlds of theory and of common sense" (107), the domain

of transcendence can be recognized as underlying, that is, as being the

ground of the domain of interiority, hence as a further realm. As a matter of

fact, the author distinguishes the domain of transcendence from the "other

interiority" (266, twice), which I understand as amounting to what he

describes throughout his book as "interiority." Moreover, at another Place

he speaks of "religious interiority" (290). Therefore, it miSht be helpful to

speak of a first interiority (philosophical self-knowledge) and of a second

interiority (religious experience).

ESee Henri de Lubac, Suntatrrel (Paris: Aubier, 19461 and A Bti4 Cnlechesis on Notute and

C/ace (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1984).
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In the second place, the chapter entitled "Religion" begins with a

section on the question of God (101-103). A second link is presented, this
time between religious experience and reason, when Lonergan reminds
his readers that human intentionality naturally stretches forth towards
the intelligible (on the second level), towards the unconditioned (on

the third level) and towards the good of value (on the fourth level). He
thus introduces a threefold, rational proof for the existence of an infinite
Intelligible, an entirely Unconditioned, or an unlimited Value, which many
people call "God."

In the third place, Method in Theology, sketches out a fourfold process

of self-transcendence, in order to characterize the highest kind, the "being-
in-love," as fulfilling the fourth level (see 104-105). This basic state then
initiates a descending movement along from the top to the bottom of human
intentionality. Thus it interacts with the whole ascending movement, which
operates on the various levels of intentionaliry As a result, we have here a

further link, since what happens on the fourth level, far from being isolated

from what happens on the first three levels, heads in the same direction,
namely, towards the full realiry which is the obrective of self-transcendence.
This is why, later in his book, he declares:

As intellectual and moral conversion, so also religious conversion
is a modality of self-transcendence. . . . Religions conversion is to a

total being-inJove as the efficacious ground of all self-transcendence,
whether in the pursuit of truth, or in the realization of human values,
or in the orientation man adopts to the universe, its ground, and its

Boal. (241)

In the fourth place, in chapter 11, on "Foundations," he reminds his readers
of the importance of the transcendental notions, which he has explained ear-

lier (11-12 and 34-35) and which he defines here as "our capacity for seeking
and, when found, for recognizing instances of the intelligible, the true, the
real, the good" (282). He immediately proceeds to distinguish the notions
from the cate8ories: "While the transcendental notions make questions and
answers possible, categories make them determinate" (282; he provides ex-
amples of categories at 11).'?6

Icompare with his earliet less formal, presentation of the categories (1968), in "Horizons
and Categories," in Early Vhr}s on Thmlogical Method 1, vol.22 of the Collected Work of
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In the fifth place, let us pay attention to his most important distinction,

the one bet\ /een Seneral and special categories: "General categories regard

objects that come within the Purview of other disciplines as well as theology.

Special categories regard the objects proper to theology" (282). Etsewhere

he mentions that these "other disciplines" are philosophy, the sciences,

hermeneutics, and history" And he states:

Thmlogy, insofar as it acquires a method, becomes a reflection on the

significance and value of a religion within a culture; because it treats of

a religion, it has its own special terms; because it is concemed with the

significance and value of the religion within a given culture, it has to

have recourse to the general terms that refer to significance, value, and

culture in their many aspects.2T

Robert Doran reports and rePresents a helpfut clarification made by Daniel

Monsour about the relation of the general to the sPecial categories.B To do

so, Monsour focuses on the two bases that Senerate the derivation of the

categories. Doran formulates each of those bases as follows:

The general categories are categories that theology shares with others

disciplines. The base for deriving them or for appropriating them from

other disciplines or for transposing them from those other disciplines

is the normative pattern of recurrent and related oPerations employed

in every coSnitional enterprise expressly intended to yield cumulative

and progressive results. . . .

The special categories are the categories that are peculiar to

theology. The base for deriving sPecial theological categories or for

appropriating them from the religious tradition or for transposing

Bemard lonergan, ed. Robefi M. Doran and Robefl C. Crokm Cforonto: Umversity of Toronto

Press, 2010), 47!93, 6p. 47747 .

'"Philosophy of Cod, and Theology," l€cture 3, in Philosophi.al nnd Theological PaPers 1965'

1980, vol. 17 of the Collected works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Robe C Croken and Robert M'

Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto PEss,2004), 209.

'Doran refers to an unPublished paper by H. Daniel Monsour, entitled "Harmonious

Continuation of the Actual Order of This Universe in God's S€lf-communication," deliveled at

the lrnergan Research Institute Seminat Toronto, November 13, 2003'
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them from the tradition is the conscious, dynamic state ofbeing in love
in an unrestricted manner. . . .D

The derivations are successive expansions and enrichments, always trig-
gered by the bases. The latter having been identified, what has to be tackled
is the question of their interrelations. Doran rephrases Monsour's answer:

The relation of the base for the general categories to the base for the
special categories is a relation of that remote essential passive potency
that is capable of being moved to receive a form by the omnipotent
power of God alone, and so of obediential potency. . . . Because the

potenry is a real orientation or order, being-in-love in an unrestricted
manner is a real, intrinsic, propet supernatural fulfilment ofournatural
capacity for self-transcendence.r

Both Monsour and Doran point out that rationalism's tendenry amounts to
privileging the general categories while neglecting the special categories,

whereas fideism's tendenry amounts to privileging the special categories

while neglecting the general categories.3l Theology will be balanced inas-

much as their interplay is kept in motion, without leaning towards a lop-

sided stance.

In the sixth place, let us return to Lonergan's own explanations respect-

ing the way categories ought to be derived. He submits that there are three
tasks for theological methodologists. The first task consists in indicating the
qualities of adequate categories, namely, their transcendental dimension.
Insofar as the general categories are concerned, they are transcendental, and

obviously transcultural, in their capacity to refer to "realities [thatl are not
the product of any culture but, on the contrary the principles that produce
cultures, preserve them, develop them" (282). Insofar as the specinl catego-

ries are concerned, they too are transcendental and transculfural, since a

divine gift of unrestricted love is offered to all human beings (see 109) and
consequently "is not restricted to any stage or section of human culture but

nRobert M. DoIa , What Is Swteiutic Theology? (forcntci University of Toronto Press,
2005),48.

lDo'an, Whal Is Slstettutic Thalogy? , 50.
3lsee Doran's I{lzt Is Systetutic Theolow?,50.
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rather is the principle that introduces a dimension of other-worldliness into

any culture" (283).3'?

The second task for theological methodologists consists in distinguish-

ing between, on the one hand, the inner core that comprises both the tran-

scendental method and the divine gift, and, on the other hand, its outer

manifestations, which are subiect to variation. So "theological categories will
be transcultural only in so far as they refer to that inner core. In their actual

formulation they will be historically conditioned and so subiect to correc-

tion, modification, complementation" (284). Models, or ideaLtypes will be

employed, which will be preceded and guided by the theological categories

inasmuch as "these models will be built up frorn basic terms and relations

that refer to transcultural components in human living and oPeration and,

accordingly, at their roots they will possess quite exceptional validity" (285;

see 287).3 Their usefulness consists in mediating an initial move from a mere

hypothesis to an adequate description of a known reality.

The third task for theological methodologists concerns the way the cat-

egories can be derived. As regards the general categories, everything begins

with intentionaliry the objectification of which uncovers a "basic nest of
terms and relations," constituted by the dynamic human subject, its struc-

tured operations, and the objects that the operations reveal. Thereafter, "the

basic nest of terms and relations can then be differentiated in a number of

manners" (nine of them; see 28G87). Lastly, our author situates religious

experience within the expanding series of categories, as he writes: "From

such a broadened basis one can go on to a develoPed account of the human

good, values, beliefs, to the carriers, elements, functions, realms, and stages

of meaning, to the question of God, of religious experience, its exPressions,

its dialectical development" (287).

He points out that the contemPorary theologians' task is to pass from

theoretical to methodical categories. Inspired though theologians must be

by the Thomist account of grace, they now have to commence, not from a

,ln "The Method of Theolo8y Fatt and winter 196w," in Ea y l\htk on Theologic,I Mdhod

3, vol. 24 of the Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, trans. Michael G. Shields and ed. Robert

M. Doran and H. Daniel Monsour Cforonto: University of Toronto Press, 2013), 101, Lonefgan

explains: "'Principle here is used not in the logical sense of first ProPositions. Rathet it means

some reality that is the source of all ProPositiofls."
tljn The EA y Chtistiafis: Their l'*,rld Mission and self-Discouery lwiknin8ton, DE: Michael

Glazier, 1 986), chap. 2, Ben F. Meyer, based on lrnergan's ePistemology and on Alfred Schutz's

and Gibson Winter's social theory sketched out a model, with its heuristic tools, in order to

understand the changes in early Christianity's sefdefinition.
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metaphysical psychology, but from intentionality analysis.a In fact, his vi-
sion is a transposition of Aquinas's theoretical thought into a conceptuality
that is governed, no longer by theory, but by an intentionality analysis that
has thematized human interiority (see 288-89).The starting point, then, is the
dynamic state of an other-worldly love, with its stages and struggles (see

289-90). Lonergan gives an illustration:

The older theology conceived sanctifying grace as an entitative habit,
absolutely supernatural, infused into the essence of the soul. On the
other hand, because we acknowledge interiority as a distinct realm
of meaning, we can begin with a description of religious experience,
acknowledge a dynamic state of being in love without restrictions, and
later identify this state with the state of sanctifying gace.3s (i20)

In the seventh place, Lonergan now lists five sets of special categories. The
first set is derived from religious experience. Because religious experience is

exceedingly rich and enriching, "there are needed studies of religious inte-
riority: historical, phenomenological, psychological, sociological" (290). The

second set is constituted by "subjects, their togetherness in community, ser-

vice, and witness, the history of salvation that is rooted in a being-in-love,
and the function of this history in promoting the kingdom of God" (291).

The third set "moves from our loving to the loving source of our love" (291);

in a subsequent chapter (on "Systematics"), alluding to the experience of
otherworldly love, our author makes bold to write: "religious conversion is

the event that gives the name, God, its primary and fundamental meaning"
(350). The fourth set results from differentiation between authenticity, inau-
thenticity, or some blend of the two, among Christians, and thus "is the tran-
scendental base for the fourth functional specialty, dialectic" (291). Lastlv,

rcbviously Lonergan has been greatly inspired by his medieval mentot Thomas Aquinas.
To assess the latter's influence on Lonergan , see Vobum: Vhrd and ldu in Aqtinas, vol. 2 of the
Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1997) and "The Futurc of Thomism," in A Secofid Collection, yol.
13 of the Collected Works of Bemard l,onergan, ed. Robert M. Doran and John D. Dadosky
(Toronto: University of Torcnto Pess, 2015), 39-47.

15The question of which other theoretical categories could tre transposed into the categories
of interiority is discussed by Robert M. Doran, "The Starting Point of Systematic Theology,"
Theological Studies 67 (2ffi6\: 7*76, esp. at 76,0{3; by Charles Hefling, "On the (Economic)
Trinity: An Argument in Conve6ation with Robert Doftn," Theologictl Studies 68 (2$)71 (A2-

60, at 650-.5,4; and by Jeremy D. Wilkins, "Grace and Crowth: Aquinas, Lonergan, and the
Problematic of Habitu al Crace," Theological Studies 72 (2077). 72349.
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since authenticity promotes progress and inauthenticity generates decline,

the fiIth set has to do with the issues of progress, decline, and redemption,

and it addresses in particular the redoubtable challenge of undoing dectne.

Lonergan ends his treatment of the categories with a remark of the ut-

most importance:

It is to be stressed that this use of the special categories occurs in
interaction with data. They receive further sPecifications from the data.

At the same time, the data set up an exigence for further clarification of
the categories and for their correction and development.

In this fashion there is set up a scissors movement with an upper

blade in the categories and a lower blade in the data. Just as the

principles and laws of physics are neither mathematics nor data but the

fruit of an interaction between mathematics and data, so too a theology

can be neither purely a priori nor purely a posteriori but only the fruit

of an ongoing process that has one foot in a transcultural base and the

other on increasingly organized data (293).

CoNcr-usror.r

Lonergan knew full-well that adopting the category of religious experience

had its risks. Since the nineteenth century the Catholic Church's authorities

havebeenwary of thmlogies thatbegin from thatidea.s Notwithstanding this

official reserve, his contribution is remarkably sound both philosophically

and theologically. Philosophically, it is based in a detailed epistemology,

articulated in Insight and summed up in the first chaPter of Method in

Theology; theologically, it is grounded in the gifts of love and light granted

by the Holy Spirit.37

Consequently, we would err if we werc to single out religious experience

as the sole and sufficient source of theological obiectivity. The age-old

son the Prctestant side, Karl Barth and other Neoorthodox theologians have vigorously

opposed Schleiermacher and his liberal ePigones. Like the Catholic authorities, they have

been concemed about the subiectivism of the ProPonents of religious exPerience. Howevet in

contradistinchon to Catholics, who have defended the normativity of a tradition safeguarded

by the Holy Spirit, those Protestants have defended the Paramount siSnificance of a Revelation

imparted by the Word of fu.
vFor a conhast between lrnergan's and Rahner's ePistemolog, s€e Louis Ro, Er,Sagittg

the Thought of Bena lanetgan,Stttdy 8.
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temptation of what has been called "illuminism," that is, of relying only on
one's own inner illumination, precisely consists in segregating one's own
religious experience from the other levels of intentionality and setting it aside
so as to consider its felt immediacy as an incontrovertible proof of its veracity.

Furthermore. Lonergan situates religious experience within the
overall dlmamism of human intentionality. The domain of transcendence
is definitely not isolated from the rest of human life. It is reached on the
top floor of intentionality, namely, on the fourth level, which for him is the
level of affectivity par excellence, even though feelings are present at all
levels. We can easily observe that, in his view, religious affectivity is not
divorced from religious intellectuality. In fact, the "questioning" vector and
the state of "being in love" are parallel: "Just as unrestricted questioning
is our capacity for self-transcendence, so being in love in an unrestricted
fashion is the proper fulfilment of that capacity" (106).

To sum up,let us reiterate\vhyexactly thecategory ofreligious erperience
is viable in Christian theology. The first reason boils down to these three
facts: the rulity of religious experience has been present all along for two
thousand years in the Catholic world, that is, since the New Testament; ,fte
zoord itself has been frequently expressed since the twelfth century; and with
Schleiermacher in the nineteenth century, the category emerged as a technical

tool in systematic theology, to be employed time and again since that time.
The second reason is that, in Lonergan's systematic rendering, reli-

gious experience is integrated as a species within the broader genus of
human intentionality. So his vast array of terms, which are interlocking in
their relations, are transcendentally and cross-culturally iustified because

they are derived from a consciousness of our acts and states that has a

universal validity.3s

sA 6rst version of this essay was disossed on fuober 30 2014 at the Lonergan Research
Institute of Regis Couege, University of Toronto. I thank those who took part in that exchange.
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Self-Possession: Being at Home in Conscious Performance

Mark D. Morelli, Chestnut Hill, MA: Boston College, 2015

T   THAr Acnrer book this is:well-written, insightful, fun to read, hard

W[i:i::il"i:::""h',",",,i,i:il;*"i:::i:,3::,T[";T:
than that. It can be read as an original joumey of philosophical self-discovery
worthy of the highest and deepest reflection, but it is more than that, in the

sense that it is difficult to categorize. What it is not, to its credit, is a work of
scholarship, replete with footnotes and other academic paraphernalia.

While the book is Morelli's own expression of his own taking possession

of himself, it is dependent on and influenced by Lonergan, whose guidance
is that of a teacher, not a tyrant. Morelli reveals in his performance that
paradoxical dependence and independence that all of us Lonerganians
have experienced. In inviting us to become our own men and women as

human beings and philosophers, Lonergan invites us to become our own
authentic selves in such a way as not only to appropriate and make our own
his insights but even to go beyond him and to disagree with him. Morelli
does all of these things in this book.

Morelli's service to the Lonergan community is to render this approach
much more accessible and reader-friendly than it is in Insigftf. His service to
the human and philosophical community is to invite us and challenge us to
become the first and best editions of ourselves. Not only those conversant
with the latest science, art, and philosophy but all of us may apply.

One way that Morrelli does this is through a very engaging
philosophical style that is confident, direct, funny; and that takes no
prisoners, especially in its treatment of logical, argumentative, analytic
approaches to philosophy. Consider, for example, this comment: "If we're
good at the game of chess, we might conclude, we're equipped with all we
need to be fine philosophers" (313).

O 2016 Jim Marsh
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The movement of the book is from spontaneous to reflective, conscious

experience of myself to explicit thematization of myself, implicit presence to

myself to full, explicit knowledge of myself. The reasons for the latter is that

such knowledge is valuable in itself and that it Provides the guidance in the

light of which we can live more successfully and happily in our professional

and personal lives. Part of this happiness lies in a consistency between

implicit self-presence and explicit self-knowledge. We experience the

authenticity that should be the mark of a successful, haPPy life, in contrast

to the inauthenticity that gnaws away at us from within as we live more or

less at odds with our deepest selves. In a very real way, Morelli shows us

that the unexamined life is not worth living, but he pursues this end in a

very modernist, reflective manner. Such modernism is the most authentic

path open to us. We can no longer simply repeat the dicta of Socrates or

Plato, valuable as those are.

Thus, reflecting on our lived Presence to ourselves, we discover a

spontaneous orientation to six notions, meaning, obfectivity, knowledge,

truth, realiry and value. There is a basic, Iived, Prethematic commitment

to these notions that we cannot helP living out even as we emPloy them or

do not employ them in our specific knowledge claims and choices. We can,

of course, try to avoid or go against these notions, but only at the price of a

lived, performative contradiction between implicit orientation and explicit

result. Thus I can say meaningfully that the search for meaning is absurd, or

say consistently that there is nothing wrong with contradicting myself. The

better, more fruitful course, therefore, is to Iive and think with integrity in
the light of these basic norms. To do so, and to choose habitually to do so in
the light of conscious performance analysis, is, as Morelli shows in his last

chapter, to be self-possessed.

The book is highly original both in what it says and how it says it,
in content and form, in insight and formulation. In reflecting on our-

selves, we discover four basic moods of self-performance, the self-feeling

of conscious performance. I can be attentive or inattentive, intelligent or

unintelligent, reasonable or unreasonable, resPonsible or irresponsible.

These moods are informed by four modes of operation, experiential and

question-free, intelligent, reasonable, and evaluative. The four moods and

modes occur in a spontaneous, orderly sequence that we violate at our

peril. I can, for example, ignore too much what I am exPeriencing when I
judge, or move too quickly to critical judgment before sufficiently under-
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standing, or try to make a decision about what to do before adequately
considering alternatives.

In addition to moods and modes, there are also motifs of conscious
performance determined by our basic interests, and they number five:
practical, aesthetic, intellectual, dramatic, and mystical. Our moods and
modes, we could say, are always with us and operate with all motifs, but
they operate differently and are governed by different interests and criteria.
If I am interested at the time in iust getting things done, then I will not be

interested in pursuing long-range, speculative questions for their own sake.

Conscious performance can be based on one of the basic interests or on a

blend of interests. One of Morelli's advances over Lonergan lies in his making
the biological orientation an aspect of the practical approach to experience.

Interest in food or shelter or warm clothes is generally pursued in practical
projects to acquire thes€ things, not in some realm apart from practicality.

Interests can be pursued in ways that are sometimes fruitful and

sometimes not. In general, performance can be attentive or inattentive,
intelligent or unintelligent, critical or uncritical, responsible or irresponsible.

If my projects are pursued authentically, then I can get the job done, the

math problem solved, or make a responsible moral decision. If projects are

pursued inauthentically, then impatience can lead me to perform a practical
task too hurriedly or fail to be attentive to a Matisse or Stella, or fail to be

receptive to a possible philosophical insight. Because of the open-ended

character of the basic commitment and the fixed and restricted demand of a

basic interest, I can experience basic tension in conscious performance, and I
can try to resolve that tension by one-sided focus either on the infinity of the
basic notions or the finitude of a basic interest. Thus I can neglect necessary

practical tasks because of aesthetic, intellectual, or mystical demands. Better
it is to read lttsigftf than to do the laundry pay bills, or replace a wom-out
pat of shoes.

There are many actual or possible insights in this book, too many to go
into or even mention. One is the claim that practical, aesthetic, intellectual,
and mystical motifs servedramatic living, which is the interest to incarnate in
our sensible presence to others and to manifest in our presence to ourselves
our own intrinsic value and essential worth as constituted by our basic

commitment to meaning, objectivity, knowledge, truth, realiry and value,
and to exhibit worthiness as attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible
participants in the ongoing movement of that basic commitment. Dramatic
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living at its best is authenticity rendered public and socially displayed. My
performance is not merely Private but is relative to and has an impact on the

larger social, historical world.
I see this claim as in keePing with Morelli's earlier point about the

necessity to broaden the project of self-possession beyond the level of high

culture, the focus of Insight, and to bring it to the concrete level of our

everyday living in the practical and social world. Self-possession is certainly

important on the level of artistic, scientific, philosophical, and theological

high culture, but it also can make a huge difference in our everyday lives.

Self-possession on the level o{high culture, iI it not to be merely the purview

of an elite, needs to interact fruitfully with self-possession on the level of

everyday life if there is to be any hope for our planet.

Approaching the end of my review, I wish to raise two critical

questions. The first concerns what role imagination plays in relation to

thought. On page 156, Morelli says that imagining, defined in the preceding

paragraph as a form of experiential, queshon-free performance, functions

as a form of wondering, intellectual performance, along with questioninS,

understanding, and formulating. I wonder why he wishes to say this.

True it is that all insight is insight into phantasm, but the phantasm arises

on a sensible level, even if it is used as an asPect of a process of trying to

understand. I worry about possible Phenomenological confusion here. To

me, this claim of Morelli makes as much sense as it would be to say that,

because the scientist uses sensible data to verify a hyPothesis, that sensing as

employed in the process of verification is a form of reflective understanding.

Another question arises for me conceming Morelli's claim on page 165

that the content ofunderstanding is an idea. "Idea" in my way of thinking is at

least roughly synonymous with "definition" or "concept" or "formulation."

I worry that Morelli's usage does not do full iustice to Lonergan's distinction

between preconceptual insight and its formulation in an inner or outer

word. I wonder whether or not the more aPPropriate language is "inchoate

idea" or "glimmerings of an idea." Such language preserves Lonergan's

very important idea that insight into Phantasm is an imperfect, not fully

worked out and not yet completely formulated understanding.

To be fair to Moretli, Lonergan himself contributes to this confusion'

On page 667 ol lnsigftl in the Collected Works, Lonergan says the following:

"An idea is the content of an act of understanding . . . as a concePt is the

content of conceiving, defining, supposing, considering ... so an idea
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is the content of an act of understanding." Lonergan here distinguishes
between "idea" as the content of an act of understanding and definition.
My question for both Lonergan and Morelli is this: Would it not be less

confusing and more clear to say that "idea," at least on an explanatory
level, means a formulated inner word?

Whateverone thinks of these obiections, they indicateat worst only slight
blemishes in an otherwise well-wrought book. In his final chapter, Morelli
reflects on the relationship between conscious performance analysis and
full self-possession. Although valuable for the self-knowledge it provides,
such self-knowledge is not full self-possession. For that to happen, I must
choose to live according to what such self-knowledge reveals. To this end,
there are four choices that I must make: to choose objectivity, knowledge,
reality, and value.

With the implementation of the four transformative decisions, my
attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible pursuits of Practical,
Intellectual, Aesthetic, Dramatic, and Mystical meaning and value
become integral episodes in the encompassing high drama that is the
ongoing reflective and deliberate pursuit of direction in the flow of
my life. Now I'm no longer drifting. I am at home in my conscious
performance. (308-309)

Jim Marsh
Professor Emeritus

Fordham University
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EPISTEMOLOGY AND THE PERSON

Thomas l. McParthnd

Kent ucley St at e Uniaers ity

Frankfort, Kentucky

J-Flnr rIrLE "EprsrEMolocv and the Person" may seem for many seem

I for many philosophica I readers to be an oxymoron. And, certainly, if
I this essay is a review of Christian Smith's Wiat Is c Person ?, then such

a description may seem warranted since Smith, in a powerful critique, shows

how the "epistemological turn" in modem thought has had a devastating
effect on the ability of social science to treat in a serious manner the reality
of the person.rWhat is needed, Smith argues, is a "metaphysical turn" to
replace the "epistemological tum," a frank acknowledgment, though in a

critical manner, of the existence of a real world beyond the epistemological
subject, a real world that includes the reality of persons. What is needed,

then, is a "critical realist" perspective.

The term "critical realism" (which Smith takes from the philosophy
of Roy Bhaskar) immediately raises the prospects for those familiar with
Lonergan of a genuine encounter that can perhaps be more a dialogue
than a display of dialectics.2 It is the thesis of this paper that precisely such
an encounter between Smith and Lonergan is an instance of the kind of
"further collaboration" to which Lonergan famously offers an invitation
at the beginning of Insight.3 For Smith employs his critical realist tools
massively in the field of sociology. Lonergan, on the other hand, can provide
an epistemology as an alternative to the "epistemological tum" that grounds
the kind of metaphysics Smith finds necessary to correct the erroneous

'Christian Smith, lqut Is a Person? Rethinking Hunanity, Social Lile, ond the Moral Good lrom
the Person Up (Chica9o: University of Chicago Press, 2010).

'zBemard J. F. Lonerga^, AThi/d Collection: Pope6 W Benard I. F.lnnsrgafi, ed. Frederick E.
Crowe (New Yorki Paulist Press, 1985),182.

rBernard J. F. lonergan, lrsisrti A St d! ol Hurnan Llnderstandirlg, 5th ed., vol. 3 of the
Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crcwe and Robert M. Doran Cforonto:
University of Toronto Press, 1992), 7.

@ 2016 Thomas J. McPartland
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Wner Surru OTTERS LoNERGAN

Smith is an accomplished sociologist who has discemed the presence of

philosophical assumPtions at work explicitly, or, more often, implicitly, in

various fields and approaches in sociology. These assumPtions have, for the

most part, led sociological analysis astray and need to be corrected, Smith

maintains, by the PersPective of critical realism. Philosophical assumptions

therefore are not extrinsic to sociological practice; they are embedded in the

very enterprise of sociology. The point - against all positivist preiudices -
is to get the philosophical assumPtions right to do sociology well Smith

mentions Lonergan in a long footnote listing critical realist thinkers, but there

is no discussion of Lonergan.a It should be obvious to a scholar of Lonergan

studies that in his fivehundred page book, Smith is an exPert Practitioner
familiar with the major thinkers, rnaior books, and maior articles in the

relevant fields. His erudition is matched by analytic precision in framing the

philosophical issues and in developing a consistent philosophical theme'

The student of Lonergan can, then, find in Smith's book an excellent resource

of contemporary thinking in sociology and an acute dialectical analysis of

the main philosoPhical controversies.

Two Counterpositions: Reductionism and (Strong) Constructionisn

Smith Iocates two Prominent counterpositions.s

The first set of assumptions is the Positivist reductionist model, still

arguably the most pervasive one, rooted in the nineteenth century and,

ultimately Enlightenment, origins of sociology from Comte to Durkheim'

This model would have sociologists reduce variables to the "simplest" and

f,rnllh, Whnt ls a Percon| , 92n
sA counterposition is a claim that "contradicts one or more of the basic Positions": namely'

the positions that (1) the real is the concrete universe of being and not a subdivision of the

"already out there now"; (2) the subject is known by intelligent grasP and rational affirmation

and noiknown in some Prior "existential" state; and (3) objectivity is a consequence of rational

inquiry and critical refl'ection and not a lploPerty of vital anticiPation, extroversion' and

saisfa'ction" (hsrgnt,413). "Counter-Positions are statements incompatible with intellectual' or

moral, or religiou"s conversion" (Bemard J. F. Lonet}an, Method il Theology [New York: Herder

and Herder, 19721, 249).

assumptions operative in sociological practice - Lonergan can, uniquely,

make the "critical" in critical realism more critical.
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"most basic" ones, thereby denying the complex stratified nature of society
and of the persory seek "covering laws" to explain all phenomena much as

Newton's Universal Law of Gravitation explains all motions of bodies; and
find the "covering laws" in empirical regularities - that is, correlations of
observations - or, in a concession to the complexity of social phenomena, in
statistical correlations. The emphasis here, then, is on empirical observations
or quantification to guarantee scientific validity to the "laws of society."

Smith's analysis is much more nuanced than these points suggest. He
shows in a wide variety of cases how these ideas inform, often behind the
scenes, the researches and the theories of sociologists and how these ideas
can insinuate themselves into often competing and even contradictory
theories. Smith demonstrates the inevitable consequence of this model:
social reality is truncated to fit into the methodological dictates of positivist
empiricism, collapsing the complex strata of social reality to the kinds of
variables susceptible to the rigors of this kind of method. Most particularly
obliterated is the causal agency of persons and the socially constitutive
nature and ontological integrity of acts of intelligence, moral will, and
loving commitment. The positivist approach can, on one extreme, reduce
persons to "social atoms" following deterministic laws of self-interest, or, in
a reaction to the former "classic" analysis, reduce persons to the mechanism
of social relations that subsume and define the individuals within the
network. Smith mentions a sociologist of the latter school, Bruce Mayhew,
who sees humans as nothing but 'biological machines" and boldly proclaims
the positivist credo that "takes human society - human social organization -
to be studied in exactly the same fashion as any natural science studies any
natural phenomena."6

While positivism, in its various guises, has been given robust, and even
devastating, criticism since the nineteenth century culminating in the revolt
against "modernity" by existentialists and postmodernists, Smith,s critique
is particularly helpful to Lonergan scholars since he provides abundant
and specific evidence of the persistence and pervasive influence of this
counterposition in sociology. Perhaps its sway is most disturbing in the
demands of research to establish empirical regularities. This almost becomes
a fetish in the drive for statistical correlations as the measure of genuine
scientific legitimacy. Smith assembles an array of impressive arguments, for

$fiilh, Wal ls a Pe$on? , 24243.
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example, that expose the problems when this methodology usurps variables

sociology (problems with establishing any substantive causal link to

statistical association of variables, problems with inductive generalizations

that must come to grips with the inevitable influence of contextual factors,

problems witha conflict between thedata actually available and thevariables

actually under scrutiny, probtems with confusing the strength of association

of the variables with the size of the database, and problems of isolating the

variables for "control)."7
The second model, often spearheaded by postmodernism, Proclaims a

"strong" social constructivism.
This viewgoesbeyond the Pioneering work of Berger and Luckmann, Tha

Social ConstructionolReality (which Smithapplauds for its phenomenological

insight, although he cautions that it has nihilist moments from the sPrinkled

influence of Sartrean existentialism).3 As Smith Points out, the subtitle of

Berger and Luckmann's book, A Trea tise in the Sociology of Knowledge, indicates

that the text makes no claims in epistemology or metaphysics; rather it
explores the social influences on human beliefs and subiective perceptions of

reality - not on actual "knowledge" of "reality" itself. Unfortunately many

sociologists go beyond the self-imposed limits of Berger and Luckmann and

use the idea of social construction as a springboard for bold epistemological

and metaphysical counterpositions.e

Social constructionism in its pronounced, strong form would maintain

that much of human social life is not a product of nature, not a fixed order,

but rather a "variable artifact," the result of human crltaral creation through

social definition, interaction, and institutionalization. Moreovel not only is

human social reality so constituted, but also reality itself is a social construction'

Human mental categories, linguistic Practices (if not the structure of

language itsel0, and symbolic exchanges take on the definition of reality

through ongoing social interaction. Postmodernists can add the sPice that

these interactions are "shaped" decisively by interests and Perspectives
usually reflecting an imbalance of power' Thus there are radical limits to

human knowledge: we can never surpass our socially constructed limits to

Tsmith, What ls a Person? , 279-U.
sFor Smithis precautionary note, see What Is o Person? ,774n103i Peter Berger and Thomas

Luckmann, IIE Soc,rl Co, sttucliorl of Reality: ATieatise h the Sociology ol Knouledge (Gardencily,

NY: Anchor Books, 1966).

?s,rnilh, What Is a Pefion? ,126-27.
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look at some reality-in-itself.10 Smith correctly sees the influence of Kantian
transcendental idealism here, in which there is added a sociological a priori
to the constituting of "knowledge."rt We can add that since the social factors
can be subject to the vagaries of historical contingency, transcendental
idealism can morph into radical subjective idealism and historicism. Or
much like the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, where
"reality" has no meaning outside of the experimental situation, the strong
social constructivist counterposition could adopt a completely relativistic
view, in which "reality" has no meaning beyond the construction of a

particular culture at a particular time.r2

This brief summary cannot do iustice to the extraordinarily detailed
account Smith gives of the maior thinkers and corresponding theoretical

types involved in strong social constructionism and his impressive array
of arguments against strong social constructivism, most often involving
identifying some kind of performative contradiction.l3 While the

performative contradiction in this extreme form of relativism has been well
noted by many sociologists, not to mention philosophers from Plato to
Habermas, Smith points out that these "fringe" views have, in fact, shaped

the perspectives and thoughts and researches that operate within the orbit
of strong social constructivism. These views, in tum, have radiated great

influence on academic life in general and its rhetoric, operating behind the

scenes as unacknowledged dogmas.

It should be clear that positivist empiricism and strong social

constructionism have acted as dialectic twins, mutually supporting each

other as they prey on the obvious weaknesses of the other party, all the while
leading scientific culture to ever lesser viewpoints and more fragmented
perspectives on the human person.

Three Theore t ic sl Re source s

Smith can criticize these counterpositions because he operates with a triad
of theoretical resources, defining his position.

t9s.fiith, Wa t ls a Pe$on?, chap. 3.
ltgrnith, What ls a Pelson? , 122n7 .

t1sEe Sfiith, What Is a Petson? ,29n7 .
riSee, for example, his powerful critique of the "linguistic fum" of Saussue and its closed

box reiection of the referential nature of language (Smith, Iryhat Is a Persofi?,15943,171-73).
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The first theoretical resource - and indeed the key one - is critical

realism. This is the actual term for the philosophy of Roy Bhaskar.'a

This philosophy of critical realism offers a "third way" as an alternative

to positivist reductionism and Postmodernist hermeneutics, which

have created the intellectual dead end that Smiths finds as the deadlock

in the social sciences. The starting Point of critical realism is that the

"epistemological turn" of modernity has led to the deadlock Thus critical

realism does an end run on epistemology and starts out with ontology:

the "real" is a meaningful term. It is not coterminous with the empirical.

We not only experience, we inquire; we understand; we try to frame our

best case; we revise. While we are fallible in our process of inquiry we

are oriented to what is real. So, as a kind of ontological deduction that

adds the "critical" to critical realism, this philosophy proclaims that we

can learn about the real in a fallible, revisable manner by commitment to

the process of inquiry.l5 Another ontological deduction of critical realism

is that reality is stratifed: it exists on multiple layers, in which each layer,

though connected to the others, oPerates with its own "characteristic

dynamics and processes."15In fact, there are higher layers that emerge out

of the lower layers, are conditioned by them, but have their own laws.

Hence critical realism, against any reductionist tendencies, is a philosophy

of emerging reality, including the emergence of such a nonmaterial reality

as that of the human mind with its hermeneutical tasks.rT

Smith applies this notion of emergence through an incredibly nuanced

analysis of the emergence of higher layers of organization from unconscious

being, to primary experience caPacities, to secondary experience caPacities,

to creative capacities, to moral and interPersonal capacities - in short, to

the emergence of the person.l8 The second theoretical resource, therefore,

is personalism, the twentieth-century movement associated with certain

varieties of existential phenomenology and Catholic thought, reflecting

rfRoy Bhaskar, A Realist Conception of Science (London: Verso, 1994; Roy Bhaskar, C/rtical

Re0lism (New York: Routledge 1998); Roy BhaskaLThe Possibility ol Naturulism: APhilosophical

Cilique ol Cofitemryrary Humafi Sciences lLondon: Routledge, 1979). This PaPer is r€stricted to

Smith's interpretation of Bhaskar's critical realism. The dialogue, of course, at some Point must

expand beyond Smith and Lonergan to include l.onergan and Bhaskar
tswhat Is a Percon? ,9344.
)6wlat Is a Person? ,95.
tTwhot Is a Pertun?,95-97.
tawhnt ls a Percon? , chap. I . See the diagram on Page 74.
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what Lonergan calls the "tum to the realm of interiority." The notion of
emergence, then, in critical realism, with its nonreductionist, nonrelativistic
approach to the person, joins personalism.re

The critical realist commitment to fallibilistic knowledge of the real and
its consonance with personalism as a result of its notion ofemergence leads it
to embrace a third theoretical resource - "antiscientistic phenomenology."20
By this term Smith refers not so much to existential phenomenology as to
Michael Polanyi and Charles Taylor.'?r The crihcal realist, that is, non-naive
realist, approach to knowledge emphasizing its fallibilism but, at the same

time, its goal of understanding the real, is also emphasizing the role of
personal commitment and fidelity in the process of inquiry - exactly the
point Polanyi makes in his celebrated work on personal knowledge. This
emphasis dovetails, too, with Charles Taylor's contention that we must reject

scientistic, reductionist claims that contradict our "Best Accounts" of our
conscious activities as cognitive and moral agents -our "phenomenological"
experience. Our Best Accounts, Smith says, are arrived at "by challenge,
discussion, argumentation, reflection, criticism, vetting, that is, by testing
against the clarity of experience, including through systematic observation
and the discipline of reason."z Experience here is not restricted to the data
of senses but focuses on the data of consciousness.

The Person

Based on these theoretical resources, Smith argues for the validity of the
notion of the person, so conceived, in sociology. What, then, is the person?

Smith defines the person thusly:

[A] conscious, reflective embodied, self-transcending center of
subjective experience, durable entity, moral commitment, and social
communication who- as the efficient cause ofhis or her own responsible
actions and interactions - exercises complex capacities for agency and
intersubjectivity in order to sustain his or her own incommunicable

lewat Is a Person?,9*'lM.
xwhat ls a Person? , 1M-14.

':rMichael Polanyi, Perso nal Knowledge: Toword a Post Critical Philosaphy (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1 8); Charles Taylor, So /ces of the Sery (Cambndge, MA: Harvard Unive$ity
Press,1969).

DslJith, Whot Is a Per$n?,112.
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self in loving relationshiPs with other personal selves and with the

nonpersonal world.23

The person is not a social atom but a being inherently related to other

persons; the person is not, on the other hand, a creation of sociery a mere

function of a mammoth social network. The person is a causal agent who

constitutes social reality, even as social reality has its o$/n stability and

endurance, which conditions the life of the Persons within it. Person and

society are in a complicated dialectic relationship. Sociology, by giving a

nuanced account of the person, who oPerates on multiple layers and in

dialectical relation to society, can in giving such a nuanced account of the

"facts" of the person, offer these "facts" to ethics as evidence for reflection on

either human - and social - flourishing or human- and social -brokenness.2a

And in the context of such an ethics, sociology can make its contribution in

exploring the question of human diSnity. Hence Smith's critical realism can

ground a critical moral theory along the lines of Habermas, and, as we shall

see, of Lonergan.

Wn-rr LoNrnceN Orrrns Slrnrr

Ourbriefaccount here by no means can dojustice to the richness and erudition

of Smith's remarkable work. We have focused on his methodological

assumptions. But this is quite aPPropriate if we are to engage him in a

dialogue with Lonergan.

What, then, can Lonergan's critical realism offer to Smith's critical

realism?

Parallel Claims

It should be obvious to any student of Lonergan that there are huge areas of

comparison between Lonergan and Smith.

First, Lonergan, of course, reiects out of hand the counterPositions that

Smith sees as still holding sway over sociology - scientism, reductionism,

positivism, empiricism, subiective idealism, hermeneutical relativism, and

linguistic historicism. Lonergan, however, refutes these counterpositions

,$mith, What ls a Perso ?,74.

'?€mith, [Mut Is a Pelson? , chaps. T 4
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neither primarily by metaphysical deductions nor by ad hoc arguments
revealing their contradictions. He carries on a broad and comprehensive
frontal assault. He does so by taking on in lnsiglrt the most formable thinker
of the "epistemological turn" of modernity, namely, Kant. Lonergan's
critique of Kant (and of related counterpositions) establishes his distinct
altemative to the "epistemological tum." More on this later.

Second, Lonergan's notion of "emergent probability" isclearly consonant
with the idea of emerging stratified realities.s "Higher integrations"
can emerge/ both conditioned by lower manifolds but organizing those
manifolds according to its own laws. Lonergan's account of emergent
probability is brilliant, metaphysically comprehensive, and supported by
vast amounts of scientific data. It is a resource that could hold promise
for fruitful dialogue. The universe, in Lonergan's view, is a directed but
open dynamism in which the effectively probable realization of its own
possibilities means the emergence of new forms and new, more complex
realities. This involves a hansformation of universal explanatory patterns
immanent in the data, or "coniugate forms."26 In Lonergan's universe, one

set of coniugate forms can give place to another The result: the emergence

of new forms. Lonergan argues for a universe that is not only emergent but
emergent according to probability schedules. The intelligible principles of
natural processes are most often "schemes of recurrence," in which, in a

given series of events, "the fulfilment of the conditions of each would be
the occurrence of the others" - as, for example, the planetary system, the
nitrogen cycle, and the routines of animal life.'?7 Lonergan, however, can
also find an intelligibility by abstracting from nonsystematic processes and
discerning the ideal frequenry from which actual, relative frequencies do not
diverge systematically.'?8 We can thus combine the intelligibility of statistical
laws to the notion of a conditioned series of schemes of recurrence. When
the emergence of an actual order at one level (for example, the organic) is
the precondition, that is, potency, for the emergence of a higher level order
(for example, the psychic), and when the latter is the precondition for a still
higher order (for example, the intellectual), we have a conditioned series of

@ lnsight, 13&51, 533-43, chaps. 8, 15; Phitip Mcshane, Ranilomness, Stotistics, and
Emergence (Dublin: Cill and Macmillan, 1970); Thomasl. McPartland ,lnneryan and the philosophy

ol Hislorical Existence (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2001), chap. 2.
bltlsight, 772-'13, 46047.

" Insight , 147.
alnsig, 7a49, 727-2j, 752.
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schemes of recurrence. And, given sufficient numbers and time, the hiSher

orders will be likely to emerge. \4trat on one level is merely a random

manifold of events can on another, higher level be an actually functioning

formal pattem of events. In other words, an emergent higher integration

systematizes what was merely coincidental on a lower order Moreover,

such a dynamic integration systemat2es by adding and modifying until
the old integration is eliminated and, by the principle of emergence, a new

integration is introduced. The higher integrations always exist as "things,"

concrete "unity, identity, wholes," with their concrete intelliSibilities., Such

a "thing" that is a "person" will be a comPlex of concrete higher integrations

(such as depicted in Smith's diagram on page 74 of his text). Lonergan's

notion of emergent probability is grounded in his metaPhysical principle

of the isomorphism of the structure of knowing and the structure of the

known.r Here again we need to stress this relation to epistemology.

Third, Smith's complex analysis of the person can be met almost Point
by point in Lonergan's thinking. For Lonergan, the person is embodied,

both intelligible and intelligent, both matter and sPirit.31 "Genuiness," in

fact, demands negotiation between the higher order of intelligence and the

lower manifold of the psyche and of the organic 12 Lonergan's treatment of

the psyche and of neural demand functions can indeed shed some light on

Smith's contention that much of social norms oPerate on the level of the

body as "scripted" bodily routines, rituals, and expressions.33 Here, too,

Lonergan's notions of elemental meanings, intersubiective spontaneiry

symbols, and incarnate meaninS would add explanatory power.s Lonergan,

of course, has a precise, comprehensive, explanatory account of cognitive

and moral operations - indeed moving through different and distinct levels

of operation. Lonergan sees these operations (and their underpinning

intentionality) asultimately goingbeyond themselves into the state of loving,

which embraces what Smith calls, as the highest level of emergence for the

person, "inter-personal commitment and love."35 The heart of Lonergan's

alnsight,271,460-(ts.

ahtsight 
, 47 -75.

!Iisight,53U3.

'Insight,499-fi3.
nlnsilht , 212-20, 4*{,2; Sl0r.ilh, What Is a Persorl? , 3*52.
Ylnsight,237-38; Method in Theology , 57-73.
*Method ifi Theology , 24L42, 34M1; Snnth, Wh t ls a Person? , 72-73
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treatment of the person is found in his notion of "personal values," ranking
above vital values, social values, and cultural values on the preference
scale of what is worthwhile - based on the criterion of self-transcendence.$
Personal values cannot be sustained without the gift of spiritual values.
As personal operations become social cooperations - in the kind of causal

agenry Smith identifies with the person - they set up the structure of the
human good.37

Fourth, Lonergan sees a definitely dialectical relation between subiect
and society. Human cognitive and moralagents through common experience,
common understanding, common iudgments, and common commitments,
constitute cultural communities that inform a way of life which becomes

common social cooperations; these are obiectified, embodied, and
institutionalized only to carry on their own existence and, in tum, through
acculturation, socialization, and education have massive influence on the
growth and development of persons.s So persons constitute society, and
society constitutes persons.3e

Fifth, Lonergan sees inauthenticity as well as authenticity in human life
and human society. He observes how inattentiveness, stupidity, irrationaliry
and irresponsibility ioined with various biases (neurotic, egotistical,
group, and general commonsensical) can lead not only to brokenness
and breakdown but to a cumulative cycle of decline affecting all aspects

of human existence including the culture.ao Lonergan in one of his more
passionate appeals urges social science not only to be descriptive and not
only to be explanatory but also to be normative:

[S]o also human science has to be critical. It can afford to drop the
nineteenth-century scientific outlook of mechanist determinism
in favor of an emergent probability. It can profit by the distinction
between the intelligible emergent probability of prehuman process
and the intelligent emergent probability that arises in the measure

Method in Theology, 37-32.
37 Method in Thmlogy, 47 -52.
a Method in Theology, 4&49, 79
eBernard 

J. F. l,onerga n, Phenonenology and Logic: Thc Boston Coltege l2ctures on Mathenatical
Urgic and Elistmlialisrn, vol.78 ol trc Collected y6/rl6 ol Bemard ltneryaa, ed. philip 

J. McShane
(Torcnto: University of Toronto Prcss, 2001), 2@-210,302-N3.

&Phetommology and logic, 21c-12, 302-3tO; Insight, 8-9, 214-27 , 24441; Method in Theotou,
52-55.
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that man succeeds in understanding himself and in implementing

that understanding. Finally, it can be of inestimable value in aiding

man to understand himself and guiding him in implementation of
that understanding if, and only if, it can learn to distinguish between

progress and decline. In other words, human science cannot be merely

empirical; it has to be critical; to reach a critical standpoint, it has to

be normative. This is a tall order for human science as hitherto it has

existed. But pmple looking for easy tasks best renounce any ambition

to be scientists; and if mathematicians and physicists can surmount

their surds, the human scientist can learn to master his.ar

This means that sociology, in principle, ought to contribute to the

differentiation of practices, routines, and cycles of progress from the

practices, routines, and cycles of decline.{2 The task is enormous, difficult,
and complex. It requires a sophisticated grasp of the nature of human

understanding and its various patterns as well as an equally sophisticated

grasp ofthe nature and forms of the flight from understanding This requires

a sophisticated epistemology.

Epistemology and Method in Metaphysis

To be sure, much more could be said on these topics. These parallels between

Lonergan and Smith deserve extensive treatment. And we could anticiPate

that out of the dialogue would come new insiShts that would take us beyond

iust an affirmation of the parallels. As fruitful as that exercise may be, what

Lonergan offers most to Smith and to his type of critical realism is something

else - method.

Smith has legitimately sought to extricate himself from the

epistemological morass of modernity Cartesian rationalism was but

another version of medieval conceptualism and essentialism, which falsely

promised a kind of mental Picture of reality; empiricism was ultimately but

another version of the medieval oia moderna tending toward nominalism'

Kant's cancellation of rationalism and empiricism sought to limit human

'tlnsight, 261.
a2For a parallel challenSe in the field of historiograPhy, see Thomas ,- McParlland, l'onetgan

and Histoiigrophy: The Epistenologiul Philosophy ol History (Columbia: UniveNity of Missouri

Press, 2010), chaP. 2.
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knowledge to the phenomenal world through the imposition of a priori
categories. The idealist attempt to ground a metaphysics in the dynamism
of the categories led to the revolt against idealism, ushering in the twentieth
century with its ever lesser viewpoints of positivism versus existentialism
and later postmodemism. Amid all the complicated movements and counter
movements Lonergan sees one dominant epistemological assumption shape

all the debates, namely, knowing in order to be knowing of reality has to be

something at least analogous to seeing.a3 So Lonergan, too, would reiect the
epistemological turn.

But in its place he would resort to an extensive and comprehensive
phenomenology of the cognitive and moral operations that would provide
the data for a cognitional theory, which would, in tum, be the basis for a

precise explanatory account of the cognitive operations, each related to each

other as part of the emergent self-transcending structure of inquiry with its
unfolding levels of experiencing, understanding, and iudging. Lonergan
expands his enterprise in post-Insisl,t writings to include a phenomenological
account of moral inquiry, where questions go beyond those of fact to those
of value and decision. A brief summary of his expanded cognitional and
moral theory of operations, such as he provides in the opening chapter of
Method in Theology, may seem clear and even commonplace. But that can

be deceptive. The entire effort is, in his words, one of "self-appropriation,"
and several hundred pages of lnsight are intended as exercises in such
self-appropriation.a Lonergan not only details the operations of cognitive
and moral inquiry and their structural relationship; he also locates the
imperative driving the process. Fidelity to the immanent, self-transcending
norms of inquiry would be the road to obiectivity. Reality is not something
"out there" extrinsic to the process of inquiry to somehow be "seen" (for
example, by empiricist sensations or by conceptualist mental perceptions).
Reality is a heuristic notion: we are "related" to reality by the directional
tendency of our questioning. We know reality by fidelity to the norms of
inquiry issuing in iudgments. Our knowing is an ongoing process. It is a

process both personal and normative, fallibilistic and obiective. Since what
we know is through the process of inquiry what we know is isomorphic to
the structure of inquiry We have here a legitimate and critical link between

a'Insight, 22-23, 413-'14; Methd in Theology,23&39; see Michael Mccarthy, The Crisis of
Piilosoplry, SUNY Series in Philosophy (Albany: SLTNIY Press, ls89)

alnsight,11,13.
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epistemology and metaphysics. Lonergan has a nuanced version of virtue

epistemology. Lonergan can show that any attemPt to deny the constitutive

role of the cognitive operations would be to use them, thus issuing in a

performative contradiction (performing, for example, the oPerations of

experiencing, understanding, and iudging to deny the constitutive role of

any of the operations). This epistemology would ground a metaphysics of

critical realism (with the parallels to that of Smith mentioned above). Thus

Lonergan in his phenomenology of consciousness and cognitional theory,

as he conceives of it, provides a non-foundationalist foundation for an

alternative epistemology, which, in tum, can provide a methodical basis for

handling issues in metaphysics.

Some of the most sensitive contemPorary philosophers have gravitated,

hesitatingly, towards metaphysics. Jiirgen Habermas, following some

analytic philosophers, has had to come to the startling conclusion that

there must be a reality that we are seeking to know. He infers - by way of

"realist intuitions" - that there is a reality transcending us, that we know

something of this reality by encountering it as cognitive agents, and that

our linguistic assertions refer to language independent objects. But he

is still under the spell of Kant. We must reiect "representational realism"

and the correspondence theory of truth, substituting for it a version of the

coherence theory of truth rooted in a Kantian Pragmatism with the episternic

priority of the "linguistically adiculated horizon of the lifeworld."as At this

point, so it is evident, the problem of bridging the gap between subject

and object ("out there to be seen") has made its ugly aPPearance. Charles

Taylor seems to be under the sway of Heidegger in fearing that scientific

inquiry leads to methodological control. He would rePlace it with our Best

Account, our reasoned attempt to explicate those experiences that truly

give meaning and value to our lives and hence Point to some rcality But

we cannot have recourse to metaPhysics; we cannot completely reverse the

change in worldview that came with the Cartesian "disengaged subject"

confronting the world as an obiect through representations of the mind and

with the now post-Cartesian "engaged subject" unable to disengage from its

historically embedded horizon.4 Indeed Taylor's hermeneutical explication

seems to apProximate in many ways Lonergan's notion of the norms of

{sJiirgen Habermas, Truth and |ustift(tion, trans. Barbara Fultner (Cambrid8e: The

Press, 2007), 10, 30.

alaylot, Sources of the Self, Pl l
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self-transcending inquiryaT Taylor nonetheless seems hesitant to pursue
the further cognitional, epistemological, and metaphysical questions that
might flow from his hermeneutical explication, for to enter the metaphysical
terrain would be to encounter the gap between sublect and obiect, for which
there is no bridge.a3

The argument here is that Lonergan leads us to a metaphysics that has

critical grounds. We have already seen above how Lonergan's' epistemology
supports Smith's reversal of counterpositions and argues for a normative
sociology that can engage ethical matters about the social good and human
dignity as it discerns the difference between progress and decline. And we
have seen how Lonergan's metaphysics can support the notion ofemergence
and stratified reality. Let us address here how Lonergan can handle in a

methodical way two strategically important metaphysical issues, the nature
of the person and the nature of sociery

Howcan we meaningfully talkaboutthe person, the person as agent, and
the person as subject of human rights and dignity if we have no metaphysical
view of the self? Lonergan would investigatethe self metaphysically in terms
of his notions of "central" potenry form, and act as they appty to a unity-
identify-whole grasped in data as individual and as acting in particular
spaces and times.a'This "thing" is a person-thing because it has "conjugate"
potency, form, and acts, and the conjugate form (the intelligibility) is that
of a person-thing, which is precisely the explanatory relations and unity of
organic, psychic, and intellectual levels of integration.s There is an operator
immanent in the person-thing that propels development and rnakes for the
emergence of higher integrations.sl These metaphysical explanations of the

'7see Brian J. Braman, Merning and Authmticily: Bemard loneryafi \nd Clarles Taylot on the
Drama ol Aulhmtic Exislen.e (Ibronto: University of Toronto Prcss, 2008).

6For analysis of sources and both comparison and contrast with Lonergan, see Nicholas
Plants, "l,onergan and Taylor: A Critical Integtation," METH1D: Iounlal of lrnergon Sludies'lg, 

^o.1 (2001): 143-72. Taylor, according to Plantt accepts the representation model as the standard
for a realist epistemology.

aelnsight , 45643. The " cmtral" in central potency, form, and act is the unity of a single thing
or existent. Potency, form, and act are metaphysical correlations, rcspectivel, to the cognitional
levels of experiencing, understanding, and judging. Since we know the real through the
structure of knowing (on Lonergan's critical realist account), there will be aspects of the real
proportionate to the structure of knowing.

llnsight 
, 27"1 , 27979, 53844.

stlnsighl, 490-92, 494-504. The operator of the cognitive development is the pure desire to
know (/nsiglrf, 555). Development is in accord with the metaphysic principle of,,finality,,, which
is the immanent intelligibility of emerging world process 0rsigrt, 470-76). For lonergan,s debt
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person are grounded in, and isomorphic with, the unity of consciousness

as given and the experience of the dynamism of self-transcending inquiry

Lonergan, then, has precise metaPhysical correlates to the dynamic structure

of inquiry - explicated in cognitional theory and verified in the data of

consciousness. We see here Lonergan's bold claim that his critical realist

metaphysics is verifiable.s'?

Lonergan's rnetaphysics, too, sheds tight on the ontological status of

sociery It is not a big thing in which little things (persons) function as cogs in

a machine. Nor is it completely artificial. It is neither a thing nor an artifact.

It is a reality that is the product of, and endures precisely as self-mediation.s3

As we have seen, cooperations and skills of members of society create a

network of relations that function as schemes of recurrence: they mediate

social order The social order through the common experience, common

interpretation, common judgments, and common decisions constitute the

community that sustains society as an objective order and in that capacity

is a framework of muhral self-mediation as it shapes individuals through

socialization, acculturation, and education. The common good is neither

to Bergson on the notion of finality, see william A. Matthews, L)netgan's Quest: A Stttdy of

Desirc in the Arthoring ol IrsiSlit (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005), 377 l,r.erran,
as does Bergson, rejec'ts the "antecedent determinism" of reductionism as well as th€ "future

determinism" of Aristotle-s teleology of an etemal heaven; finality is an open but directed

dynamism, where the direction is toward more comPlex bein& Siven long Periods of time'

For Lonergan, the paratlel in Aristotle is not in his telos but in his piysis (Matthews, Lr?tga"'5

Quest,476). Physis 6ature) is an intemal Principle of change and rest, and for the human sPirit

the principle is the activity of raising and answering questions. But there is more: "And is not

thaideeper and more comPrchensive PrinciPle itself a nature, at once a PrinciPle of movement

and of rest, a tidal movement that begins belore consciousness, Unfolds through sensitivity,

intelligence, rational r€flection, responsible deliberation, only to 6nd its rest beyond all of

these?"" The point beyond is being-inJove (B€mard J. F. Loletgan, AThird Collection: Palcrs

W Benard I. F. laneigan, d. Frederick E. Crowe INew York: Paulist Press, 19851, 17+75)'

Ftr a nuanced keatm;nt tinking lonergan's notion of develoPment to Kant's notion of the

person, see Patrick H. Byme, "Foundations of the 'Ethics of Embryonic Stem Cell Research""

ir', ln rngm Wrkshop loinat, vol.20, ed. Fred tawrence (Chestnut HiI, MA: Boston College,

2008), 1i{9. Byme, using Lonergan's metaPhysics, argues, cautiously, that the human "thin8"

throughout the Process oI develoPment is, in fact, a Person
elnsighl, S.

tsBernard J. F. Lonergan, Phitosophiut and Theological Papos, 1965-'1980' vol- 17 of the

Collected work of Bernaid lonergan, ed. Robert C Croken and Robert M Doran (Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 2004), chap. 8; A Third Collection,3D; Andrew Beards' Mefftod i'l

Metaphysics: Ionergan and the Futurc ol Anolytic Phitosophy (Totuntoi.UniveIsity of Toronto Press'

2ctr8),320-26.
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reducible to the sum of individual goods nor does it subsume the goods of

persons in a super metaphysical essence.t

Our brief foray into Loner8an's metaPhysics illustrates its methological

grounding in his epistemology, which allows for verification ofmetaphysical

claims in the data of consciousness, that is, in the conscious performance in

the process of inquiry with its immanent norrns.s5 The strength of Smith's

critical realism is that it is a clear altemative to the weaknesses of its main

opponents, emPiricism and reductionism, on the one hand, and various

forms of hermeneutical idealism, on the other. Reality is greater than the

object-world of sense experience; and we can know it through acts of

linguistic interPretation since language does have reference outside itself'

Critical realism can be seen as the mean between the extremes of passive

sensation and active hermeneutical reality construction. In this sense critical

realism would be a half-way house between empiricism and idealism'

Lonergan would have us reconfigure the relationship \ /ith his altemative,

virtue epistemology. We indeed need to explain (interPret) the data and

formulate our ideas. But the exigency of the desire to know raises a further

question about each ofour formulations and claims,Is it so? We seek insights

into what constitutes sufficient evidence to suPPort our claims and marshal

and weigh the evidence to make a rational ,udgment. The self-transcending

process of inquiry moves us from exPeriencing, to understanding, and

then to ,udging. Empiricism focuses on experiencing; idealism focuses on

understanding; critical realism focuses on the entire, compound process of

experiencing, understanding, and judging as underpinned by the desire to

know. Lonergan's critical realist ePistemology, in tum, grounds his critical

realist metaphysics. Idealism is the half-way house between empi cism and

critical realism.s Thus the Lonergan enterPrise can provide methological

precisionto justify the main metaphysical claims of Smith in hisextraordinary

book about the person. Lonergan offers a distinct method of linking critical

realism to phenomenology and to Personalism.

sRelevant here is Lonergan's metaPhysical distinction between central and conju8ate

forms (which are intelligibilities that reside only in thin8s, defined by cmtral forms, in their

relations to other things) and his "inadequate" rcal distinction among potency, Iorm, and act

(which means that form, or essence, is distinct ftom act, or existence, but not as one thing from

another thing) (Insigrt, 4(fr43, 513-141.
ssThese norms Lonergan formulates as the tanscendental PrecePts, be attentive, Lle

intelligent, be reasonable, and be rcsPonsible lMethod in Theolory,20\.
*lnsight,22.


